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ABSTRACT
In recent years, airborne spectroradiometers have become sensitive enough to detect
subtle increases and decreases in the depth of oxygen absorption lines caused by
fluorescence emission from chlorophylls in plants. This fluorescence emission, termed
solar induced fluorescence (SIF), is thought to contain information about
photosynthesis, which could be utilised in both precision agriculture and dynamic
global vegetation models to potentially help mitigate the threat to food security posed
by anthropogenic climate change and a growing human population.

This PhD thesis is concerned with understanding the photosynthetic information in SIF
at spatial scales ranging from the leaf to the canopy. To do this, a novel technique for
remotely measuring photosynthesis, known as Light Induced Fluorescence Transients
(LIFT), was coupled with a spectroradiometer, allowing for simultaneous measurements
of SIF and photosynthesis. Given the novelty of the LIFT instrument for terrestrial
photosynthetic measurements, I first provide a detailed overview of the LIFT instrument
calibration and operation, and establish nomenclature for LIFT measurements and data
processing. The LIFT instrument was then utilized in three field campaigns supported
by laboratory measurements of leaf optical properties and pigments. The aims of these
three field campaigns was to: 1) characterise LIFT for use in the field, 2) examine the
relationship between photosynthesis and SIF on the leaf-level, and 3) understand the
relationship between SIF and photosynthesis at different spatial scales.

In this first field campaign, the ability of LIFT to monitor photosynthesis in avocado
leaves under field conditions was assessed. As part of this, the effect of leaf angle on
LIFT measurements, the ability of LIFT detected reflectance at 685 nm (Rred) to
remotely estimate leaf illumination, and the ability of LIFT to monitor photosynthesis
during dynamic light changes was examined. Results of these experiments demonstrated
that LIFT measurements are leaf angle independent between ± 40˚ from perpendicular
to the LIFT measurement beam, that estimates of Rred from leaves of similar chlorophyll
content provide a species-dependent yet reasonable proxy for incident light intensity,
and that LIFT is capable of measuring photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions in
the field.
iv

To allow for simultaneous measurements of photosynthesis and hyperspectral
reflectance, a spectroradiometer was integrated through the optical path of the LIFT
instrument. Using this modified LIFT instrument, a second field campaign was
performed, where simultaneous diurnal measurements of SIF and photosynthesis in
leaves of orange jasmine and avocado were collected over multiple seasons. Analysis of
these measurements suggests that at seasonal time scales, SIF is principally correlated
with changes in leaf illumination, electron transport rates and constitutive heat
dissipation; furthermore, at diurnal time scales, SIF is principally correlated with leaf
photosynthetically active radiation.

Measurements from the second field campaign provided data for the validation of
Fluspect CX, a leaf radiative transfer model. However, measurements incorporating
varying degrees of canopy integration were needed in order to identify if leaf-level
relationships were generalisable to larger spatial scales. Building upon the operational
knowledge gained during the past two field campaigns, a third field campaign was run,
where the LIFT instrument was mounted on a cherry picker and LIFT and SIF
measurements collected at different heights above the canopies of avocado trees. These
measurements showed that at leaf and canopy scales, SIF is strongly correlated with
incident illumination. In addition to this, it was identified that measurement footprint
has no significant influence on far-red SIF retrievals for measurement footprints 1–34.3
cm2 for nadir measurement heights 1–5 m above the canopies of avocado trees.

Overall, in this thesis, I document some of the first simultaneous SIF and photosynthetic
measurements, indicating that SIF can be linked with changes in plant photosynthetic
parameters from both oblique measurement from individual leaves and nadir
measurements over complex canopies. Furthermore, this demonstrates the first
application of LIFT for monitoring photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions and
shows that Rred can be utilised as a remote indicator of leaf illumination. Together, these
results have provided data for the calibration and validation of leaf radiative transfer
models, such as Fluspect CX, and will further the interpretation of SIF soon to be
sensed globally with high precision by the European Space Agency’s Fluorescence
Explorer Mission.
v
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CHAPTER 1: LINKING SPECTRAL SIGNALS WITH NOVEL
PHOTOSYNTHETIC PARAMETERS FROM THE LEAF TO THE CANOPY
This chapter provides an introduction and overview to the topics covered within this
thesis. The text in this chapter is based upon my initial literature review conducted as
part of my PhD. The nomenclature and biophysical understanding of LIFT fluorescence
excitation and emission is adapted from the Osmond et al. (2017), in which I provided
assistance in field experiments, sample collection, analysis of leaf pigment samples, the
development of LIFT nomenclature and editing the manuscript.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing is the process of determining information about an object at a distance
without physically interacting with it. This is achieved either through the detection of
passive reflected signals from an object or by detecting the interaction of actively
emitted signals with an object. Remote sensing provides two important benefits over
conventional methods of obtaining information about objects: firstly, it allows for the
collection of data in sensitive locations where physical sampling is either not possible or
damaging; and secondly, it allows for data to be collected over large spatial scales.
These two benefits of remote sensing make it particularly applicable in the fields of
precision agriculture and vegetation modelling, both of which aim to, in part, mitigate
threats to global food security induced by anthropogenically driven climate change and
the growing human population.

While our rapidly expanding human population requires ever-increasing food
production, climate change has the potential to negatively affect the growth of plants
and therefore lead to subsequent decreases in food, fibre and ecosystem diversity (Field
et al. 2014). As such, methods of increasing crop yields while minimising resource
wastage, as well as methods of modelling future crop yields and vegetation shifts are
required. The fields of precision agriculture and dynamic global vegetation modelling
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(DGVM) address these needs by exploiting the ability of remote sensing techniques to
collect measurements of vegetation over spatial scales ranging from crops, and in the
case DGVMs, collect measurements over global scales. Integral to both of these
approaches is the ability to interpret remotely sensed signals to provide information
about plant photosynthetic rates. In the case of precision agriculture, this can be utilised
to identify specific areas of fields requiring water, fertiliser or pest treatment, while in
the case of DGVMs, this can be employed to estimate gross primary productivity (GPP)
and predict vegetation shifts.

Estimates of plant photosynthetic rates can be approximated over large spatial scales
using a number of different approaches, which in most cases aim to provide estimates of
either GPP or net primary productivity (NPP), with the NPP equal to GPP minus the
energy used in ecosystem respiration (R; Equation 1) (Amthor & Baldocchi 2001).
𝑮𝑷𝑷 = 𝑵𝑷𝑷 + 𝑹

(1)

Traditionally, GPP is estimated by measurements of NPP and R. Net primary
productivity is collected through measurements of dry biomass accumulation over a
given period of time and area, and is combined with measurements of R at either the
leaf-level, using gas exchange systems (see chapter 1.1.2.1.1), or at the ecosystem-level
using flux towers (Baldocchi et al. 1988). However, over large spatial scales, the direct
measurements of NPP by dry biomass accumulation and R by gas exchange become
unfeasible. Gross primary productivity over large spatial scales is therefore
approximated by either simple correlation between remotely sensed signals and ground
based measurements extrapolated to larger spatial scales, or by modelling. These
modelling approaches are principally based upon the photosynthetic models of Farquhar
et al. (C3 model; 1980) and of Collatz et al. (C3 and laminar flow model; 1991; C4
model; 1992), or the Penman-Monteith GPP equation (Equation 2; Monteith 1972). The
Penman-Monteith GPP equation relates GPP to the total photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR; 400–700 nm; Hoover 1937), the fraction of PAR that is absorbed
(fPAR) and light use efficiency (LUE).
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𝑮𝑷𝑷 = 𝑷𝑨𝑹 × 𝒇𝑷𝑨𝑹 × 𝑳𝑼𝑬

(2)

LUE is derived from the maximum light use efficiency (LUEmax), the scalar of daily
vapour pressure deficit (f[VPD]) and the scalar of daily minimum air temperature
(g[Tmin]; Equation 3; Monteith 1972), or as the ratio of the daily electron transport rate
(ETRday; the flux of electrons used by photosynthesis given in µmol electrons·m-2·s-1) to
the daily PAR (PARday; Equation 4; Pieruschka et al. 2014).
𝑳𝑼𝑬 = 𝑳𝑼𝑬𝒎𝒂𝒙 × 𝒇(𝑽𝑷𝑫) × 𝒈(𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏 )

(3)

or
𝑳𝑼𝑬 =

𝑬𝑻𝑹𝒅𝒂𝒚
𝑷𝑨𝑹𝒅𝒂𝒚

(4)

In DGVMs relying on the photosynthetic models of Farquhar et al. (1980) and Collatz
et al. (1991; 1992), the key driving parameters are the maximum carboxylation capacity
(i.e. the maximum level of CO2 capture by the enzyme Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase [RuBisCO]), denoted by Vcmax, and the maximum rate of
photosynthetic electron transport, denoted by Jmax (Farquhar et al. 1980).

1.1.1 Remote sensing of plant photosynthetic traits
While the ultimate goals of precision agriculture and DGVM differ (i.e. targeted
measurements of plant photosynthetic rates and stress in the case of the former, and
modelling of vegetation change and gas fluxes in the case of the latter), both fields
require large spatial scale measurements of plant traits for deriving correlations and
parameterising models. On small spatial scales, both the Penman-Monteith equation and
the models of Farquhar et al. (1980) and Collatz et al. (1991; 1992) can be
parameterised by measurements of leaf optical properties and photosynthesis measured
on single leaves. However, over larger spatial scales remote sensing is required.
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1.1.1.1 Spectral indices
Over larger spatial scales, the retrieval of plant photosynthetic traits has traditionally
occurred through measurements of optical vegetation indices (VI), which are
mathematical transformations of spectral reflectance designed to maximise their
sensitivity towards particular biochemical or physical variables and simultaneously to
minimise the effects of other confounding factors (Myneni et al. 1995). Since the launch
of the first successful weather satellite, TRIOS-1, in 1960 at the start of the satellite era,
many VI have been developed to provide information about a multitude of different
plant traits. These VI are mostly related to changes in pigment composition or canopy
structure, which are often utilised to provide estimates of LUE and APAR over large
spatial scales (Roberts et al. 2011; Springer et al. 2017). The most frequently used VI
are simple ratios that relate two or more reflectance wavelengths of interest (pλ) (Glenn
et al. 2008). The normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) and its derivatives are
some of the most highly used indices (Equation 5; Rouse 1974); additionally, the
photochemical reflectance index (PRI; Equation 6; Gamon et al. 1997) has often been
applied at larger spatial scales to provide information about plant photochemical stress
(Garbulsky et al. 2011).
𝒑(𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒊𝒏𝒇𝒓𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒅)−𝒑(𝒓𝒆𝒅)

NDVI = 𝒑(𝒏𝒆𝒂𝒓 𝒊𝒏𝒇𝒓𝒂𝒓𝒆𝒅)+𝒑(𝒓𝒆𝒅)
𝒑𝟓𝟑𝟏−𝒑𝟓𝟕𝟎

PRI = 𝒑𝟓𝟑𝟏+𝒑𝟓𝟕𝟎

(5)

(6)

The NDVI enhances the effect of leaf-dependent and/or canopy structure-dependent
reflectance in the near infrared (~850 nm) relative to the structurally less sensitive
reflectance in the visible red part of the electromagnetic spectrum in order to provide an
index of vegetation ‘greenness’ (Liang 2005). Although NDVI values are canopy and
leaf structure-dependent (Myneni & Williams 1994; Myneni et al. 1995), a number of
studies have demonstrated that the NDVI can approximate fPAR in a range of different
ecosystems (Myneni & Williams 1994; Ruimy et al. 1994; Law et al. 2000).
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Similarly, the PRI enhances the effect of photoprotective xanthophyll pigments (see
Chapter 1.1.2 for further details) by contrasting and normalising reflectance at 531 nm
to the photoprotective pigment insensitive reflectance at 570 nm in order to provide
information about the state of photoprotection in leaves (Nichol et al. 2012). The PRI
was originally developed from measurements of leaves in an integrating sphere, with
the PRI from the dark-adapted state (low zeaxanthin content) contrasted against the PRI
in a light-adapted state (higher zeaxanthin content) to give a relative measure of
xanthophyll pigment de-epoxidation (Gamon et al. 1997). Since the development of the
PRI, it has been utilized in a number of studies outside of an integrating sphere to
provide information about LUE. At small spatial scales and under controlled conditions,
spatially resolved PRI from hyperspectral imaging systems has been shown to correlate
with fluorescence-based changes in plant photosynthetic rates (Rascher et al. 2007;
Nichol et al. 2012). Under field conditions on the leaf-level, or homogeneous canopies,
PRI has also been found to be a good indicator of LUE (Peñuelas et al. 1995; Filella et
al. 1996). However, when applied at large spatial scales with heterogeneous canopies
made up of multiple plant functional types, correlations with LUE become weaker
(Nichol et al. 2000; Whitehead & Gower 2001; Nichol et al. 2002). These weaker
correlations are a product of signal contamination (Garbulsky et al. 2011; Rascher et al.
2015) from a range of sources such as shadow fraction (Hall et al. 2008; Hilker et al.
2009), canopy structure, viewing angles and plant functional types (Barton & North
2001), which like NDVI, make interpretation of PRI from heterogeneous environments
difficult.

Although many VI exist, it should be noted that the aim of this thesis is not to
exhaustively examine each of these to identify the best performing VI under varying
circumstances, as has been done many times before (e.g. Roberts et al. 2011; Xue & Su
2017). Instead, I focus principally on the novel chlorophyll fluorescence emissions
which can now be detected remotely, and incorporate both the NDVI and the PRI in to
our analyses as common examples of both a greenness index and a plant
photoprotection index respectively.
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1.1.1.2 Solar induced fluorescence
In recent years, it has become possible to detect the diffuse emission of red (690 nm
peak) and far-red (740 nm peak) light originating from excited chlorophyll pigments of
green plants (Meroni et al. 2009; Frankenberg & Berry 2018). This fluorescence
emission, termed solar induced fluorescence (SIF) when induced by sunlight,
principally originates from photosystem II (PSII) and is one of the four main pathways
of energy dissipation from PSII excited chlorophylls.

The absorption of PAR by chlorophylls results in the excitation of electrons, which are
either funnelled to photochemical reactions (i.e. photochemical quenching; QP) or
dissipated through non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), which includes regulated heat
dissipation (i.e. xanthophyll pigments; QN), constitutive thermal dissipation (D) and a
minor component, fluorescence (f) (Hendrickson et al. 2004; Meroni et al. 2009). The
energy dissipation of each of these four pathways is variable (described by a rate
constant K), with the rate of QP (KP) upregulated and the rate of QN (KN) downregulated
under low light and the reverse being true under high light. Active regulation of KP and
KN results in variable levels of f, with D often considered to remain constant over short
time scales, allowing for photosynthetic information to be carried in the f signal
(Hendrickson et al. 2004)

Under modulated actinic light the yields of energy funnelled into these different
pathways in PSII can be calculated by measurements of variable f, with the yields of QP,
QN and D represented as II, NPQ and NO respectively (Figure 1-1; see Chapter
1.1.2.1.2 for fluorescence based photosynthetic measurements).
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Figure 1-1. Illustration of the four fates of energy dissipation from an excited chlorophyll molecule (Chl*)
in PSII. The parameter describing the fate of each energy dissipation pathway is given in red, followed by
the equivalent yield value calculated from actively induced chlorophyll fluorescence measurements and
the rate constant for each pathway given in black. This figure has been adapted from Klughammer &
Schreiber (2008).

The information contained in the SIF signal changes with the different rates of energy
dissipation in QP and QN. These physiological processes regulating SIF result in
negative correlations with LUE under low illumination (high QP and low QN) and
positive correlations under high illumination (low QP and high QN; Van der Tol et al.
2009). In addition to these physiological processes, SIF is also physically the product of
canopy structure, leaf chlorophyll content and the absorbed PAR (APAR; Wyber et al.
2017a; Frankenberg & Berry 2018). These physical drivers of SIF make it difficult to
interpret SIF emissions between different plant functional types, over seasonal time
scales, and in the case of canopy structure, result in changes in the spectral composition
of fluorescence emissions. These spectral changes occur due to the differential
reabsorption of red SIF (687 nm; SIFred) by canopy leaves, resulting in an increase in
the far-red SIF (760 nm; SIFFR)/ SIFred ratio (Du et al. 2017; Goulas et al. 2017; Yang et
al. 2017a; Romero et al. 2018).
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Given the photosynthetic origin of SIF, it has been readily applied as an indicator of
ETR, LUE, GPP, APAR and leaf area index (LAI), often with strong correlations being
found between SIF and these measures at multiple spatial scales (Cui et al. 2017; Du et
al. 2017; Goulas et al. 2017; Wood et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017a; Miao et al. 2018; Zan
et al. 2018). However, these correlations do not always hold; this is partly due to
unaccounted for effects of canopy structure and plant ecotypes (Damm et al. 2010b;
Frankenberg et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2015; He et al. 2017; Migliavacca et al. 2017), but
also due to the influence of both QP and QN (Norton et al. 2017; Wyber et al. 2017a;
Frankenberg & Berry 2018). While physical drivers of SIF, such as canopy structure,
leaf chlorophyll content can be considered fixed over diurnal time scales (Wyber et al.
2017a), the physiological processes regulating SIF can vary much more rapidly.
Consequently, while physical drivers of SIF can be accounted for, without simultaneous
measurements of either QP or QN, or without the ability to model the states of QP or QN
under variable environmental conditions, the use of SIF as a robust indicator of ETR,
LUE, GPP and APAR may not be possible (Norton et al. 2017).
1.1.2 Photosynthesis
The process of photosynthesis modelled by the Farquhar and Collatz photosynthetic
models describes a process whereby plants convert CO2 in the atmosphere into
biologically useful sugar molecules (Farquhar et al. 1980; Collatz et al. 1991; Collatz et
al. 1992). This process uses energy harvested from sunlight between 400 to 700 nm
(Hoover 1937) and results in the release of oxygen and the production of ATP and
NADPH. The molecular machinery governing the photosynthetic reactions are
contained in the chloroplasts of photosynthetic tissues and can be found embedded in a
tightly folded membrane known as the thylakoid membrane (Haehnel 1984). These
molecular machines catalyse the oxidation of water though energy harvested from
sunlight and support the linear flow of electrons down a redox potential through a series
of membrane bound protein complexes. This linear electron flow moves between two
separate photosystems known as photosystem I (PSI) and PSII and results in a hydrogen
ion gradient on the luminal side of the thylakoid membrane, which is then utilized to
generate ATP and NADPH resulting in QP (Haehnel 1984).
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This process begins with the capture of PAR by light harvesting complexes (LHC).
These LHCs form a mobile chlorophyll and carotenoid antenna complex within the
thylakoid membrane, and are capable of kinase controlled association and disassociation
with both the photosystems (Eberhard et al. 2008). The capture of PAR by the LHC
results in the excitation of chlorophyll molecules, whereby, this energy can be either
dissipated through fluorescence emission, during resonance transfer between
chlorophyll molecules, dissipated as heat via resonance transfer to a carotenoid, or is
transferred to the PSII P680 reaction centre (Figure 1-1; Haehnel 1984)
The transfer of energy from four photons to the P680 reaction centre results in the
splitting of two molecules of H2O into four hydrogen cations (H+) and two molecules of
O2. The H+ generated during the splitting of molecular H2O results in the generation of
an electrochemical gradient across the thylakoid membrane. The four free electrons,
liberated from two H2O molecules, are then shuttled through a series of electron
acceptors (Equation 7).
𝐏𝐀𝐑

𝐏𝟔𝟖𝟎 →

𝐪𝐮𝐢𝐧𝐨𝐧𝐞 𝐀 → 𝐪𝐮𝐢𝐧𝐨𝐧𝐞 𝐁 → 𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐨𝐪𝐮𝐢𝐧𝐨𝐧𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐨𝐥 → 𝐜𝐲𝐭𝐨𝐜𝐡𝐫𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐛𝟔𝐟

(7)

These electron acceptors begin with two PSII bound quinone molecules, known as
quinone A (QA) and quinone B (QB). Electrons are transferred from QA to QB and then
to a photoactive pool of plastoquinone (PQ) molecules. These lipid soluble
plastoquinone (PQ) molecules are reduced to form plastoquinol which interacts with a
large protein complex called the cytochrome b6f complex. Together, the PQ pool and
cytochrome b6f complex function to relocate H+ from one side of the thylakoid
membrane to the other in order to maintain the electrochemical gradient (Ivanov et al.
2008) (Figure 1-2).
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Figure 1-2. Simplified diagrammatic view of the first series of electron acceptors in the linear electron
transport scheme, where the grey bar illustrates the thylakoid membrane.

From the cytochrome b6f complex, electrons are passed to the electron acceptor
plastocyanin, which shuttles the electrons to the PSI P700 RC, reducing the RC and
allowing re-excitation of the four electrons. The re-excited electrons are then passed to
the electron acceptor ferredoxin and are utilised by the enzyme ferredoxin NADP
reductase to convert two molecules of NADP+ to NADPH (Equation 8).
𝐏𝐀𝐑

𝐜𝐲𝐭𝐨𝐜𝐡𝐫𝐨𝐦𝐞 𝐛𝟔𝐟 → 𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐨𝐜𝐲𝐚𝐧𝐢𝐧 → 𝐏𝟕𝟎𝟎 →

𝐅𝐞𝐫𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐨𝐱𝐢𝐧

(8)

→ 𝐅𝐞𝐫𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐨𝐱𝐢𝐧 𝐍𝐀𝐃𝐏 𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐮𝐜𝐭𝐚𝐬𝐞

The electrochemical gradient generated by the oxidation of water and maintained by the
plastoquinone pool and cytochrome b6f complex is then utilized to generate ATP. This
ATP generation occurs as H+ travels through the transmembrane protein complex ATP
synthase catalysing the conversion of adenosine diphosphate and free phosphate to ATP
(Figure 1-3).
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Figure 1-3. Simplified diagrammatic view of the second series of electron acceptors in the linear electron
transport scheme, where the grey bar illustrates the thylakoid membrane and FR and FNR indicate
ferredoxin and ferredoxin NADP reductase respectively.

The ATP and NADPH generated in the light reactions can be utilised in the BensonCalvin cycle for the fixation of CO2 into sugar, which is subsequently transported
throughout the plant and used for cellular maintenance and biomass production.

While under non-saturating light conditions the linear electron flow described above
occurs, under saturating light conditions, or temperature stress, a number of energy
dissipation mechanisms result driving QN. Under low temperature, lateral diffusion of
PQ through the thylakoid membrane becomes the main rate limiting step in linear
electron flow (Ivanov et al. 2008). When combined with high light, PSII reduction
increases faster than downstream oxidative processes, resulting in the generation of
reactive oxygen species and photo-inhibition of PSII (Demmig-Adams & Adams 1992).
These energy dissipation processes include a number of alternate electron pathways
which act to dissipate charge imbalance between PSI and PSII and modulate energy
dissipation (Ivanov et al. 2008), the process of state transitions, involving active
movement of the LHC between PSI and PSII (Fork & Satoh 1986) and most well
known the xanthophyll cycle.
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The xanthophyll cycle discussed in this thesis consists of two discrete cycles, the
violaxanthin cycle, found in all vascular plants and green and brown algae, and the
lutein epoxide cycle, found only in some species of higher plants (García-Plazaola et al.
2007). Both of these xanthophyll cycles rely on the interconversion of carotenoid
pigments within the LHC, induced under conditions of excess light. The violaxanthin
cycle specifically consists of three β-xanthophyll pigment known as violaxanthin,
antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin. Under non-saturating light conditions the xanthophyll
pigment violaxanthin is present in high concentrations in the LHC and actively funnels
excitation energy towards the P680 reaction centres (Demmig-Adams & Adams 1992).
As absorbed PAR increases to a level greater than can be supported by linear electron
flow, the luminal thylakoid ΔpH decreases, triggering the conversion of violaxanthin to
antheraxanthin and then zeaxanthin by the enzyme violaxanthin de-epoxidase (Niyogi et
al. 1998). Zeaxanthin then functions to dissipate energy from excited chlorophylls
molecules, releasing this energy as heat and protecting the PSII reaction centre. Under
decreased PAR and with higher thylakoid ΔpH, the enzyme zeaxanthin epoxidase then
converts zeaxanthin back to violaxanthin (Niyogi et al. 1998).
While the violaxanthin cycle is capable of rapid de-epoxidation of β-xanthophyll
pigments over time scales of minutes and re-epoxidation overnight, the re-epoxidation
of lutein to lutein epoxide occurs much slower. Under deep shade conditions, lutein is
slowly converted to lutein epoxide, which is thought to ‘lock in’ high light affinity in
deep shade leaves (Matsubara et al. 2005). Like in the violaxanthin cycle, lutein epoxide
is rapid converted to lutein under increased light conditions (as low as ~400 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1). However, re-accumulation of lutein epoxide can require up to 72
hours of deep shade (Förster et al. 2011).

The interconversion of pigments in both xanthophyll cycles can be detected remotely by
a change in reflectance at 531 nm, which is represented in a change in the PRI index
(Gamon et al. 1997; see Chapter 1.1.1.1). For measurements of PRI in this thesis, only
outer canopy leaves where the lutein epoxide cycle is inactive were used. Therefore,
changes in PRI indicate changes in only the violaxanthin cycle, where the conversion of
violaxanthin to zeaxanthin is detected as a decrease in the PRI (Figure 1-4).
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Figure 1-4. Violaxanthin cycle, illustrating the conversion of violaxanthin to antheraxanthin and then
zeaxanthin by the enzyme violaxanthin de-epoxidase under low ΔpH, which results in decreased
reflectance at 531 nm and the reverse occurring under increased ΔpH. This figure has been adapted from
Niyogi et al. (1998).

It should be noted that the above is only designed to give a brief overview of the
photosynthetic process for the purpose of providing a background for the ideas
discussed in future chapters. This simplified overview of photosynthesis in higher plants
neglects the complexity of mechanisms of carbon fixation occurring in the dark
reactions and does not cover other regulatory processes, such as leaf movement/rolling,
chloroplast movement (Kasahara et al. 2002; Takahashi & Badger 2011; Davis &
Hangarter 2012), state transitions (Fork & Satoh 1986; Dietzel et al. 2008; Tikkanen &
Aro 2014; Allen 2017) and cyclic electron transport (Johnson 2005; Joliot & Johnson
2011), all of which provide additional complexity to the regulation of photosynthesis.
1.1.2.1 Measuring photosynthesis
Understanding the function of QP, QN and D in influencing changes in SIF requires a
method of measuring the proportions of APAR funnelled into the different energy
pathways. Additionally, these measurements should be able to be made remotely at a
distance and combined with hyperspectral reflectance measurements, optimally through
a single optical path, ensuring the same viewing angle and measurement footprint for
both photosynthetic and hyperspectral reflectance measurements. In order to acquire
photosynthetic measurements, there are two principal methods: 1) gas exchange and 2)
chlorophyll fluorescence-based (here in referred to as actively induced fluorescence to
avoid confusion with the passive detection of chlorophyll fluorescence that occurs
during SIF measurements).
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1.1.2.1.1 Gas exchange methods
Gas exchange methods involve direct measurements of CO2 uptake, providing a method
for also measuring the respiration component of the GPP equation (Equation 1). These
measurements can be performed at the leaf-level using gas exchange leaf chambers or at
larger scales using flux towers and the eddy covariance methods. At larger scales, flux
tower measurements estimating GPP are regularly shown to be correlated with SIF
retrieved from satellite spectral data (Yang et al. 2015; Madani et al. 2017; Wood et al.
2017). However, the spatial resolution of current satellite SIF measurements is too low
and flux tower revisit times too sparse for a detailed examination of these relationships
(Lu et al. 2018a) without spatial downsampling (Duveiller & Cescatti 2016). Moreover,
measurements of CO2 fluxes do not allow for identification of the proportions of APAR
funnelled to QP, QN and D.
1.1.2.1.2 Actively induced fluorescence-based methods
Actively induced fluorescence-based methods for measuring photosynthesis rely on the
modulation of chlorophyll fluorescence when exposed to PAR from an artificial
excitation source or sunlight. These methods can be utilised over varying timescales to
provide information about energy transfer between electron acceptors (i.e. O-J-I-P
curves or fast repetition rate fluorescence approaches) or can be used over longer time
scales to understand the fate of APAR (Maxwell & Johnson 2000). The fluorescence
emitted by chlorophyll under non-saturating light intensities (conditions where the
reaction centres are not fully reduced), accounts for approximately 1% of the energy
absorbed by the LHC (Frankenberg et al. 2013). In their simplest form, actively induced
fluorescence-based methods rely on measuring the level of variable fluorescence (Fv in
the dark-adapted state, i.e. when all reaction centres are fully oxidised; F'v in the light).
By measuring both the maximum achieved fluorescence (Fm when dark-adapted or F'm
when light-adapted) and the minimum fluorescence (Fo when dark-adapted or F' when
light-adapted) the variable fluorescence can then be calculated (Equation 9).
𝐹𝑉 = 𝐹𝑚 − 𝐹𝑜 when dark-adapted
(9)

or
𝐹′𝑉 = 𝐹′𝑚 − 𝐹′ when light-adapted
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These raw fluorescence measurements (Fm, Fo, F'm, F', Fv and F'v) can then be utilised
to calculate a number of additional photosynthetic parameters describing the fates of
APAR. This includes the amount of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ; Equation 10;
Bilger & Björkman 1990), the photosynthetic efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm or ΦII;
Equation 11; Genty et al. 1989) and the electron transport rate (ETR; Equation 12;
Genty et al. 1989). The ETR is calculated as the product of ΦII, the incident PAR in
μmol·photons·m-2·s-1, the energy partition between PSI and PSII (E; assumed to be 0.5;
Maxwell & Johnson 2000) and the fraction of PAR absorbed by the leaf (α). The value
of α is commonly assumed to equal 0.84, which was determined as the average PAR
absorbance of 37 different plant species (Björkman & Demmig 1987). However, in
species with thick leaves (e.g. succulents), α values of 0.84 may lead to inaccuracies in
ETR calculations (Stemke & Santiago 2011).
𝐹𝑚
NPQ = (
)−1
𝐹′𝑚
𝐹𝑉
𝐹𝑚

𝐹𝑚 −𝐹𝑜

=(

𝐹𝑚

(10)

) in the dark
(11)

or
𝐹′𝑚 −𝐹′

ΦII = (

𝐹′𝑚

) in the light

ETR = ΦII × PAR × 𝐸 × 𝛼

(12)

Equations 10–12 allow for the comparison of changes in the ETR, Φ II and NPQ, both
over time and within a species, but due to differences in units, they cannot be related to
one another in order to understand the proportion of total energy going to QP, QN, f and
D (Hendrickson et al. 2004). Alternatively, NPQ, f and D can be calculated as yields,
which are ΦNPQ for NPQ (Equation 13) and ΦNO for the sum of the efficiencies of f and
D (Equation 14) according to the formulas of Hendrickson et al. (2004).
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ΦNPQ =

𝐹′
𝐹′
−
𝐹′𝑚 𝐹𝑚

(13)

𝐹′
ΦNO = ( )
𝐹𝑚

(14)

The sum of the efficiencies then gives the total energy balance of the photosynthetic
systems and because ΦII + ΦNPQ + ΦNO = 1 fates of absorbed excitation can be
fractionated.

Fluorescence-based

methods

provide

a

field-portable

approach

for

probing

photosynthetic light reactions and providing information about LUE, ETR and the fate
of PAR absorbed by PSII at room temperature. The required modulation of the
fluorescence emissions between maximum and minimum is often achieved using one of
two approaches: 1) the pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) approach, or 2) the fast
repetition rate (FRR) fluorescence approach.

1.1.2.1.2.1 Pulse amplitude modulation
The PAM approach is one of the most widely applied methods for modulating
chlorophyll fluorescence in green plants (Maxwell & Johnson 2000). Measurements of
Fo or Fʹ are made using a very weak far-red (FR) enriched light designed to fully
oxidise the PSII reaction centre, while measurements of Fm or Fʹm are made after a
saturating flash of white light that has been optimised to fully reduce the PSII reaction
centre and the PQ pool (Figure 1-5).
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Figure 1-5. Temporal development of an actively induced chlorophyll fluorescence signal (red line)
measured with the PAM method. Fo or Fʹ and Fm or Fʹm are minimum and maximum fluorescence signals
measured in dark or actinic light respectively (marked by straight black lines) and the variable
fluorescence (Fv or Fʹv) is shown with a black arrow. Measuring light refers to a weak flux of
photosynthetically active radiation used to measure Fo or Fʹ, while saturating flash refers to the single
high-intensity white light flash applied to fully reduce the PSII reaction centre and the PQ pool. See Table
1 and 2 for terms.

The PAM method was developed based on early fluorometers that measured
chlorophyll fluorescence increases and decreases during dark-to-light induction curves,
an effect named after H. Kautsky (Kautsky & Hirsch 1931). PAM fluorescence
techniques have provided a highly effective and portable method to assess not only ΦII,
but also to investigate the kinetics of QA and QB in the photosynthetic electron transport
chain (Schreiber et al. 1986; Schreiber 2004). However, as common PAM equipment
relies on a fibre optic probe positioned at the leaf surface, its application on clumps of
leaves or within canopies requires special hardware modifications (Porcar-Castell et al.
2008). A number of experimental LASER-PAM instruments have been developed that
are capable of remotely sensing photosynthesis at distances of tens of metres (Flexas et
al. 2000; Ounis et al. 2001; Flexas et al. 2002; Louis et al. 2005; Rahimzadeh-Bajgiran
et al. 2012). These instruments can perform conventional PAM measurements and also
detect reflected red light, which can, under certain circumstances, be used as a proxy of
leaf incidental PAR for calculations of ETR (Flexas et al. 2000; Ounis et al. 2001). In
addition, the recent integration of a spectroradiometer into LASER-PAM instruments
and the development of the Fraunhofer line depth and laser-Induced saturation pulse
method have allowed for remote PAM and hyperspectral reflectance measurements
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through a single optical path (Rahimzadeh-Bajgiran et al. 2017). Nevertheless, although
capable of sensing photosynthesis remotely, the saturating flash of the PAM approach
can have an invasive effect, causing photoinhibition after several repeated
measurements (Shen et al. 1996; Apostol et al. 2001; Osmond et al. 2017). This limits
the use of the PAM approach for monitoring photosynthesis where high-frequency
measurements are needed (i.e. canopy environments with fluctuating light).

While LASER-PAM instruments are already overcoming the measurement range
limitation of PAM instruments, recent progress has also been made with the
development of new saturating flashes through the introduction of the multiple phase
flash (MPF) approach (Loriaux et al. 2006; Loriaux et al. 2013) and the development of
MULTICOLOUR-PAM and DUAL-PAM instruments (Schreiber & Klughammer 2009;
Schreiber et al. 2012). The use of multiple flashes (flashlets) of < 1 s and regression of
Fm and Fʹm to infinite irradiances allowed Loriaux et al. (2006; 2013a) to determine
more accurate Fm and Fʹm and potentially reduce the invasive nature of the traditional
PAM approach.

Additionally, the wavelength-dependent excitation implemented by Schreiber et al.
(2012) has allowed for the determination of the PSII functional absorption cross-section
(σPSII; Schreiber et al. 2012) and allowed for the determination of photosystem I yields
(ΦI) by UV excitation and the fluorescence of NADP+ associated with the PSI RC
(Schreiber & Klughammer 2009). These new parameters potentially may provide new
insights into photosynthetic processes and also improve our understanding of SIF.
While LASER-PAM overcame the conventional PAM scale limitation and allowed
remote sensing of plant photosynthesis, MPF can potentially provide non-intrusive
measurements. However, a single PAM-based instrument combining the benefits of
both is not currently available.
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1.1.2.1.2.2 Fast repetition rate fluorescence
In line with the instrument manufacturers’ request, in this section I utilize the
abbreviation FRRf to refer to the marine Fast Repetition Rate fluorometer, the
abbreviation LIFT to refer to the terrestrial fast repetition rate fluorometer, otherwise
known as the Light Induced Fluorescence Transient instrument and the abbreviation
FRR to refer to the Fast Repetition Rate excitation, model fitting and analysis approach
utilised by both the FRRf and LIFT instruments.

Predating the development of LASER-PAM, the fast repetition rate fluorescence
fluorometer (FRRf) is an alternative to the PAM approach and was pioneered for
photosynthetic measurements of marine phytoplankton by Kolber et al. (1988; 1990;
1993; 1994). Similar to the PAM methodology, the FRRf instruments also rely on active
modulation of chlorophyll fluorescence using actinic light to determine basic
fluorescence parameters (Fo or Fʹ and Fm or Fʹm). However, unlike the conventional
PAM method, FRRfs rely on the application of multiphase flashes in what is known as
the fast repetition rate fluorescence (FRR) approach.

The FRR approach follows a similar measurement protocol to the MPF approach.
However, it involves only two phases in which flashlet energy is maintained
permanently at low (sub-saturating) levels; furthermore, only the frequency of flashlets
is modulated to fully reduce just the QA component of the electron transport stream
(Kolber 2018). These two phases of flashlets are designed to fully reduce the QA pool
causing a fluorescence increase (termed SQA phase) and to allow for the slow relaxation
(reoxidation) of the QA pool (termed the RQA phase; Osmond et al. 2017). This is
achieved by modulating the flashlet number in each phase. During the SQA phase,
flashlets are applied at a rate faster than can be utilised by the electron transport stream
(causing a fluorescence increase), and during the RQA phase, the time between flashlets
is exponentially increased (causing a fluorescence decrease). Together both of these
phases make up what is referred to as a QA flash.
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The resulting fluorescence increase and decrease produces a fluorescence transient that
can be fitted using multiple fitting functions to determine the standard fluorescence
parameters (Fm, Fo, F'm, F', Fv and F'v), the PSII functional absorption cross-section
(σPSII in the dark or σʹPSII in the light, with units of Å2·PSII centre-1), the relative
reduction state of the plastoquinone pool (PQ pool) and rate parameters describing the
time taken for electron transfer between different components of the electron transport
stream (τ1, τ2 and τ3, with units of ms; Osmond et al. 2017). It should be noted though,
that while LIFT provides and estimates σPSII and σʹPSII based upon the gradient of the
SQA phase of the florescence transient (Kolber 2018), these estimates are specific to the
excitation wavelength of the LIFT, as opposed to the MULTICOLOUR-PAM which
can provide σPSII and σʹPSII estimates at multiple different wavelengths (Schreiber et al.
2012).

Note that the RQA phase is typically fit with two or three rate parameters corresponding
to the time constant of electron transport in ms. When fit with two rate parameters,
these are the time taken for electron transfer from QA to PQ pool and PQ pool to PSI,
and when fit with three constants, these are the time taken for electron transfer from QA
to QB, QB to PQ pool and PQ pool to PSI (Figure 1-6).

Figure 1-6. Chlorophyll fluorescence transient (red) generated for an avocado leaf using a typical QA
flash. The extent of both the SQA and RQA phases are marked above the fluorescence trace in brackets.
Photosynthetic parameters derived from the transient are labelled at the transient region from which they
are derived, where Fm and Fʹm are calculated by extrapolation of the SQA fluorescence increase. See
Table 1 and 2 for terms.
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While these additional photosynthetic parameters are widely used in marine
photosynthetic research (Suggett et al. 2003), validation and use of the σPSII, PQ pool
and τ parameters are only now being pursued in plant leaves (Kolber et al. 2005;
Osmond et al. 2017). The publication Osmond et al. (2017) works toward this goal,
showing that in vivo changes in σPSII in different Arabidopsis mutants match literature
estimates of PSII antenna cross-section based upon past in vitro measurements.
Nevertheless experimental validation of the PQ pool and τ parameters remains to be
performed. Physical methods of measuring relative photoactive proportions of oxidised
and reduced plastoquinone exist (Kruk & Karpinski 2006; Kruk & Szymańska 2012)
and were the subject of initial investigations as part of this thesis. However, small
quantitative changes proved difficult to detect using these approaches due to the rapid
rate of change in the redox state of the PQ pool in leaves.
In a typical QA flash protocol, the reduction of only the QA pool during the SQA phase
allows for probing of PSII reaction centre processes while avoiding feedback from
redox status of the PQ pool. During the RQA phase, QA re-oxidation can then be
monitored allowing electron transport into and from the PQ pool to be measured
(Kolber 2014; Osmond et al. 2017). Additionally, the use of sub-saturating flashlets
allows for a high measurement frequency (> 1 Hz) without causing photo-inhibition that
can result with frequently applied saturating pulses from the PAM approach (Apostol et
al. 2001; Osmond et al. 2017). However, as the FRR flash only reduces QA, the
maximum Fm or Fʹm achieved is underestimate compared to Fm or Fʹm in the saturating
pulse of PAM (with full PQ pool reduction). In phytoplankton measurements with
FRRfs, this discrepancy in Fm values is readily demonstrated by addition of the inhibitor
DCMU, and has been used to obtain estimates of ETR comparable with PAM and
independent gas exchange measurements (Suggett et al. 2003). However, in situations
where sample viability following experiments is required, or in terrestrial plants where
the infiltration of DCMU into leaves is heterogeneous (Osmond & Park 2002) an
alternate approach for obtaining PAM equivalent Fm and Fʹm values is needed. To
correct FRR Fm and Fʹm values to those produced by PAM, without the use of chemical
inhibitors, a modified FRR protocol is used. This modified protocol is termed a PQ
flash (Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-7. Diagram illustrating both the PQ and Q A flashes. Panel A and B show both a QA and PQ flash
performed in quick succession and panel C and D shows a QA flash in isolation, where panels A and C
shows the fluorescence trace plotted over time and panels B and D show the fluorescence trace plotted per
flashlet. The FRR protocol used to generate each fluorescent transient is illustrated diagrammatically
above panels A and C, while in panels A and D a dotted line is utilized to denote between the QA and PQ
flashes.

This PQ flash contains both a saturation phase (SPQ) and a relaxation phase (RPQ),
where the SPQ phase contains flashlets applied over an extended period designed to
reduce both QA and the PQ pool (Osmond et al. 2017). While the QA flash can be
applied with a high measurement frequency, the PQ flash, being analogous to PAM or
LASER-PAM saturating flashes, is potentially more intrusive. As such, in practical
operation, the QA flash is utilised for high frequency measurements, while the PQ flash
is utilised only to provide reference measurements for correction of Fm and Fʹm. These
reference measurements are performed in a double flash, i.e. where both a QA flash and
PQ flash are performed in quick succession with the difference between the FmQA and
FʹmQA and the FmPQ and FʹmPQ utilised to correct FRR QA Fm values to FmPAM and
FʹmPAM values (Figure 1-8)
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Note that in order to distinguish the source of raw fluorescence measurements derived
from QA, PQ or PAM flashes, raw fluorescence measurements are annotated with the a
postfix QA, PQ or PAM.

Figure 1-8. Relationship between FRR measured FʹmQA and FʹmPQ. Measurement points were generated
from white light response curves on replicate avocado leaves (n = 6) varying in age and chlorophyll
content. The light intensity of each leaf was modulated from 0 to 1000 μmol photons·m-2·s-1 (50 μmol
photons·m-2·s-1 increments) using a quartz iodide projector lamp, with LIFT Q A and PQ measurements
performed simultaneously on leaves for each light intensity. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al.
(2017b). The regression equation generated from the relationship between Q A and PQ Fʹm values is used
to correct FmQA and FʹmQA values to those generated by PAM.

1.1.2.1.2.3 Light induced fluorescence transient
The original FRRf instrument utilised a cuvette to collect measurements from
suspensions of photosynthetic material (phytoplankton, algae and isolated chloroplasts
and thylakoids; Kolber & Falkowski 1993; Vassiliev et al. 1994; Suggett et al. 2003).
However, in the terrestrial variant, known as a light induced fluorescence transient
(LIFT) instrument, measurements are performed at a distance by combining laser or
LED excitation sources with telescope optics. Similar to LASER-PAM, the early LIFT
instruments relied on laser excitation sources and optical telescopes to induce and
capture fluorescence at large distances (approximately 50 m; Kolber 2002). However,
unlike LASER-PAM, which requires high laser intensities, the sub-saturating flashlets
of the FRR approach mean that lower laser intensities can be used and measurements
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performed at a high rate without disturbing photosynthesis (Ananyev et al. 2005). The
first LASER-LIFT prototype relied on five red laser diodes (peak emission 660 nm) and
was tested at Biosphere 2 Laboratory, Columbia University, USA on canopies of
Populus deltoids and leaves of Inga sapindoides and Pterocarpus indicus (Ananyev et
al. 2005). The study of Ananyev et al. (2005) demonstrated the ability of this instrument
to measure photosynthesis at large distances and provide fluorescence parameters that
are comparable to those produced by PAM. This comparability was later extensively
confirmed by Pieruschka et al. (2009), who established a linear relationship between
LASER-LIFT and PAM ETR measured in the laboratory and noted a need to
understand canopy heterogeneity when upscaling photosynthesis. Comparability
between LIFT and gas exchange measurements has been demonstrated by Pieruschka et
al. (2010; 2012) during experiments monitoring canopy photosynthesis in C3 and C4
plants exposed to cold and high light stress.

The success of the first LASER-LIFT experiments resulted in an attempt to develop an
airborne LIFT instrument to measure photosynthetic parameters over large areas
(Kolber 2002). Such broad scale mapping would have provided input parameters for
DGVMs. However, airborne operability of the LASER-LIFT instrument, assembled
within a NASA sensor-development programme, has never been tested. Due to legal
restrictions on laser use in some countries and the separate optical laser excitation and
fluorescence detection paths, the LASER-LIFT has been replaced by a new generation
of LIFT instruments using LEDs through a single optical path. The LED-LIFT
instruments use blue LED excitation sources (peak emission at 470 nm or 450 nm; see
Chapter 2.3 for details), allowing fluorescence measurements at the distance of about 1–
5 m. Additionally, the single optical path allows for the attachment of a
spectroradiometer that facilitates simultaneous acquisition of spectral reflectance and
SIF measurements of the target plant. This unique functionality of LED-LIFT makes it
particularly suited to understanding the photosynthetic drivers of SIF. (see Table 1-1 for
a comparison of different actively induced fluorescence techniques).
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Table 1-1. Comparison of the different types of actively induced fluorescence methods used in measuring
photosynthesis. Fluorescence parameters refer to the raw fluorescence parameters retrieved by each
instrument, where Fm* is the true Fm derived from regression to infinite irradiances. Photosynthetic
parameters are those parameters derived from fluorescence parameters (for an explanation of symbols and
abbreviations, see the List of Abbreviations and List of Parameters). Note that conventional PAM
includes all methods utilising a single multiple turnover saturating flash, e.g. MICROSCOPE-PAM,
MICROFIRBRE-PAM, PHYTO-PAM, IMAGING-PAM. See Schreiber (2004) for a detailed description
of the various conventional PAM approaches.
PAM-based approaches
Conventional

DUAL-PAM

MULTICOLOUR-

MPF

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv, Rred

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv,
P700
absorbance

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv,
σPSII, σʹPSII

Fm*, Fʹm*,
Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv

Invasivity

Invasive3

Invasive

Invasive

Invasive

Minimally
invasive?

Monitoring

Yes (MONIPAM2)

Yes

No

No

Yes

Remote
sensing

No

Yes (~50 m)

No

No

No

~1 cm2

~10 cm 2

~1 cm 2

~10 to 20 cm2

~1 cm2

minutes

minutes

minutes

minutes

seconds

(1; Baker &
Bradbury 1981; 2;
Porcar-Castell et al.
2008; 3; Osmond et
al. 2017;

(Flexas et al. 2000;
Ounis et al. 2001;
RahimzadehBajgiran et al.
2017)

(Schreiber &
Klughammer
2009)

(Schreiber et al. 2012)

(Loriaux et al.
2006; Loriaux
et al. 2013a)

Reference

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv

Measurement
area

PAM

Time
resolution

Fluorescence
Parameters

PAM

LASER-PAM

1
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Table 1-1. (Continued)

Reference

Time
Measurement Remote Monitoring Invasivity
resolution
area
sensing

Fluorescence
Parameters

LASER-LIFT

FRR-based approaches
LED-LIFT

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv,
Rred, σPSII, σʹPSII,
PQ pool, τ1, τ2, τ3

Fm, Fʹm, Fo,
Fʹ, Fv, Fʹv,
Rred, σPSII, σʹPSII,
PQ pool, τ1, τ2, τ3

Minimally invasive

Minimally invasive

Yes

Yes

Yes (~50 m)

Yes (~5 m)

~30 cm2

5 cm2

seconds

seconds

(Kolber 2002; Ananyev et al.
2005)

(Osmond et al. 2017; Wyber et al. 2017a; Wyber et al. 2017b)
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1.2 THESIS RATIONALE AND AIMS
In this thesis, my aim is to provide a basis for understanding the relationship between
the changes in SIF and the varying rates of QP, QN and D, starting from the leaf-level
and working towards larger canopy scales. I also address the need for greater
understanding of canopy photosynthesis (Rogers et al. 2017) and leaf-level SIF studies
in multiple plant species (Lu et al. 2018a), which are required to understand conditions
where SIF and GPP correlations break down at large spatial scales (Madani et al. 2017).
However, in order to accomplish this, a novel method of measuring photosynthetic rates
that allows for remote photosynthetic measurements coupled with simultaneous
measurements of hyperspectral reflectance was required (Rahimzadeh-Bajgiran et al.
2017; Wyber et al. 2017a). The recent development of commercially available LEDLIFT instruments, when combined with an appropriate spectroradiometer, may provide
an ideal system for understanding the photosynthetic drivers of SIF over different time
and spatial scales (figure 1-9)

Figure 1-9. Illustration depicting the upscaling of SIF measurements. From below to above:
understanding the photosynthetic drivers of SIF at the leaf-level using LIFT (Chapters 3 and 4), upscaling
and understanding SIF at the canopy scale using airborne spectroradiometers (Chapter 5), and ground
truthing and interpreting satellite measurements of SIF (outside of scope of this thesis).
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This thesis aims to provide insight into the photosynthetic drivers of SIF by:

1. Evaluating the ability of LIFT to perform remote, high temporal resolution and
in vivo measurements of photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions (Chapter 3),
which includes:
1.1. Assessing the effect of leaf angle on LIFT photosynthetic measurements
1.2. Assessing LIFT-detected Rred at 685 nm as a proxy for leaf illumination
1.3. Assessing the ability of LIFT to monitor dynamic changes in photosynthesis in
response to light fluctuations
2. Utilising LIFT to examine the relationship between changes in leaf physical
characteristics (leaf thickness, absorbance and pigments), leaf photosynthetic
parameters (ΦNPQ, ΦNO, ΦII, ETR and LUE) and SIF (Chapter 4), which includes:
2.1. Examining the relationship between photosynthetic parameters and SIF over
diurnal cycles in two species of plants
2.2. Examining the relationship between leaf photosynthetic and physical
parameters and SIF over seasonal cycles in two species of plants
3. Scaling photosynthetic measurements from leaf to small canopy scales (Chapter 5),
which includes:
3.1. Examining whether relationships between photosynthetic measurements and
SIF found at the leaf-level (Chapter 4) are represented at canopy scales
3.2. Examining the effect of measurement footprints, PAR and other spectral
retrievals on SIF estimates
3.3. Determining whether LIFT photosynthetic measurements can be estimated
based upon reflected radiance measurement from the same footprint
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CHAPTER 2: GENERAL METHODS
As many of the methods utilised in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are similar, generalised methods
have been detailed below and the respective sections of published data in Chapters 3, 4
and 5 modified to limit repetition. The LIFT instrument description, terminology and
data processing outlined in this chapter were developed as part of my PhD research
and Chapters, 3 (Wyber et al. 2017b), 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a) and 5 (Wyber et al. 2018),
and the publications Osmond et al. (2017) and Vilfan et al. (2018). In this chapter I
grew and maintained all plant material, and with Zbyněk Malenovský, collected leaf
optical properties and developed spectral and LIFT data processing methods.
Experiments examining the effect of leaf angle of SIF were performed by myself and
Beat Keller, with all high perfromance liquid chromatography measurements performed
by myself with assistance from Melinda Waterman.

2.1 PLANT MATERIAL
Measurements in this study were performed principally on leaves of avocado (Persea
americana Mill. cv. Haas; Chapters 3, 4 and 5), with additional measurements from
leaves of orange jasmine (Murraya paniculatta Jack; Chapter 4) and leaves of naturally
growing plants of the following species: Alectryon subcinereus (A. Gray., Radlk),
Eucalyptus globoidea (Blakely), Lomandra longifolia, Acmena smithii (Poir. Merr. &
L.M. Perry), Asplenium nidus (J.Sm., Hook.), Polyscias elegans (C. Moore & F.
Muell.), Ficus macrophylla (Desf. ex Pers.) and Mangifera indica (Chapter 3). Please
see the respective chapters for descriptions of plant material other than avocado and
orange jasmine.
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All measurements of avocado and orange jasmine were performed on fully expanded
leaves from a set of seven potted avocado plants (P1 to P7) and 40 orange jasmine
plants grown at the University of Wollongong (UOW), New South Wales (NSW),
Australia (34°24′17.5′′ S, 150°52′17.8′′ E), and/or six established (~15 y) avocado trees
located at Summerland House Farm (SHF) Orchard, NSW, Australia (28°51′28.2′′ S,
153°26′24.6′′ E). Six potted avocado (P1 to P6) and all orange jasmine plants were
sourced from a commercial nursery (Flower Power, Mt Annan, NSW, Australia).
Additionally, a single avocado plant was grown from seed in sunlight in a temperaturecontrolled (30 °C/18 °C day/night) greenhouse of the Research School of Biology,
Australian National University, Canberra, ACT, Australia (P7). All potted avocado and
orange jasmine plants were grown for 3 months prior to measurements. It should be
noted that potted plants likely experienced some degree of pot binding, which has been
shown to influence leaf biomass (Poorter et al. 2012).

Avocado plants P1 to P6 and all orange jasmine plants were maintained at the UOW
Ecology Research Centre (ERC). Avocado plants were grown in either a 50% black
shade cloth enclosure open to the NW to provide protection against strong sunlight on
cool mornings (P1 to P3) or under full sun irradiation on a concrete slab (P4 to P6). All
orange jasmine plants were grown under full sun irradiation on a concrete slab.
Avocado plants grown in the shade enclosure experienced the following conditions:
direct sunlight exposure ~4 h after sunrise, a maximum light intensity of ~1200 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1, temperatures ranging from 15 °C at night to 35°C during the day, and
a direct light period limited to ~10 h in summer (as a consequence of local geography
and enclosure architecture). Plants maintained on the concrete slab were exposed to a
maximum light intensity of ~2000 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, with similar temperature
ranges as shade enclosure plants and a direct light period limited to ~12 h in summer (as
a consequence of local geography).
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In addition to the six plants grown at the UOW ERC, a single plant (P7) was transferred
to a glass atrium in the UOW School of Biological Sciences. The atrium provided a
maximum glass-filtered sunlight intensity of ~700 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, with the
period of direct sunlight limited to ~4 h as a consequence of the building’s particular
architecture. Atrium temperatures ranged between 15 °C at night and 25 °C during the
day, with natural direct and diffuse irradiance supplemented by ~60 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1 of light from fluorescent tubes for 8 h as a consequence of the
building’s lighting set-up. All plants were watered every other day in summer and
weekly in winter with 4 L of tap water and fertilised twice a year using a commercial
fruit and citrus slow release fertiliser (Osmocote Fruit & Citrus, Bella Vista, NSW,
Australia).
2.2 DETERMINATION OF LEAF OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Leaf optical properties were measured from 36 different avocado leaves and 62 orange
jasmine leaves in order to determine the mean avocado and orange jasmine leaf α values
and to generate calibration curves relating SPAD optical density measurements with
avocado leaf absorbance and total chlorophyll contents. In addition to this, leaf optical
properties were collected during a series of light adaption experiments for contribution
to Vilfan et al. (2018).

Measurements were performed on fully expanded leaves of the avocado (P1 to P7) and
orange jasmine plants (see chapter 2.1 for growth conditions) that were prepared the
evening prior to the laboratory experiment by cutting and transferring leaf petioles into
a centrifuge tube containing 10 mL of water. This transfer was conducted under room
temperature water to avoid air entering the leaf xylem. Parafilm was used to provide a
watertight seal between a hole in the centrifuge tube lid and the leaf petiole. Following
collection, leaves were allowed to dark adapt overnight prior to experiments performed
the following day.
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Light adaption experiments were performed from the 4 to 26 June 2015, with leaves
randomly sampled from the available plants. Detached avocado leaves were mounted
horizontally with the abaxial leaf surface in contact with a corrugated cardboard surface
so as to not block leaf stomata. As a control, one half of each leaf was covered with
non-transmissible black fabric and the other half was treated with 800 µmol photons·m2

·s-1 of white light from a warm white incandescent reflector bulb (Philips Electronics

Australia). To limit the impact of heat produced by the incandescent bulb, a large Petri
dish filled with 40 mL of distilled water was suspended just above leaf surfaces. Leaf
surface temperatures were recorded with a TiS10 infrared camera (Fluke Australia Pty
Ltd), using the emissivity of 0.98. Leaf temperatures were found to increase by
approximately 2 ˚C following light treatment, with no significant difference between the
control and light-treated leaf regions. Irradiance at the leaf surface was measured using
a MQS-B cosine corrected mini quantum sensor and ULM-500 light meter (Heinz Walz
GmbH, Eichenring, Effeltrich, Germany), with the sensor head placed at the level of the
leaf surface. Leaf optical properties, light response curves and leaf hole punches were
collected from both the control and treated leaf section before the light treatment,
immediately after the treatment and 2 h post-treatment.

Leaf optical measurements were performed using a Li-COR integrating sphere (Li-COR
1800-12S, Li-COR, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) coupled via a 400 µm optical fibre
with a QE Pro spectroradiometer (Ocean Optics, Florida, USA). Measurements were
acquired between 400 to 700 nm at 0.7 nm spectral resolution using a 280 ms
integration time and six averaged spectral scans. Leaf reflectance and transmittance for
both abaxial and adaxial leaf surfaces were measured as described in the Li-COR 1800
portable spectrometer manual (Li-COR 1800-12S, Li-COR, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska,
USA). Three independent spots on leaf blades (marked using a permanent marker) were
measured on both the control and treated section for each leaf.
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Additionally, for each leaf, three inter-vein Soil–Plant Analyses Development 502
chlorophyll meter (SPAD; Spectrum Technologies Inc, Aurora, IL, USA) leaf optical
density measurements were collected and high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) pigment analysis performed on leaf hole punches collected from both the
control and treated leaf section (see chapter 2.5 for details on HPLC pigment analyses).
2.3 INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT PROTOCOL
All actively induced fluorescence measurements and hyperspectral reflectance
measurements reported in this study were performed using a commercially available
LIFT instrument (Kolber 2018) coupled to a QE Pro spectroradiometer (spectral range
440–870 nm and spectral resolution 0.7 nm; Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA), with
the exception of Chapter 5, where an identical QE Pro spectroradiometer was utilised in
conjunction with the LIFT/QE Pro (see Chapter 5.3.2 for details). The LIFT instrument
utilised for measurements in this thesis represents the first commercially available LEDLIFT instrument, which utilises low-intensity high-frequency flashlets of blue light to
induce fluorescence changes in leaves at distances of < 5 m. This blue LED produced a
peak emission of 470 nm with a maximum illumination intensity at 1 m of ~2500 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1 and a spot size of ~2.5 cm2. This original LED was utilised for
measurements collected in Chapters 3 and 4. However, when leaves were illuminated
with full sun irradiance and F'vQA became low (typically occurring with PAR >7501500 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, dependent on the leaf being measured), this LED provided
insufficient flashlet intensities for the retrieval of photosynthetic parameters, other than
raw fluorescence parameters, with a sufficient signal to noise ratio (Figure 2-1), these
parameters were therefore not examined in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Figure 2-1. Avocado leaf measured at a 6 s time resolution from sunrise to sunset using LIFT Q A flashes
produced by the blue (peak emission 470 nm) LED emitter originally installed in the commercial LIFT
instrument. Panel A shows changes in leaf PAR (black) measured using an LS-C micro quantum light
sensor attached to the leaf surface and σʹPSII (blue). Panel B shows Fʹm and Fʹ monitored on the same leaf.
This figure illustrates the breakdown of σʹPSII estimates under high illumination. The breakdown of σʹPSII
consistently occurs with low FʹvQA under conditions of high illumination, typically ranging from 750 to
1500 µmol photons·m-2·s-1, dependent on leaf type and initial acclimation. While high illumination
estimates of σʹPSII, and other model parameters including PQ pool and τ parameters, become inaccurate,
raw fluorescence values remain reliable. In addition, σʹPSII estimates and other model parameters rapidly
become reliable following return to lower light intensities. Measurements with the 470 nm LED emitter
were reported in Chapter 3 and 4, meaning σʹPSII could not be examined in these chapters.

Consequently, following measurements performed in Chapters 3 and 4, a new LED
emitter was installed in the LIFT instrument in April 2016. This new LED emitter
produced a peak emission of 450 nm with a maximum illumination intensity at 1 m of
~5000 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 and a spot size of ~5 cm2. Furthermore, this new LED
provided sufficient flashlet intensities for retrieval of σʹPSII under full sun irradiances,
allowing for σʹPSII to be examined in Chapter 5. However, the S/N ratio was still too low
for reliable estimates of PQ pool, τ1, τ2 and τ3 under full sun conditions.
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The QE Pro spectroradiometer, integrated into the LIFT instrument, was mounted to the
side of the LIFT instrument and optically connected via a 1 m long 400 μm optical
fibre. A beam splitter was installed at the optical axis of the LIFT instrument optical
path to divert 20% of the incoming radiance to the QE Pro spectroradiometer, with the
remainder directed to the LIFT detector. This set-up ensured that both instruments
observed leaves with the same field of view (FOV). Radiometric calibration of the QE
Pro spectroradiometer was performed through the optical path of the LIFT instrument as
described in Lucieer et al. (2014) at the Commonwealth Scientific Industry Research
Organisation’s High Resolution Plant Phenomics Centre in 2014 (for measurements in
Chapter 4), and recalibrated and cross-calibrated against a second identical QE Pro
spectroradiometer (described in Chapter 5.3.4.2) at the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology in 2017 (for measurements in Chapter 5).

For all LIFT measurements, the LIFT was operated with a QA flash protocol consisting
of an SQA saturating sequence of 300 flashlets (1.6 µs pulses) applied at a 2.5 µs
intervals and an RQA phase consisting of 90 flashlets (1.6 µs pulses) with an exponential
increase in the 20 µs interval described by an exponential term of 1.04. For PAM
reference PQ flash measurements, the LIFT instrument was operated with a PQ flash
protocol that consisted of an SPQ phase comprised of 6000 flashlets (1.6 µs pulses) with
a 20 µs interval and an RPQ phase identical to the QA flash protocol. To ensure
comparability with PAM, a cross-comparison of LIFT and PAM (miniPAM; Walz,
Effeltrich, Germany) measurements was performed on avocado leaves (n = 6) during
light response curves. White light at the surface of avocado leaves was modulated from
0 to 1000 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 in 50 μmol increments, with each light intensity
maintained for three minutes and with LIFT and PAM measurements performed in
replicate (n = 3) on adjacent leaf sections for each light intensity. To prevent crossinterference from the PAM and LIFT flashes, measurements were offset by ~30 s and
all but the adjacent measurement spots (~5 cm apart) masked by non-transmissible
black cardboard. A cross-comparison of both LIFT and PAM showed ΦII measurements
to be linearly related (R2 = 0.90) and highly comparable (Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2-2. Relationship between ΦII calculated using the Fʹm from LIFT QA and PQ flashes (panel A),
Fʹm from LIFT QA flashes and PAM (panel B) and Fʹm from PAM and LIFT PQ flashes (panel C). Points
for each plot were generated from white light response curves on replicate (n = 6) avocado leaves varying
in age and chlorophyll content. The light intensity of each leaf was modulated from 0 to 1000 μmol
photons·m-2·s-1 (50 μmol photons·m-2·s-1 increments) using a quartz iodide projector lamp, with LIFT and
PAM measurements performed simultaneously on adjacent sections of leaves for each light intensity.
This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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To facilitate automatic targeting and monitoring of measured leaves, the LIFT and QE
Pro were mounted on a computer-controlled motorised tripod (Celestron Advanced VX;
Celestron, Rouse Hill, NSW, Australia) and operated through custom-designed software
(Figure 2-3). For combined hyperspectral reflectance and actively induced fluorescence
measurements, each measurement consisted of a QE Pro reflected radiance
measurement comprised of six 160 ms scans (440–870 nm), followed by a LIFT noninvasive QA flash measurement (~500 ms; time for QA flash and transient fitting).

Figure 2-3. LIFT and coupled QE Pro utilised for measurements as part of this thesis. The LIFT
instrument and tripod can be seen right, with the QE Pro mounted to the side of the LIFT instrument and a
GoPro camera mounted on the top of the LIFT to film the measurement targets. Image photographed by
Zbyněk Malenovský.

2.3.1 Light induced fluorescence transience and spectral data processing
For LIFT measurements, photosynthetic parameters were calculated using the
conventional approaches for fluorescence data collected with the PAM methodology
(see Chapter 1.1.2.1.2). Data are marked by a postfix QA or PQ to denote the source of
the fluorescence data from either the QA or PQ flash, respectively. Data marked with no
postfix denotes the source of fluorescence data from QA flashes which have been
corrected to match those from PAM/PQ flash measurements as described in Chapter
1.1.2.1.2. The maximum quantum yield of photosystem II (Equation 16) was calculated
as:

𝐹𝑉 /𝐹𝑚 =

(𝐹𝑚 𝑃𝑄 − 𝐹𝑜 𝑃𝑄)
𝐹𝑚 𝑃𝑄
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(16)

for a leaf in the dark and the quantum yield of photosystem II (Equation 17) was
calculated as:

ΦII =

(𝐹ʹ𝑚 − 𝐹ʹ𝑄𝐴 )
𝐹ʹ𝑚

(17)

for a leaf in the light. ETR was calculated as described in Chapter 1.1.2.1.2 (Equation
12), with the exception that α was taken as either 0.856 ± 0.05 based the upon mean ±
SD absorptance of six middle to lower canopy avocado leaves or as determined
individually for each leaf from regression of SPAD measurements against the
absorbance of leaves measured in an integrating sphere as described in Björkman and
Demmig (1987) (Figure 2-4).

Figure 2-4. Relationship between leaf absorbance (400–700 nm) and leaf SPAD optical density
measurements for leaves of avocado (n = 36; black points) and orange jasmine (n = 62; white points),
where each data point represents the mean of three inter-vein SPAD and leaf absorbance measurements
from a single leaf. Leaf absorbance (400–700 nm) was calculated from leaf reflectance and transmittance
measurements collected using a Licor 1800-12 integrating sphere and a QE Pro spectrometer. Reflectance
and transmittance measurements were collected with a 0.7 nm spectral resolution between 400 to 700 nm,
with absorbance from 400 to 700 nm taken as the integrated area between those wavelengths. This figure
has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).

Partitioning of the fraction of absorbed excitation dissipated in non-photochemical
quenching (Equation 18) and as constitutive heat dissipation and fluorescence (Equation
19) were calculated as:
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ΦNPQ =

𝐹ʹ𝑄𝐴
𝐹ʹ𝑚

𝐹ʹ𝑄𝐴

−𝐹

𝑚 𝑃𝑄

(18)

and

ΦNO = (

𝐹ʹ𝑄𝐴
)
𝐹𝑚 𝑃𝑄

(19)

All retrievals from hyperspectral reflectance measurements were performed on screened
radiance data, with SIF measurements retrieved from white reference (WR) and
vegetation reflected radiance pairs that were paired based either upon global PAR (see
Chapter 4.3.4.2 for details) or upwelling radiance measurements from a second crosscalibrated spectroradiometer (see Chapter 5.3.4.2 for details). Using screened radiance
data, both the NDVI and PRI were retrieved using a 5 nm wavelength averaging. The
NDVI was calculated as described in Rouse (1974), with the red reference wavelength
shifted to 647 nm and the (FR) reference wavelength taken at 868 nm to minimise the
influence of chlorophyll fluorescence on NDVI retrievals. The PRI was calculated as
described in Gamon (1997), with no changes made. Solar induced fluorescence
retrievals were performed at both 760 nm (FR) and 687 nm (red) from the O2-A (SIFFR)
and O2-B

(SIFred) absorption features, respectively, using the Fraunhofer Line

Discriminator (FLD) approach (Carter et al. 1990). The iFLD and 3FLD methodologies
were utilised for the O2-A absorption feature retrievals, and the sFLD and 3FLD
methodologies were utilised for the O2-B feature (Julitta et al. 2016). For results
presented in Chapter 4, the iFLD and 3FLD retrievals were implemented in MATLAB
by Zbyněk Malenovský (no sFLD retrievals were performed). However, for results
presented in Chapter 5, SIF retrievals were performed using the built-in functions for
3FLD, iFLD and sFLD retrievals available within the beta version of the R software
packages (R Core Team 2013) FieldSpectroscopyCC and FieldSpectroscopyDP (Julitta
2017).
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Note that the comparison of retrievals using the FieldSpectroscopy packages and the
retrieval implemented in Wyber et al. (2017a) by Zbyněk Malenovský showed a strong
correlation between both 3FLD retrieval implementations and the iFLD retrievals from
the FieldSpectroscopy packages (Figure 2-5). For Chapter 4 the MATLAB-implemented
3FLD retrieval was found to be more stable than the iFLD retrieval; therefore, we have
presented retrievals from the 3FLD approach in Chapter 4. For Chapter 5, it was found
that both the iFLD and 3FLD retrievals from the FieldSpectroscopy packages
performed similarly well to the 3FLD retrievals implemented in Wyber et al. (2017a).
Moreover, as the iFLD retrieval method is generally considered to be more accurate
than the 3FLD approach (Julitta et al. 2016), only the iFLD approach implemented in
the FieldSpectroscopy packages is presented in Chapter 5.

Figure 2-5. Comparison of SIF retrieval methods from avocado hyperspectral leaf reflectance
measurements collected as part of Wyber et al. (2017a). Panel A shows the comparison between the
3FLD SIFFR retrieval implemented in MATLAB by Zbyněk Malenovský as part of Wyber et al. (2017a)
against the 3FLD SIFFR retrieval from the 3FLD function in the R software package ‘Field spectroscopy’.
Panel B shows the 3FLD SIFFR retrieval implemented in MATLAB against the iFLD function in the R
software package ‘Field spectroscopy’. Measurement points represent individual spot measurements from
a diurnal time series of avocado measurements fitted with a linear fit.
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Solar induced fluorescence yields (YSIFred and YSIFFR) were calculated as the 3FLD
(Chapter 4) or iFLD (Chapter 5) SIF values normalised to APAR (Equation 20):

YSIF𝜆 =

SIF𝜆
APAR

(20)

The APAR was calculated as the incident light intensity multiplied by the absorptance
of the leaf as determined by a SPAD calibration curve (see Figure 2-4) or taken as 0.856
± 0.05 as described for ETR calculations.
2.4 MEASURING THE EFFECT OF LEAF ORIENTATION ON SOLAR
INDUCED FLUORESCENCE, NDVI AND PRI
Leaf angle measurements were performed on orange jasmine leaves, with multiple
leaves mounted onto a black foam board target (n = 10). The foam board targets and a
white reference (WR) panel were sequentially mounted on a motorised tripod, using the
same experimental set-up as for leaf angle experiments in Chapter 3.3.2. Leaf angle
measurements were performed both in a laboratory setting with an artificial light source
and in vivo under full-sun conditions.
For laboratory measurements, leaf targets were illuminated using a quartz iodide light
source from a Rollei P355 automatic slide projector, both with and without a near infrared cut-off filter (99% at wavelengths of > 656 nm) designed to limit illumination to
only non-fluorescent wavelengths for retrieval of the fluorescence continuum between
656 to 830 nm. Measurements for each azimuth angle were performed in 20˚ increments
from -60˚ to 60˚ by rotating the foam board target or WR on the motorised tripod, where
˚0 represents measurements where the leaf is perpendicular to the LIFT FOV.
Additionally, for each azimuth angle, three zenith angles were measured (10˚, 35˚ and
45˚) by changing the vertical position of the light source. The NDVI and PRI
measurements were retrieved as described in Chapter 2.3.1 from angle measurements
with leaf targets illuminated without the cut-off filter. SIF was retrieved as the AUC of
the fluorescence continuum from 656 to 830 nm from angle measurements with leaf
targets illuminated with the cut-off filter. For the calculation of YSIF, the absorbance of
the leaves was determined based upon a SPAD leaf absorbance calibration curve
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(see Figure 2-4) and leaf PAR taken as the PAR measured for each azimuth and zenith
angle by a LS-C micro quantum light sensor fitted at the centre of a white reference
target.

In vivo leaf angle measurements were performed on a single full-sun day using n = 10
leaf targets and a WR panel sequentially mounted in a motorised tripod as described for
laboratory measurements. However, unlike laboratory measurements, different solar
zenith angles were achieved by the natural changes in solar altitude. For these
measurements, NDVI, PRI and SIFFR were retrieved as described in Chapter 2.3.1
2.5 HIGH PERFORMANCE
PIGMENT ANALYSIS

LIQUID

CHROMATOGRAPHY

PLANT

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was utilised to measure leaf
pigments for analyses in Chapter 4 and also to generate a calibration curve to convert
SPAD measurements to total chlorophyll contents (Figure 2-6).

Figure 2-6. Relationship between avocado SPAD measurements and the Log e leaf chlorophyll content.
For each leaf (n = 15), three SPAD measurements were collected before leaf chlorophyll content was
quantified via HPLC. Each SPAD measurement represents the mean of three replicate SPAD
measurements from each leaf. This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Leaf pigment contents were determined based on leaf discs (1.5 cm2 in diameter) that
were collected from non-monitored areas of leaves that were immediately frozen in
liquid N2 and stored at −80 °C prior to pigment analysis. In all cases, chlorophyll (chl) a
and b, β-xanthophyll pigments (violaxanthin, antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin), αxanthophyll pigments (lutein and lutein epoxide) and α- and β-carotene (α- and β-car)
leaf contents were quantified using the same HPLC instrument (Shimadzu LC-10AT
VP, Sydney, Australia). Pigments were extracted as described in Förster et al. (2009)
and quantified as described in Pogson et al. (1996). All pigment concentrations were
normalised based on leaf disc area in μg·cm−2. Violaxanthin de-epoxidation status
(DEPS), reflecting the extent to which the photoprotective violaxanthin cycle
carotenoids are engaged, was calculated according to Gilmore and Björkman (Equation
21; Gilmore & Björkman 1994).

DEPS =

antheraxanthin + zeaxanthin
antheraxanthin + zeaxanthin + violaxanthin

(21)

Although the lutein epoxide cycle is present in avocado leaves, lutein epoxide only
accumulates slowly in deep shade leaves (Förster et al. 2011). As all experiments were
performed on outer canopy leaves and HPLC analysis showed no significant
accumulation of lutein epoxide, the lutein epoxide cycle was not included in the DEPS
calculation. Instead violaxanthin and lutein cycle pool sizes were included in analysis
and were calculated as the sums of violaxanthin, antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin
(∑VAZ) concentrations, and lutein and lutein epoxide (∑LLx) concentrations,
respectively.
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CHAPTER 3: EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF LIFT FOR IN VIVO
MEASUREMENTS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
This chapter examines the utility of LIFT to make remote high temporal resolution
measurements of photosynthesis and leaf irradiance in vivo and with reference to
understanding photosynthetic regulation under fluctuating light. The findings in this
chapter precede the optical installation of the QE Pro spectroradiometer and act to
establish LIFT as an appropriate remote sensing tool for understanding SIF, resulting
in the use of LIFT in subsequent chapters. This chapter is a modified version of Wyber
et al. (2017b), where author Barry Osmond and I conceived this study, Zbyněk
Malenovský and I performed leaf angle experiments, calibration of the LIFT instrument
and collection of leaf optical properties. The original manuscript has been modified to
remove redundant information in the Introduction and Methods that have been covered
in Chapters 1 and 2 of this thesis. Please see Wyber et al. (2017b) for the unaltered
transcript and the Declaration of Contributions for full author contributions.

3.1 OVERVIEW
Understanding the net photosynthesis of plant canopies requires quantifying
photosynthesis in challenging environments, principally due to the variable light
intensities and qualities generated by sunlight interactions with clouds and surrounding
foliage. The dynamics of sunflecks and rates of change in light intensity at the
beginning and end of sustained light (SL) events make photosynthetic measurements
difficult, especially when dealing with less accessible parts of plant foliage. High time
resolved photosynthetic monitoring from PAM fluorometers has limited applicability
due to the invasive nature of frequently applied saturating flashes. An alternative
approach used here provides remote (< 5 m), high time resolution (10 s), PAM
equivalent but minimally invasive measurements of photosynthetic parameters.
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In this chapter the QA flash protocol from the LIFT/FRR technique is assessed as a
potential method for remotely monitoring photosynthesis in mature outer canopy leaves
of potted avocado trees in a semi-controlled environment and outdoors. Initially, it was
established that LIFT measurements are leaf angle independent between ± 40° from
perpendicular, and moreover, that estimates of red reflectance at 685 nm (Rred) from
leaves of similar chlorophyll content provide a species-dependent yet reasonable proxy
for incident light intensity. Photosynthetic responses during brief light events (BL; ≤ 10
min) and the initial stages of SL events showed similar declines in the ΦII, with large
transient increases in ΦNO prior to dissipation of excitation by ΦNPQ. These results
demonstrate the capacity of LIFT to monitor photosynthesis at a distance during highly
dynamic light conditions, which potentially may improve models of canopy
photosynthesis and estimates of plant productivity. For example, generalised additive
modelling (GAM) performed on the 85 dynamic light events monitored here identified
negative relationships between light event length and the change in ΔΦII and ΔETR
when using either ΔPAR or ΔRred as indicators of leaf irradiance.
3.2 INTRODUCTION
The ability to model the total productivity of higher plants and large-scale ecosystems
requires accounting for photosynthesis occurring in dynamic light conditions in both
direct light-exposed outer canopy leaves and in the shaded inner canopy foliage (PorcarCastell et al. 2006; Niinemets 2007; Campany et al. 2016). These dynamic light
conditions occur when light interacts with passing clouds and foliage elements, causing
a dynamic patchwork of light intensities of varying length. These effects can be
variously referred to as sunflecks, sunpatches, shadeflecks or cloudflecks, depending on
the cause of light fluctuation and light quality, either numbra or penumbra (Smith &
Berry 2013). These dynamic light events have been shown to provide a significant
portion of PAR for carbon fixation to understory plants (Pearcy 1990). However,
accounting for the contribution of light fluctuations to net photosynthesis has proven
problematic due to: 1) the difficulty of accessing canopy environments, 2) difficulties in
measurement of leaf-level PAR, and 3) insufficient temporal resolution of
photosynthesis measuring instruments (Nichol et al. 2012; Way & Pearcy 2012;
Osmond 2014).
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To some extent, LASER-PAM instruments have mitigated canopy access to some
extent (Flexas et al. 2000; Ounis et al. 2001; Flexas et al. 2002; Louis et al. 2005).
However, this method is still limited by the invasive nature of the saturating flash, and
although sub-saturating PAM protocols have recently been developed no PAM
instrument delivering the non-intrusive sub-saturation flashes at a longer range (at least
1 m) is currently available. Presently PAM methods for long-term monitoring, such as
MONI-PAM (Porcar-Castell et al. 2008), require fixing leaves into clips on heavy
measuring heads, making it difficult to maintain the natural orientation of the examined
leaf and potentially causing leaf damage. Furthermore, although MONI-PAM provides
reliable measures of incident PAR for estimation of photosynthetic ETR, they are
limited to measurement resolutions of > 30 s to avoid intrusive effects of the saturating
flash (Shen et al. 1996; Apostol et al. 2001; Osmond et al. 2017).

Terrestrial LIFT instruments operated with the FRR excitation protocol have been
demonstrated to produce ETR estimates that are highly comparable to those produced
by PAM (Pieruschka et al. 2010). The LIFT approach has been successfully used for
daily and seasonal monitoring of various canopies, showing, for instance,
photosynthetic changes with both light and temperature (Pieruschka et al. 2010) and
generating maps of canopy photosynthetic heterogeneity (Pieruschka et al. 2009; Nichol
et al. 2012). Importantly, long-term monitoring with time resolutions as high as 3 s has
been demonstrated to be much less invasive than PAM, causing no detectable change in
photosynthetic parameters during the monitoring of leaves in the dark (Osmond et al.
2017).

Current models of terrestrial LIFT instruments produce not only PAM-comparable
conventional photosynthetic parameters, but also provide measurements of broad-band
radiance reflected from an interrogated leaf at 685 nm (Rred), which may potentially be
used as a proxy for leaf PAR. Leaf reflectance between 670 and 750 nm has been
previously utilised during canopy LASER-PAM measurements for the calculation of
ETR and has provided seasonal estimates similar to those calculated from MONI-PAM
leaf PAR measurements (Ounis et al. 2001).
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The original laser-based LIFT instrument operated at the Biosphere 2 Laboratory was
not field portable (Ananyev et al. 2005). However, the current generation of LIFT
instruments, which rely on blue LED excitation, are field portable (15 kg) and utilise an
eye-safe blue LED excitation for measuring photosynthesis at distances of up to 5 m
(Osmond et al. 2017; Wyber et al. 2017a). When combined with advances in PAR
sensor miniaturisation and the potential to use broad-band leaf reflectance as an
indicator of leaf PAR, the current generation of LIFT instruments may provide an ideal
solution for measuring in vivo leaf photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions at
more informative temporal resolutions. However, for the successful application of LIFT
technology to canopy measurements, the effects of varying leaf orientation, with respect
to the excitation beam, need to be understood and quantified in order to correct for leaf
angular changes during growth and to produce comparable measurements between
differently oriented foliage. Moreover, the influence of leaf type, plant species and
chlorophyll content need to be known for the use of Rred in robust remote determination
of leaf PAR and calculation of ETR.

Currently, LIFT studies involving canopy measurements have so far neglected the
influences of leaf angular orientation and shadow propagation, and have sometimes
relied on top of canopy (TOC) PAR measurements. Therefore, in this Chapter there
were three main aims: 1) to understand the importance of leaf orientation on LIFT
photosynthetic measurements, 2) to determine the potential of hemispherical-conical
leaf reflectance (Rred) sensed by LIFT to approximate leaf PAR, and 3) to determine
which changes in LIFT-measured photosynthetic parameters can be observed (and
generalised) under dynamic light conditions. The physiological and biochemical
implications of photosynthetic changes under dynamic light caused by clouds and
intermittent shadows cast by nearby foliage or building architecture were then
examined. GAM were then utilized to identify predictors that may be applied to
modelling photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions and, in the future, scaled to
model photosynthesis at larger spatial scales.
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3.3 METHODS
3.3.1 Plant material
Measurements reported in this section were collected from the leaves of three avocado
plants (plants P1, P2 and P7) as described in Chapter 2.1.
3.3.2 Effect of leaf angular orientation on LIFT/FRRF measurements
Leaves of avocado (n = 6) were used to assess the effect of leaf orientation on
LIFT/FRR measurements. Avocado plants growing at the ERC (P1 and P3) and the
School of Biological Sciences Atrium (P7; previously exposed to ~200 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1 of diffuse morning irradiance) were transferred to the laboratory and
detached leaves (two from each plant) were prepared immediately prior to
measurements (~10 min). Leaves were prepared as described in Takayama et al. (2013).
The leaf petiole was cut underwater and the detached leaf petiole placed in a waterfilled 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube sealed using paraffin film. Gas exchange and
chlorophyll fluorescence imaging analyses revealed little change in photosynthesis in
detached leaves (Takayama et al. 2013), and in the present experiments, there was no
change in Fv/Fm (measured by PAM) during 6 h in the dark. Prepared leaves were then
affixed to a vertical panel positioned on a motorised tripod (Celestron, Penrith, Sydney,
NSW, Australia) at a distance of 1 m from the LIFT fore optics. Using the motorised
tripod, the leaf orientation was rotated from 0° (adaxial) to 180° (abaxial) in 10°
increments, with six replicate LIFT QA measurements performed for each leaf at each
rotated angle. All measurements were performed under a low level of ambient light
from a combination of sunlight and fluorescent tubes (Figure
photons·m−2·s−1).
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3-1; ~65 μmol

Figure 3-1. The LIFT leaf angle measurement set-up viewed from a nadir perspective. The broken arrow
indicates the measurement beam of the LIFT, perpendicular to the tripod-mounted leaf and sample holder.
The solid black line indicates the rotation direction of the leaf and sample holder, where measurements
from 0° to 80° indicate measurements from the leaf adaxial surface and measurements from 100° to 180°
indicate measurements from the leaf abaxial surface. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).

3.3.3 Leaf PAR approximation using reflectance at 685 nm
The LIFT-detected Rred, acquired between QA flashes, was assessed as a potential proxy
for actual leaf PAR by investigating leaves of the following species: A. subcinereus (A.
Gray., Radlk), E. globoidea (Blakely), L. longifolia, A. smithii (Poir. Merr. & L.M.
Perry), A. nidus (J.Sm., Hook.), P. elegans (C. Moore & F. Muell.), F. macrophylla
(Desf. ex Pers.), M. indica and two groups of avocado leaves varying in chlorophyll
content. High chlorophyll (lower canopy) and low chlorophyll (upper canopy) avocado
leaves were collected from different locations in the canopies of avocado plants growing
at the ERC (P1 and P2; n = 4) and in the UOW Atrium (P7; n = 2). The leaves of all
other plants (n = 3 per plant) were sourced from plants growing under natural sunlight
in minimally disturbed gardens on the UOW campus. Leaves of these plants were
randomly sampled from leaves within reach from plants growing in different light
environments. Ficus macrophylla and M. indica plants were growing in shaded
positions, A. smithii, A. nidus and P. elegans plants were growing under mottled shade
from surrounding foliage and E. globoidea and A. subcinereus plants were found
growing in full sun locations.
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White light response curves were performed using a quartz iodide lamp from a Rollei
P355 automatic slide projector, with leaf PAR measured at the leaf surface using a LS-C
micro-quantum light sensor. Light response curves were performed for the following 14
mean light intensities ± SD from 0 to ~1000 μmol photons·m−2·s−1: 0.00 ± 0.00, 1.98 ±
0.27, 3.80 ± 0.60, 24.23 ± 3.42, 40.17 ± 8.72, 51.47 ± 7.84, 52.84 ± 19.08, 78.12 ±
20.29, 85.88 ± 11.23, 103.84 ± 12.55, 200.59 ± 25.30, 287.03 ± 38.59, 598.42 ± 46.46
and 1065.18 ± 40.43. Light intensities were modulated by varying the distance and
focus of the quartz iodide lamp from the leaves, with the error in light steps due to the
manual adjustment of the light source focus and distance. During light response curves,
each light step was maintained for 5 min, with three replicate measurements of Rred at
each light intensity. For each species, separate light response curves were performed on
three replicate detached leaves prepared as described above. All measurements were
performed at a distance of 1 m, with the LIFT instrument positioned perpendicular to
the leaf surface.

The total chlorophyll content of leaf replicates was assessed with a SPAD meter. For the
conversion of avocado SPAD measurements to chlorophyll content, a calibration curve
was generated from avocado leaves varying in chlorophyll content using high
performance liquid chromatography as described in Chapter 2.5 (see Figure 2-6).
3.3.4 In vivo LIFT/FRRF photosynthetic measurements under dynamic light
All in vivo leaf measurements were performed on the adaxial surface of fully expanded
avocado leaves attached to plants and maintained in their natural orientation. The LIFT
measurements were restricted to leaves ≤ 1 m from the LIFT fore optic (middle to lower
canopy leaves) to maintain a high temporal measurement resolution. While
measurements at longer distances are possible, these require greater averaging of
fluorescence transients, thereby decreasing the temporal measurement resolution.
Additionally, for leaves within ≤ 1 m from the LIFT fore optic, only those that could
achieve an angle between ± 40° relative to the LIFT beam were selected for
measurements. Measurements were made around the Southern Hemisphere summer
equinox (October to December 2014, March 2015, then October and December 2015)
and involved the monitoring of leaves over full diurnal cycles, starting at 1800 h the day
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prior and finishing at 0600 h after the following night (i.e. two nights and one day; n =
10 days). For all measurements, the LIFT instrument was operated with a 10 ± 1 s time
resolution, where each data point was the fitted average of six successive QA
fluorescence transients. Following sunset each night, reference PQ flash measurements
were performed every hour until sunrise, with the maximum FmPQ serving as a darkadapted PAM-equivalent reference. Leaf PAR was recorded at the surface of all leaves
every 10 s using either one LS-C micro-quantum light sensor (cosine corrected; ± 30°)
placed in the centre of the LIFT measuring beam or two sensors placed on either side of
the measuring beam and connected to a universal light meter. For leaf PAR
measurements using two micro-quantum light sensors, leaf PAR was taken as the
average of both sensors.
3.3.5 Data analysis
3.3.5.1 Calculation of LIFT/FRRF photosynthetic parameters
All photosynthetic parameters were calculated as described in Chapter 2.3.1. For ETR,
PAR was taken as the incident light intensity at the leaf surface measured by either one
or two micro-quantum light sensors. The energy partitioning between PSI and PSII (E)
was taken as 0.5 (Maxwell & Johnson 2000) and the leaf absorbance (α) was measured
as 0.856 ± 0.05 for 36 middle to lower canopy avocado leaves, representative of those
measured by LIFT as described in Chapter 2.2.
3.3.5.2 Data preparation and light fluctuation analysis
In vivo monitoring of leaves produced two different datasets with equal time resolutions
(10 s; LIFT and leaf PAR), which were aligned in the software R (R Core Team 2013)
by matching timestamps. Light fluctuations were manually identified, with the start of
each light fluctuation defined as a rapid increase in light greater than the slow diurnal
changes in the background illumination. The end of each light fluctuation was defined
as the point at which leaf PAR returned to within 5% of levels measured immediately
before the start of the light event. The light fluctuation length and time since the last
light fluctuation were retrieved for each light event and their distribution was
normalised by loge transformation. Additionally, the initial, middle, maximum,
difference (Δ) and the area under curve (AUC) were retrieved for each light event,
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where Δ was calculated as the middle value minus the initial value (Figure 3-2). Time
of day was not examined due to differences in the light exposure between the two plant
measurement sites. In total, 85 light fluctuations were monitored.

Figure 3-2. Leaf PAR measured during two successive light fluctuations. This figure illustrates the
parameters retrieved for each light fluctuation for the GAM analyses, where AUC equals the area under
the PAR intensity curve for a given light fluctuation, and initial, maximum and mid refer to the PAR
immediately prior to the light fluctuation, the maximum achieved PAR during a light fluctuation and the
PAR halfway through the light fluctuation, respectively. ΔPAR refers to the PAR change during a light
fluctuation as the difference between the initial and the mid light fluctuation PAR. For GAM analyses, the
same parameters were retrieved for each measured parameter during each light fluctuation. This figure is
adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).

Summary statistics for each light fluctuation were analysed using GAMs. GAM
analyses were performed in R using the ‘gam’ package (Hastie & Tibshirani 1990), with
separate GAM analyses run with initial, maximum, AUC and Δ values of ΦII, ΦNPQ,
ΦNO and ETR as response variables. For each response variable, all combinations of
light fluctuation length, time since last light fluctuation and sample location (ERC or
atrium) were analysed as predictors, as well as initial, maximum, AUC and Δ values for
leaf PAR, Rred, and the initial values for ΦII and ΦNPQ. Initial values of ΦNO and ETR
were excluded as predictors from GAMs due to co-dependency with ΦNPQ and ΦII, and
leaf PAR, respectively. Additionally, raw fluorescence measurements (Fm, F′m, Fo and
F′) were excluded from analyses due to dependency on distance from leaf to LIFT. For
continuous predictor variables, a spline fit with two knots was used to fit the data.
Model selection for each response variable was based upon the greatest deviance
explained. The best models for each response variable were for the Δ values for each
response variable and the predictors, which included: light event length, time since last
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light event, location and either ΔRred or ΔPAR. As ΔPAR is utilised in the calculation
ΔETR, resulting in a strong co-dependency between ΔPAR and ΔETR, we have
presented the same models with either ΔPAR or ΔRred as measures of leaf irradiance.
3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Effect of leaf angular orientation on LIFT/FRRF measurements
Changes in leaf angle away from perpendicular to the LIFT measurement beam resulted
in sharp decreases in raw fluorescence parameters (F′, Fv and F′m; Figure 3-3A), with
the same trend observed for both adaxial and abaxial leaf surfaces. In contrast,
photosynthetic parameters based on ratios, such as ΦII, were found to be relatively
insensitive to changes in leaf angle (Figure 3-3B). ΦII measurements were found to be
maintained at angles of less than 40° for adaxial leaf surfaces. For abaxial leaf surfaces,
ΦII slowly increased by ~20% at leaf angles from 90° to 180°.
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Figure 3-3. Relationship between avocado leaf adaxial and abaxial LIFT/FRR measurements and changes
in leaf angle. Measurements were performed on avocado leaves (n = 6) positioned 1.0 m from the LIFT
instrument. Leaves were rotated 180° degrees relative to the LIFT measuring beam in 10° increments
using a motorised tripod and replicate LIFT measurements were taken for each angle (n = 6). F′, Fv, F′m
and ΦII were normalised to the maximum of each measured parameter and the mean values for each
parameter at each measurement angle plotted to allow direct comparison between parameters. Panel A
depicts raw fluorescence parameters and panel B depicts ΦII. All measurements are means ± SD. This
figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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3.4.2 Leaf PAR approximation using reflectance at 685 nm
The possibility of using Rred as a proxy for leaf PAR was assessed using a series of light
response curves (0–1000 μmol photons·m−2·s−1) on leaves varying in total chlorophyll
content within and between species (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1. Plant species and mean SPAD values ± SD (n = 3) used to assess LIFT-detected Rred as a proxy
for leaf PAR. Leaves were collected from naturally growing plants on the UOW campus. SPAD
measurements were used to control for chlorophyll content between species replicates. Samples are
grouped based on the measured intensity of Rred, where underlined SPAD contents represent the mean ±
SD of all measurements within each group. This table is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
Species’ scientific name

Common name

High reflectance at 685 nm

SPAD
48.4 ± 3.7

Alectryon subcinereus

Native quince

47.4 ± 3.3

Eucalyptus globoidea

White stringy bark

50.9 ± 4.9

Lomandra longifolia

Spiny-head mat-rush

46.9 ± 3.0

Medium reflectance at 685 nm
Acmena smithii

36.2 ± 10.7
Lilli Pilly

28.4 ± 2.0

Asplenium nidus

Bird's-nest fern

33.0 ± 1.1

Persea americana

Avocado (low chlorophyll)

30.3 ± 2.0

Polyscias elegans

Celery wood

53.2 ± 5.2

Low reflectance at 685 nm

59.8 ± 1.8

Ficus macrophylla

Fig tree

61.5 ± 2.2

Mangifera indica

Mango

59.2 ± 1.6

Persea americana

Avocado (high chlorophyll)

58.5 ± 1.5

The LIFT Rred measurements were linearly related to leaf PAR measured at the leaf
surface in all species (R2 > 0.9). However, the determined relationships were found to
be both species-dependent and chlorophyll content-dependent (Figure 3-4A; Figure 34C). High chlorophyll (181.2 ± 1.5 μg·cm−2) and low chlorophyll (36.5 ± 1.7 μg·cm−2)
groups of equally sized avocado leaves provided two distinct linear relationships
(Figure 9C; R2 > 0.9), with the low chlorophyll group exhibiting a mean increase in Rred
of 40 ± 11% relative to the high chlorophyll group. Overall, the plants formed three
general linear trends (Figure 3-4D): 1) high reflectance (A. subcinereus, E. globoidea
and L. longifolia), 2) medium reflectance (A. smithii, A. nidus, P. americana [low
chlorophyll] and P. elegans), and 3) low reflectance (F. macrophylla, M. indica and P.
americana [high chlorophyll]). Mean Rred measurements for the medium and high
reflectance groups correspond with increasing SPAD measurements (36.2 ± 10.7 and
48.4 ± 3.7, respectively).
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Figure 3-4. Relationships between leaf-level PAR and LIFT-measured reflected light at 685 nm (Rred) for
leaves of eight different plant species. Light response curves were performed on detached leaves with the
LIFT instrument at a fixed distance of 1 m and measuring beam perpendicular to the leaf surface. All
measurements are means (n = 3) ± SD with linear fits. Individual relationships derived from triplicate leaf
measurements of each species are shown in panels A to C. In panel D, relationships for species have been
plotted as generalised trends for low reflectance leaves (P. americana [high chl], F. macrophylla and M.
indica), medium reflectance leaves (A. nidus, A. smithii, P. elegans and P. americana [low chl]) and high
reflectance leaves (A. subcinereus, L. longifolia and E. globoidea). This figure is adapted from Wyber et
al. (2017b).

However, this is not the case for the low reflectance group, which possessed the highest
mean SPAD measurement (59.8 ± 1.8). Attempts were made to use Rred as an indicator
of leaf PAR for in vivo monitoring of light fluctuations, but the relationship between
Rred and leaf PAR was found to vary throughout the day and also just before and after
light fluctuations (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-5. Relationship between leaf PAR and Rred measured during a single day on an exposed outer
canopy avocado leaf from a plant grown indoors in a glass atrium. During cloud free days, the structural
beams in the roof of the atrium cast regularly spaced shadows, inducing two sustained light events
(SL; 45 min) and four brief light events (BL; ~10 min). Panel A shows changes in Rred (dotted line) and
leaf PAR (solid line) over a full diurnal cycle and panel B shows changes between 1000 and 1400 h on
the same day (box in panel A). Panel C shows the relationships for three light events (SL1, SL2, BL1; red
bars in panel B), where solid symbols show relationships during the initial light event PAR increase (↑)
and empty symbols during the subsequent light event PAR decrease (↓). This figure is adapted from
Wyber et al. (2017b).
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3.4.3 Changes in photosynthetic parameters during dynamic light fluctuations
The dynamic responses of photosynthetic parameters in the outer canopy leaves of
avocado were dependent on the frequency, duration, light intensity and time of day.
Time of day was not examined in GAMs due to differences in light exposure between
ERC and atrium light environments. However, differences with time of day were
evident in ERC measurements, which will be examined here. Initially, it was convenient
to characterise these responses in the highly reproducible sunlight environment of the
UOW Atrium. Two SL events (~45 min) and four successive brief light events (~10
min), all of which were ~500 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, were superimposed on the
background of a diffuse shade light (~50 μmol photons·m−2·s−1) growth environment
(Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-6. Photosynthetic responses of an outer canopy avocado leaf to dynamic changes in sunlight
intensity in a glass atrium. On cloud free days, structural roof beams cast regularly spaced shadows (grey
bars), creating two sustained light events (~45 min) and four brief light events (~10 min) of comparable
light intensity. Panel A illustrates the incident PAR and ETR estimated from a micro-quantum light
sensor and LIFT measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence monitored at 10 s intervals. Panel B indicates
energy partitioning between three component photosynthetic processes. Note that data for this figure is
from the same measurement series as Figure 3-5. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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In the shade, little energy was directed to ΦNPQ, with ~70:30 partitioned between ΦII and
ΦNO (Figure 3-6B). A ~tenfold increase in PAR over ~2 min (Figure 3-6A) produced a
transient overshoot in ETR and ΦNO followed by redistribution in energy partitioning as
~50% of ΦII was dissipated by a two-phase increase in ΦNPQ. Photosynthetic ETR
settled to a steady state (~65 μmol electrons·m−2·s−1) that responded to small changes in
PAR (Figure 3-6A). After the ~5 min shade event (Figure 3-6A) that saw rapid
redistribution of energy from ΦNPQ back to ΦII, a second prolonged SL event resulted in
a larger initial transient overshoot in ETR. Interestingly, ΦNPQ was immediately reengaged to a similar steady state, with a smaller transient increase in ΦNO. Partitioning
to ΦII increased slowly as ΦNPQ declined (Figure 3-6B), with both events tracking a
small decline in PAR (Figure 3-6A).

Initial responses in the four subsequent BL events, all at approximately the same PAR
as the above prolonged events, were qualitatively and quantitatively similar in terms of
transients in the rate of ETR and return to steady state (Figure 3-6A). Moreover, they
were also similar with respect to the small transient in ΦNO as large changes in energy
partitioning took place between ΦII and ΦNPQ (Figure 3-6B). Interestingly, ETR
increased by ~13% after three successive BL events as ΦNPQ declined. In a shade
enclosure grown plant at the ERC, the passage of the last structural elements of the
plant enclosure generated a reproducible early morning pattern of seven oscillations in
sunlight, but this time at low PAR (from ~50 to ~150 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 over ~70
min; Figure 3-7C). The sudden increase in PAR from ~50 to 1200 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1, due to full sun exposure of previously shaded leaves, was
accompanied by a brief initial transient in ETR, settling to a steady state that was
similar to the maximum levels attained in the early low-light oscillations (Figure 3-7C).
The transition to strong sunlight was also accompanied by a precipitous decline in
energy partitioned to ΦII from ~75% to 10% (Figure 3-7B). After an initial transient
increase in ΦNO, more than half of the dissipation was due to ΦNPQ (Figure 3-7B).
Dynamic decreases in PAR due to passing clouds were reflected in these parameters
that drifted slowly towards the initial morning shade conditions as ETR increased with
the afternoon decline in PAR.
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Figure 3-7. Photosynthetic changes in response to dynamic sunlight fluctuations in an outer canopy leaf
of an avocado plant outdoors at the ERC at different times of the day. Morning light fluctuations are due
to shadows from the shade house framework before sudden exposure to direct sunlight, while evening
light fluctuations are due to natural shade from adjacent vegetation. Panel A indicates the diurnal PAR
and ETR measured at 10 s intervals, with the PAR vs ETR inset, while panel B illustrates energy
partitioning between three component photosynthetic processes. Data from early morning and late
afternoon BL events are shown at expanded scales in panels C, D and E and F, respectively (boxes of
panels A and B; NB: the scale of panel E is three times larger than panel C). This figure is adapted from
Wyber et al. (2017b).
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After ~7 h of full sunlight (~600–1200 μmol photons·m−2·s−1), late afternoon natural
adjacent canopy shade provided ~40 min of highly stochastic BL events (Figure 3-7E).
The stronger late afternoon natural shade BL events produced an approximately fivefold
increase in ETR that peaked at approximately twice the ETR in full sunlight (Figure 37A). Data from the early morning and late afternoon periods of dynamic PAR are
expanded in Figure 3-7C and 3-7D and 3-7E and 3-7F, respectively (note that the ETR
and PAR scaling in Figure 3-7E is three times greater than that in Figure 3-7C). The
plants monitored outdoors showed a similar pattern of energy distribution from 0600 to
0700 h to leaves observed on the tree in the atrium when exposed to about the same
PAR prior to their first SL event (see Figure 3-6A and 3-6B). In contrast to the strong
BL events in the atrium, low PAR early morning oscillations produced relative small
declines in ΦII that scarcely perturbed ΦNPQ (Figure 3-7D). Evidently, under these
conditions, ETR proceeds with maximum efficiency and minimal engagement of
photoprotective energy dissipation. Stronger stochastic BL events occurring in the late
afternoon were of similar PAR to those monitored in the atrium, although under similar
conditions of energy partitioning, there was a striking absence of the reciprocal
relationship between ΦII and ΦNPQ (Figure 3-7F).
3.4.4 Differentiating photosynthetic responses to sustained and brief light events of
differing PAR intensities
The monitoring of photosynthetic parameters with LIFT revealed a series of
reproducible and reversible patterns in response to abrupt changes in sunlight. To
examine these photosynthetic changes, light fluctuations were examined with respect to
light event length, which has been grouped as either sustained light (SL; > 10 min) or
brief light (BL; ≤ 10 min), and in response to light event intensity, which has been
grouped as either strong (max PAR ≥ 500 μmol photons·m−2·s−1) or weak (max PAR <
500 μmol photons·m−2·s−1). It should be noted that these groups do not define the
exclusive conditions under which the described photosynthetic behaviours occur;
instead, they describe generalised reactions that hold for most leaves examined within
each group.
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Strong light from both BL and SL events produced photosynthetic changes that were
dependent on the duration of the light event (Figure 3-8). For a strong SL event
outdoors (Figure 3-8A and 3-8C), photosynthetic changes were quantitatively similar to
that in Figure 3-7A and 3-7B (and to that in the atrium; Figure 3-6A and 3-6B) but with
~60% higher rates of ETR at ~900 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 for ~90 min. Initial transient
increase in the rate of ETR and ΦNO preceded changes in ΦNPQ by about 5 min (Figure
3-8A and 3-8C), but otherwise changes in energy partitioning were also qualitatively
similar to those in the atrium.

Figure 3-8. Photosynthetic parameters during a midday strong SL event (panels A and C) and a midday
brief light event (panels B and D) in two different leaves on an avocado plant grown in a shade house at
the ERC and monitored by LIFT with PAR collected at 10 s intervals. This figure is adapted from Wyber
et al. (2017b).
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In contrast, different photosynthetic responses were observed during strong BL events
that were faster than the initial increases in the rates of ETR and ΦNO in SL events
(Figure 3-8B and D). For example, in a leaf that had previously been exposed to weak
sunlight (Figure 3-8B; ~100 μmol photons·m−2·s−1), a strong BL event (~1000 μmol
photons·m−2·s−1; ~2 min) produced a markedly different energy partitioning dynamic.
The short, strong BL event produced a decline in ΦII, which coincided with an equal
drop in ΦNPQ, resulting in a greatly amplified ΦNO transient. This photosynthetic
response to a short, strong BL event in a sun leaf on a dull day appears to stimulate PSII
energy dissipation processes in the same manner as observed in the initial exposure to a
strong SL event in the atrium (Figure 3-6B). However, during the midday BL event, the
duration of the light event is shorter than the time required for ΦNPQ engagement.
Sustained as well as brief sunlight exposures on another cloudy day are compared in
Figure 3-9. The lower maximum PAR in both events (~220 μmol photons·m−2·s−1) did
not produce large initial transients in ETR (Figure 3-9A) and as expected, much lower
rates of ETR were achieved than in strong PAR events (~50 vs 125 μmol
electrons·m−2·s−1; see Figure 3-9A and 3-9B vs. Figure 3-8A and 3-8B). However, the
long (~25 min) weak sunlight event exposed protracted changes in energy partitioning
that was similar to those in the short strong BL event monitored in another leaf a month
earlier (Figure 3-8C and 3-8D). Notably, the 1 min BL event with a similar PAR at
midday did not cause a change in ΦNO and the small decline in ΦII was mirrored in a
small increase in ΦNPQ (Figure 3-9D).
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Figure 3-9. Photosynthetic parameters during a morning weak SL event (panels A and C) and a midday
BL event (panels B and D) in the leaf of a sun-grown avocado plant at the ERC monitored by LIFT, with
PAR collected at 10 s intervals. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).

3.4.5 Generalised additive model analyses
To identify generalised relationships between changes in photosynthetic parameters in
response to light event properties, which might be useful for photosynthetic modelling,
generalised additive models (GAMs) were created. GAMs generated for each
photosynthetic response variable consistently showed indicators of leaf irradiance
(ΔRred and ΔPAR) as significant predictor variables (p ≤ 0.003**). Exceptions to this
were ΔETR and ΔΦNO for models run with ΔRred (p = 0.266) and ΔPAR (p = 0.065),
respectively (Table 2-3).
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Table 3-2. Results of GAMs created for the ∆ values of photosynthetic parameters measured during 85
dynamic light fluctuations on middle to lower avocado leaves using the LIFT instrument. Models have
been run for the ∆ value of each measured response variable and the predictor variables, which include:
SL or BL event length (SL/BL length), time since last light event (time since last SL/BL), sample location
(ERC or atrium) and either ∆Rred (top) or ∆PAR (bottom). For each model, the deviance explained is
given in brackets (dev explained). p values are given for each predictor variable, with significant vectors
marked by *, where *** = p < 0.001, ** = p ≥ 0.001 & p < 0.01 and * = p ≥ 0.01 & ≤ 0.05. This table is
adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
Predictor
∆Rred

Ln(SL/BL

Ln (time since last

Sample

length)

SL/BL)

location

Response
(dev explained)
∆ϕII (0.703)

< 0.001***

0.021*

0.045*

0.109

∆ϕNPQ (0.576)

< 0.001***

0.215

0.004**

< 0.001***

∆ϕNO (0.353)

0.003**

0.668

0.092

0.004**

∆ETR (0.375)

0.266

< 0.001***

0.144

0.229

∆PAR
∆ϕII (0.503)

< 0.001***

< 0.001***

0.077

0.546

∆ϕNPQ (0.524)

< 0.001***

< 0.001***

0.002**

0.04*

∆ϕNO (0.461)

0.065

0.094

0.029*

0.028*

∆ETR (0.726)

< 0.001***

< 0.001***

0.376

0.331

The length of light events was found to be a significant predictor of ΔΦII, ΔΦNPQ and
ΔETR when ΔPAR was included in the models (p < 0.001). In contrast, light event
length was found to be a significant predictor of only ΔΦII (p = 0.021) and ΔETR (p =
0.001) when ΔRred was included in models as an indicator of leaf irradiance. The time
since last light event was a significant predictor of ΔΦNPQ in models run using both
indicators of leaf irradiance (for ΔRred, p = 0.004; for ΔPAR, p = 0.002) and a
significant predictor of ΔΦII (p = 0.045) and ΔΦNO (p = 0.029) in models run with ΔRred
and ΔPAR, respectively. Sample location (ERC or atrium) was found to be a significant
predictor of both ΔΦNPQ (for ΔRred, p < 0.001; for ΔPAR, p = 0.04) and ΔΦNO (for
ΔRred, p = 0.004; for ΔPAR, p = 0.028) in models with both ΔRred and ΔPAR as
predictors.
Partial response graphs of each response variable plotted against either ΔPAR or ΔRred
showed the same trends irrespective of using ΔPAR or ΔRred as an indicator of leaf
irradiance (Figures A1 to A8 Appendix A), with the exception of ETR, which showed a
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positive relationship with increasing ΔPAR (Figure A1) and a flat relationship with
increasing ΔRred (Figure A2). The direction of relationships with indicators of leaf
irradiance (ΔPAR or ΔRred) was as expected for ΔETR, ΔΦII and ΔΦNPQ. Positive
relationships with increasing leaf irradiance (ΔPAR or ΔRred) were identified for ΔETR
(Figures A1 and A2) and ΔΦNPQ (Figures A5 and A6), while a negative relationship was
identified for ΔΦII (Figures A7 and A8). Positive relationships between ΔΦNPQ and leaf
irradiance showed a plateau with high levels of leaf irradiance (Figure A5).
Interestingly, ΔΦNO, unlike all other parameters, showed a flat relationship with low
levels of leaf irradiance and a positive relationship with high levels of leaf irradiance
(ΔPAR > 400 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 and ΔRred > 500 AU; Figures A3 and A4).
Additionally, negative relationships were identified between light event length and ΔΦII
and ΔETR (Figures A7 and A8, and A1 and A2), and time since last light event and
ΔΦNPQ (Figures A5 and A6) in models using either ΔPAR or ΔRred as an indicator of
leaf irradiance. For models incorporating ΔPAR as a predictor, a positive relationship
was also identified between light event length and ΔΦNPQ (Figure A5). For sample
location, light fluctuations measured in the School of Biological Sciences Atrium
showed lower values of ΔΦNO (Figures A3 and A4) and higher values of ΔΦNPQ (Figures
A5 and A6) for both indicators of leaf irradiance than measurements taken at the ERC.
3.5 DISCUSSION
Remote non-invasive and high temporal resolution measurements of photosynthesis are
essential for quantifying photosynthesis under dynamic light conditions. Attempts to
remotely monitor photosynthesis in canopies with actively induced fluorescence
approaches have used either laser PAM (Flexas et al. 2000; Ounis et al. 2001; Flexas et
al. 2002) or LIFT instruments (Ananyev et al. 2005; Pieruschka et al. 2009; Pieruschka
et al. 2010; Pieruschka et al. 2014). Although studies have investigated the effects of
leaf shape, orientation and arrangement on light interception (Cohen & Fuchs 1987;
Jordan & Smith 1993), no study, has investigated the effect of leaf angularity on remote
active fluorescence measurements, or a possible use of reflectance at 685 nm as a proxy
of leaf PAR. This chapter addresses both these issues and utilised LIFT technology for
remote near-proximity measurements of avocado leaf photosynthesis during SL and BL
events in vivo.
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3.5.1 Effect of leaf angular orientation on LIFT/FRR measurements
Maintaining the natural orientation of leaves in canopies during measurements of
photosynthesis is important for correctly capturing the contribution of individual leaves
to net canopy photosynthesis. It was found that LIFT raw fluorescence measurements
(e.g. F′ and F′m) are sensitive to leaf angle, while ΦII is relatively insensitive, except at
very steep angles. The raw fluorescence changes due to leaf angularity are probably
related to elongation of the LIFT measurement beam, which consequently lowers
excitation energies delivered to the leaf surface and the amount of fluorescence returned
to the sensor. Although leaf fluorescence emissions are generally considered to be
isotropically emitted from the leaf (Pinto et al. 2017), another factor affecting the
amplitude of the returned fluorescence signal is the possible non-uniformity of the
angular distribution of the emitted fluorescence radiation. Obviously, in the case of ΦII,
the decrease in both F′ and F′m are corrected for by the internal ratio of the calculations.
Nevertheless, at steep leaf angles, the fluorescence signal becomes very low, reducing
the S/N ratio below the level required for reliable assessment of ΦII by LIFT.
The monitoring of photosynthesis in avocado leaves is aided by the availability of large
mature leaves, which often hang perpendicular to the LIFT measuring beam. However,
it might be impossible to ensure that leaves are in optimal angular positions and that
measurements are collected from the adaxial surface in canopies where leaves are held
in planophile (prevailingly horizontal) angular positions. In accordance with the results
from PAM measurement (Schreiber et al. 1977; Schreiber et al. 1996), LIFT
measurements of the abaxial leaf surface demonstrated a slight underestimation of ΦII.
However, for photosynthetic monitoring of planophile leaves, it is not currently known
how light intensity changes on the leaf adaxial side affect photosynthetic measurements
conducted on the abaxial leaf side. Moreover, rapid leaf movement driven by wind still
presents a considerable challenge to modelling and measurements (Burgess et al. 2016)
both in terms of the frequency needed to capture rapidly changing PAR (Roden &
Pearcy 1993) and the observational uncertainties due to large variations in leaf angle.
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3.5.2 Leaf PAR approximation using reflectance at 685 nm
Although accurate estimates of leaf PAR are essential for deriving the actual ETR
(Genty et al. 1989), acquisition of leaf PAR measurements in canopy environments with
traditional PAR sensors is difficult unless the geometries of both sensor and leaf are
constrained. In this study two different sensor arrangements were employed for
measurements of leaf PAR, both of which presented challenges. The use of a single
PAR sensor placed in the centre of the LIFT measurement beam resulted in an
underestimation of ETRs during the start of light fluctuations, when illumination was
first recorded by a portion of the LIFT measurement beam and only later by the PAR
sensor. This issue was addressed by using two PAR sensors placed on either side of the
LIFT measurement beam. This allowed the averaging of PAR from both sensors, which
compensated for the underestimation of ETR during the start of light fluctuations.
However, we observed several cases where light fluctuations travelled over only a
single sensor and where averaging of the two PAR sensors consequently did not match
the expected changes in photosynthetic parameters. In these cases, the change in Rred
may actually better represent changes in photosynthesis. This problem highlights the
need for a reliable method of estimating leaf PAR remotely and within an equally sized
measurement footprint.

As previously shown in Ounis et al. (2001), broad-band red leaf reflectance is strongly
correlated with leaf PAR. However, results from this study show that the gradients of
these relationships are species-dependent and strongly influenced by chlorophyll
content and the structure of foliar tissues. It was found that species-dependent
relationships could be generalised into three different relationships (high, medium and
low reflectance), which may potentially be related to the plant growth environment.
Leaves collected from plants naturally growing on the UOW campus were found under
different light environments, broadly correlating with the three generalised reflectance
trends. High reflectance trend plants were collected from full sun-exposed conditions,
medium reflectance trend plants were found under partially exposed conditions and low
reflectance leaves were collected from the shaded canopies of a large fig and mango
tree. The different gradients in these three generalised trends may be partially explained
by the strong absorbance of 685 nm light by chlorophylls, which is evident in
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differences between high and low chlorophyll avocado leaves and partially in leaf
SPAD measurements. Furthermore, it is likely that scattering by species-specific
internal leaf structures and reflection by cuticle structures also influences the gradients
of these relationships.

Laboratory light response curves showed strong correlations between Rred and leaf PAR;
however, the relationship between PAR and Rred measured in the field varied before and
after light fluctuations, and also over the course of a diurnal cycle. These variations
might be driven by changes in the spectral composition of combined direct and indirect
solar irradiation during a diurnal cycle, and multi-angular anisotropy of leaf reflectance,
i.e. variations in specular and diffuse leaf reflectance depending on actual solar altitude
and zenith (Liu & Liu 2018). These effects on reflected light estimates of leaf PAR were
recognised in Ounis et al. (2001). However, these measurements show that more work
is needed to assess these factors in order to accurately approximate absolute PAR values
from leaf Rred in canopy environments.
To allow for the use of Rred as a proxy for leaf PAR, leaf biochemical and physical
properties may potentially be retrieved from spectral measurements using leaf radiative
transfer models such as PROSPECT (Malenovský et al. 2006), while changes in solar
spectral composition and variations in direct and diffuse irradiance can be modelled for
exposed outer canopy leaves (Emde et al. 2016). However, accounting for changes in
the spectral quality and intensity of light within inner canopies using current 3D
radiative transfer models such as DART (Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2012; GastelluEtchegorry et al. 2017) is computationally intensive and model parameterisation is
difficult, making the use of Rred as a proxy of leaf PAR in the inner canopy currently
unfeasible.
3.5.3 Changes in photosynthetic parameters during dynamic light fluctuations
Results from this study demonstrate the applicability of the high-frequency LIFT
protocol for chlorophyll fluorescence-based measurements of photosynthesis during BL
and SL events in avocado leaves. The time resolution of such measurements achieved
here with LIFT is approximately two orders of magnitude faster than that achieved by
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Adams et al. (1999) in studies of changes in xanthophyll cycle-dependent energy
dissipation in two vines growing in the understorey of an open eucalyptus forest with
PAM. Like these authors, energy partition from absorbed PAR was partitioned into
three component processes: photochemical quenching (ΦII), non-photochemical
quenching (ΦNPQ) and still poorly specified constitutive losses (ΦNO), which are all
monitored by the small fraction of excitation emitted as fluorescence (Hendrickson et al.
2004; Kramer et al. 2004).

Measurements with LIFT during a rapid increase in PAR confirm that the induction of
ETR and decline in ΦII is faster than the increase in ΦNPQ , and because ΦII, ΦNPQ and
ΦNO sum to one, this results in strong transients in ΦNO in the first 10 min (Figure 3-6).
The constitutive loss processes summed by ΦNO are rapidly reversible and are mitigated
in SL (and in repeated BL events) by induction of ΦNPQ (Figure 3-8C). While changes
in electron transfer happen very rapidly over seconds, ΔpH-dependent NPQ, linked with
the enzymatic changes in violaxanthin and lutein epoxide pigment cycles, occurs over
minutes to hours (García-Plazaola et al. 2007; Demmig-Adams et al. 2012,
respectivley). The transient in ΦNO and ETR occurred over ~10 min and likely
corresponds to the slow induction of ΔpH-dependent NPQ. It is important to note that
SL events at high PAR produce high ΦNPQ, presumably associated with de-epoxidation
of violaxanthin and lutein epoxide, leading to the accumulation of zeaxanthin and lutein
in avocado leaves (Matsubara et al. 2005; García-Plazaola et al. 2007; Jia et al. 2013).
Although ΦNPQ declines in the afternoon, it is about twice that of morning levels, and
much stronger BL events are not associated with the transients in ΦNO observed in the
morning (Figure 3-7E and 3-7F). Clearly, ~6 h of prior exposure to an average of > 800
μmol photons·m−2·s−1 sunlight had effectively damped energy partitioning processes.
This reproducible response of energy partitioning processes to BL events was observed
in multiple leaves monitored at the ERC. Rred measurements from these leaves
confirmed that both the PAR sensor and LIFT were measuring the same light
fluctuations, confirming that the damped responses likely indicate a physiological
response, but this requires further investigation.
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Complementary declines in ΦII and increases in ΦNO with little engagement of NPQ
were apparent during weak morning BL events (Figure 3-7C and 3-7D). An unexpected
decline in ΦNPQ associated with strong transient increases in ETR and ΦNO was
observed in, strong BL events in leaves acclimated at > 50 μmol photons·m−2·s−1
(Figure 3-8D), as well as in low PAR SL events on cloudy days (Figure 3-9C). This
decrease in ΦNPQ may reflect the sensitivity of the LIFT assay in which the ultra-fast
probing of PSII by blue light may maintain a low level of steady-state NPQ. Increases
in light from a weak SL or BL event may then potentially increase the PSI oxidising
potential, causing NPQ to drop. However, further investigation of the mechanisms
underpinning these photosynthetic responses is required to confirm this hypothesis.
3.5.4 Generalised additive model analyses
Generalised additive models were run for each photosynthetic parameter to understand
the importance of various components of light fluctuations on different photosynthetic
processes. It was found that more complex models, which also incorporated the prelight fluctuation states of photosynthetic parameters, showed no improvement over
simpler models. This suggests that when analysed without respect to the light
fluctuation time of day or sequential order, the pre-light fluctuation states of
photosynthetic parameters have insignificant influence on photosynthetic changes
during the light event. The priming of leaves by an initial sunfleck has already been
well documented (Pearcy & Way 2012). Although it was not evident in the initial states
of photosynthetic parameters, a priming effect of the first SL event each day in atrium
leaves was observed. This priming effect was evident in a lower initial ETR and higher
ΦNO than in a following SL event of equal intensity and duration (Figure 3-6), which
occurred, presumably, because higher ETR capacity had been induced but was not
expressed in the first SL event. It is likely that this priming effect may be captured in
statistical analyses where light fluctuations are examined with respect to time of day and
sequential order. Additionally, the significance of time since last light event in GAM
analyses can be seen in the decrease in ΦNPQ during closely spaced BL events (Figure 36B).
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Sample location proved to be a significant predictor of ΔΦNPQ and ΔΦNO, with both
ΔPAR and ΔRred included as predictors. In both cases, light fluctuations in leaves grown
in the atrium had higher levels of ΔΦNPQ and lower ΔΦNO. In general, light fluctuations
in the atrium reached a maximum PAR of ~700 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 in contrast to
1200 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 reached during light events at the ERC. This indicates that
for the same ΔPAR, higher ΔΦNPQ and lower ΔΦNO were achieved for leaves in the
atrium. This is likely the result of differences in leaf age/leaf acclimation, which have
been demonstrated to influence photosynthetic upregulation/downregulation in
eucalypts (Campany et al. 2016). The direction of changes in ΔΦII, ΔΦNPQ and ΔETR
matched the expected changes in ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΔETR under increasing light. The strong
relationship between ETR and PAR was expected, given their co-dependency, but the
insignificance of the relationship between Rred and ΔETR suggests Rred, at least in the
case of ΔETR prediction, may be a poor proxy for leaf irradiance when compared with
on-the-leaf PAR measurements under dynamic light conditions.

The results of GAM analyses identified highly significant relationships between
photosynthetic measurements and light fluctuation properties that may be useful for
modelling photosynthesis in dynamic outer canopy light environments. However, these
trends represent those from young (~2 y) re-potted avocado plants, which may have had
some degree of pot binding. Both leaf age and pot binding have been shown to
influence leaf photosynthetic responses (Poorter et al. 2012). Shade leaves of both
eucalypts and avocado have been shown to have lower photosynthetic rates, but have
the ability to upregulate photosynthesis much more quickly when exposed to high light
compared to sun-adapted leaves (Matsubara et al. 2012; Campany et al. 2016).
Furthermore, pot binding has been shown to limit leaf photosynthetic rates (Poorter et
al. 2012). Moreover, while ETR is commonly calculated with the assumption of equal
energy partitioning between PSII and PSI (E = 0.5), measurements of sunflecks and
other light fluctuations in inner canopies, likely represents a situation where the
assumption of equal energy partitioning may not hold. Consequently, the deployment of
LIFT for monitoring dynamic light fluctuations in established orchard trees and
measuring E during dynamic light fluctuations is required to determine if the
generalised trends identified from GAM analysis are found in established older plants.
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3.6 CONCLUSION
The ability to effectively monitor light fluctuations in canopies is essential for
understanding photosynthetic regulation during SL and BL events in different canopy
layers and for modelling the total productivity of plants (Porcar-Castell et al. 2006).
These experiments showed that LIFT can be usefully deployed outdoors to perform
high time resolved measurements of photosynthesis in outer canopy leaves in their
natural orientation. LIFT was capable of providing measurements of Φ II that are
relatively insensitive to changes in leaf angular position and resolving the effects of SL
and BL events on leaf photosynthesis. It also showed the potential of leaf reflectance at
685 nm to be used as an indicator of leaf PAR under conditions of fixed leaf chlorophyll
and light quality. For modelling photosynthesis in canopies, statistically significant
relationships between light event properties and photosynthetic parameter responses
were identified from potted avocado plants.

The availability of programmable LED arrays for dynamic light environments in the
laboratory (e.g. Alter et al. 2012) and advances in modelling interactions between plant
architecture and dynamic light environments (e.g. Burgess et al. 2016)) should
accelerate our understanding of these processes in future. The time resolution of the
automated remote monitoring of chlorophyll fluorescence with LIFT is approaching that
which was achieved decades ago in dynamic light response studies in fixed gas
exchange systems. With the use of currently available miniature light sensors and the
ability to automate leaf measurements using a motorised tripod, it is now possible to
monitor photosynthesis in leaves remotely with high time resolutions. Additionally,
with the incorporation of a spectroradiometer into LED-LIFT instruments LIFT may
provide an ideal tool for understanding the photosynthetic drivers of SIF at leaf and
larger spatial scales. Understanding the photosynthetic drives of SIF at these varying
spatial scales will be the subject of subsequent thesis chapters.
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CHAPTER 4: UTILISING LIFT TO EXAMINE THE PHYSICAL AND
PHOTOSYNTHETIC DRIVERS OF SIF
This chapter builds upon the work outlined in Chapters 1, 2 and 3, where LIFT was
established as an appropriate tool for monitoring photosynthesis in canopy
environments. By optically connecting a spectroradiometer to the LIFT instrument (see
Chapter 2.3.1 for details) and utilising LIFT to simultaneously monitor photosynthesis
and hyperspectral reflectance over multiple seasons an understanding of the
photosynthetic and physical drivers of SIF at both diurnal and seasonal time scales is
obtained. This chapter is a modified version of Wyber et al. (2017a), where authors
Zbyněk Malenovský and I conceived the study and with Barry Osmond performed
measurements, collected leaf optical properties and performed the calibration and setup
of the LIFT/QE Pro instrument. Data processing and analyses were performed by me,
with help from Zbyněk Malenovský and Michael Ashcroft. The original manuscript has
been modified to remove redundant information in the Introduction and Methods that
has been covered in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this thesis. Please see Wyber et al. (2017a)
for the unaltered transcript and the Declaration of Contributions for full author
contributions.

4.1 OVERVIEW
Solar induced chlorophyll fluorescence emissions of photosynthetically active plants
retrieved from space-borne observations have been used to improve models of GPP.
However, the relationship between SIF and photosynthesis over diurnal and seasonal
cycles is still not fully understood, especially at large spatial scales where direct
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measurements of photosynthesis are unfeasible. Motivated by upscaling potential, these
experiments examined the diurnal and seasonal relationship between SIF and
photosynthetic parameters measured at the level of individual leaves. Solar induced
fluorescence was monitored in two plant species, avocado (plants P1 to P6) and orange
jasmine, throughout 18 diurnal cycles during the Southern Hemisphere spring, summer
and autumn, and compared with simultaneous measurements of photosynthetic yields
and leaf and global PAR. The results showed that at seasonal time scales, SIF is
principally correlated with changes in leaf PAR, ETR and ΦNO. Multiple regression
models of correlations between photosynthetic parameters and SIF at diurnal time scales
identified leaf irradiance as the principle predictor of SIF. Previous studies have
identified correlations between photosynthetic yields, ETR and SIF at larger spatial
scales, where heterogeneous canopy architecture and landscape spatial patterns
influence the spectral and photosynthetic measurements. Although the experiments
found a significant correlation between leaf-measured ΦNO and SIF, future dedicated
upscaling experiments are required to elucidate if these observations are also found at
larger spatial scales.
4.2 INTRODUCTION
Human-driven climate change has the potential to negatively affect the growth of plants
and lead to a subsequent decrease in food and fibre production (Field et al. 2014).
Precision agriculture and plant phenotyping may increase crop yields by improving
resource management and selectively breeding high yielding plants through systematic
large-scale measurements of photosynthetic performance (Rascher et al. 2011). Leaflevel photosynthetic measurements have traditionally been conducted with actively
induced fluorescence-based approaches, such as the PAM method. While the PAM
approach is a quick and well-established method (Maxwell & Johnson 2000), the
saturating light pulse makes it unfeasible for measurements at the large spatial scales
required for precision agriculture and plant phenotyping (Nichol et al. 2012). In recent
years, the focus has shifted to the detection of SIF, which has shown strong potential as
a photosynthesis indicator across spatial scales ranging from the leaf and canopy
(Damm et al. 2010a; Daumard et al. 2012; Cendrero-Mateo et al. 2016; Pinto et al.
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2016; Rossini et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2017) to global scales (Joanna et al. 2011; Guanter
et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014; Guan et al. 2016; Madani et al. 2017).

As reviewed in Chapter 1.1.1.2, SIF is a broad-band red and far-red photon emission
from excited chlorophyll (chl) molecules. Changes in the level of SIF vary in proportion
to the APAR utilised by photochemical processes or dissipated via NPQ (Schlau-Cohe
& Berry 2015; Frankenberg & Berry 2018). However, in order to extract biologically
relevant information from the SIF signal, information about the relative proportions of
APAR used for ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO must be known (Magney et al. 2017; Norton et al.
2017).

By

combining

active

fluorescence

with

sub-nanometre

reflected

radiance

measurements, the relative energy partitioning can be examined in relation to SIF. Some
studies have observed coincident changes in SIFFR and ΦII measured by PAM
fluorometers (Ni et al. 2015; Magney et al. 2017) and have examined diurnal and
seasonal changes in SIF in crop plants (Yang et al. 2015; Pinto et al. 2016; Cui et al.
2017). However, these studies focused only on small-scale canopies in comparison with
single leaf PAM or gas exchange measurements. Moreover, no studies have yet
examined the SIF in relation to energy partitioning parameters (i.e. ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO)
derived from actively induced fluorescence measurements. Instead, a leaf-level
investigation combining high-frequency daily active fluorescence measurements with
sub-nanometre reflected radiance observations with the same FOV may provide
information about relationships between SIF and energy partitioning. If such
measurements are then performed over multiple seasons for multiple plant species, the
generalised diurnal and season changes in SIF– energy partitioning relationships could
be examined. In these experiments, the limitations of previous studies are addressed by
examining the relationships between energy partitioning (ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO) and SIF at
the leaf-level, over both diurnal and seasonal cycles, using actively induced
fluorescence and hyperspectral reflectance measurements from the same field of view.
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4.3 METHODS
4.3.1 Plant material
Measurements were performed on fully expanded leaves of avocado and orange
jasmine. Avocado plants were grown at either the UOW Ecology Research Centre
(ERC; plants P1 to P6) or at Summerland House Farm (SHF; see Chapter 2.1 for growth
conditions). Orange jasmine plants (n = 40) were grown under full sun irradiation as
described for sun-grown avocado plants (see Chapter 2.1). Measurements were
performed in March, April, May and September 2015 for plants at the UOW ERC and
in November 2015 for measurements at SHF.
4.3.2 Leaf measurements
Measurements were performed on attached leaves that were fixed in a vertical position
by taping the leaf tip to a wooden stake (avocado) or by fixing multiple leaves onto a
black foam board target to produce a flat surface (orange jasmine). Leaf targets faced
east at a distance of 1 m from the LIFT fore optic. Measurements of active fluorescence
and reflected solar radiance were performed in a semi-continuous fashion. Each cycle
began with a white reference (WR) measurement (Spectralon, Labsphere Inc., North
Sutton, NH, USA), followed by a leaf measurement before returning to the WR (Figure
4-1).
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Figure 4-1. Nadir perspective of the diurnal measurement set-up with the LIFT and QE Pro mounted on a
motorised tripod and successively panned between two WR panels and six different leaves on two trees
(T1 and T2). The solid arc indicates the movement range of the tripod-mounted LIFT and QE Pro. Broken
arcs indicate the movements for successive measurements, where each arc indicates a single panning
movement from WR to leaf and back to WR. The number labels on the broken lines indicate the sequence
of panning movements, with those preceded by an L indicating panning motions where leaf
measurements occurred. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).

Each measurement consisted of a QE Pro reflected radiance measurement comprised of
six 160 ms scans (440–870 nm), followed by a LIFT non-invasive QA flash
measurement (~500 ms; time for QA flash and transient fitting, see Figure 1-7).
Sequential leaf and WR measurements resulted in a measurement resolution of ~3 min
per leaf. These semi-continuous and sequential leaf measurements were repeated from
dawn to dusk on cloud-free and full-sun days, with the set of six leaves changed daily
over a total of 18 d. Six leaf replicates were chosen due to geometrical constraints of the
tripod panning movements and to maximise the measurement frequency for each leaf.
At the UOW, the 5 d of avocado and 8 d of orange jasmine measurements started 1 h
before sunrise and concluded 2 h after sunset. Due to field power limitations, the 5 d of
avocado measurements at SHF had to be halted 2 h before sunset. Following diurnal
measurements, dark-adapted Fm reference values were collected 30 min post-sunset
using the PQ flash protocol.
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Simultaneously with LIFT/QE Pro measurements, leaf-level PAR was recorded at the
surface of each leaf every 5 s using six LS-C micro-quantum light sensors connected to
two custom-built data loggers (TriplePAR, Gademann Instruments, Würzburg,
Germany). In addition, global PAR was recorded every 10 s using a sky-facing MQS-B
mini quantum sensor (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) connected to a ULM-500 light meter.
Following diurnal measurements, leaf thickness and chlorophyll (chl) content
measurements were collected at three inter-vein locations per leaf using a Vernier
calliper and a SPAD 502 chlorophyll meter, respectively. Leaf discs (1.5 cm 2 in
diameter) were collected from adjacent non-monitored areas of avocado leaves for
laboratory leaf pigment determination. Leaf discs were collected from each leaf predawn at the UOW. At SHF they were sampled four times during each measurement day:
pre-dawn, 1 h and 2 h after direct sunlight exposure, and post-sunset (n = 36 different
leaves). Leaf discs were immediately frozen in liquid N2 and stored at ˗80 ˚C pending
pigment analysis.
4.3.3 High performance liquid chromatography plant pigment analysis
Leaf disc pigments were analysed via HPLC to determine the concentrations of
chl a and b, violaxanthin cycle pigments (violaxanthin, antheraxanthin and zeaxanthin),
lutein epoxide cycle pigments (lutein and lutein epoxide) and α- and β-carotene (α- and
β-car), as described in Chapter 2.5. Significant differences between pigment samples at
different collection times were tested using ANOVA and Tukey HSD tests in the R
software package (R Core Team 2013).
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4.3.4 Data analysis
4.3.4.1 Calculation of LIFT photosynthetic parameters
All photosynthetic parameters were calculated as described in Chapter 2.3.1. For ETR,
PAR was taken as the incident light intensity at the leaf surface measured using a single
micro-quantum light sensor. The energy partitioning between PSI and PSII (E) was
taken as 0.5 (Maxwell & Johnson 2000). The leaf absorbance (α) was determined for
each leaf from regression of leaf SPAD measurements against the PAR absorbance
(400–700 nm) of leaves measured in an integrating sphere as described in Chapter 2.2.
Light use efficiency was calculated using the formula of Rascher and Pieruschka
(2008), where ETRday and PARday were calculated as the integrated area under curve
(AUC) of the ETR and PAR for each diurnal measurement from sunrise until 2 h before
sunset.
4.3.4.2 Retrieval of reflectance indices and solar induced fluorescence
As leaf and WR reflectance measurements were not collected simultaneously, changes
in ambient light intensity (typically caused by patchy cloud cover) occasionally resulted
in a mismatch between reflected radiance measurements. To overcome this,
simultaneous global PAR measurements were used to identify and match each leaf
spectrum with a WR counterpart recorded within 15 min. This time period was chosen
because changes in solar altitude were found to have a negligible effect on radiance
computation during this time frame. The matching was performed in the R
programming language and resulted in a mean absolute time mismatch ± SD of 4.22 ±
4.89 min and a PAR mismatch of 7.89 ± 17.93 μmol photons·m-2·s-1, respectively. Leaf
target measurements were discarded when the closest matching WR measurement
differed in PAR by > 10 μmol photons·m-2·s-1.
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The NDVI and PRI were retrieved from screened radiance data as described in Chapter
2.3.1. SIFred and SIFFR were retrieved from matching leaf and WR radiance pairs using
the MATLAB implementation of the 3FLD retrieval approach as described in Chapter
2.3.1. Under low levels of leaf PAR (<150 μmol photons·m-2·s-1), the 3FLD SIF
retrieval occasionally resulted in negative estimates of SIF. As such, all negative SIF
retrievals were reclassified to 0 mW·m-1·sr-1·nm-1. Solar induced fluorescence yields for
both the red and FR retrievals were calculated as described in Chapter 2.3.1.
4.3.4.3 Multidimensional scaling and regression analyses
Daily correlations between SIF and other measured parameters were examined using
linear regression performed in R (R Core Team 2013). Multiple regressions were
performed separately for both species, with SIFFR, SIFred, YSIFFR and YSIFred as
response variables and all other measured parameters as predictors.

For the analysis of seasonal trends, multidimensional scaling (MDS) was used. The
advantage of MDS analysis is that it reduces standardised daily measurements of many
calculated photosynthetic parameters to a reduced set of dimensions, usually two, that
enable the visualisation of trends while still capturing the majority of the variance.
Leaves with higher overall similarity in photosynthetic response will be closer together
and vectors can be placed to indicate which leaves are highest in each parameter. Raw
fluorescence measurements of Fm, F’m, Fo and F’, which are sensitive to small changes
in distance between LIFT and target and are incomparable between different leaf types
and species, were excluded from analyses. Temporal measurement series collected with
the LIFT and QE Pro were smoothed using a centred moving average of the two
previous and following measurements. Daily measurements were integrated as the AUC
of each measured parameter per leaf for the period from sunrise until 2 h pre-sunset. For
leaf pigments, daily measurements were taken as the mean pigment concentrations in
μg·cm-2 averaged for the four daily samples at SHF. Additionally, daily maximum and
minimum air temperatures were collected from the Australian Government Bureau of
Meterology weather stations situated 7.0 km (station number 68,228) and 9.9 km
(station number 58,214) from the UOW and SHF, respectively. Standardisation of each
daily parameter was performed using z scores.
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Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) analyses were performed in the R programming
environment (R Core Team 2013) using the ‘vegan’ package (Oksanen et al. 2015) for
the calculation of Euclidean distances and the Modern Applied Statistics with S
(MASS; Venables & Ripley 2002) package for MDS analyses. MDS analyses were
performed with both two and three dimensions separately for each species and with a
combined dataset. In each case, MDS analyses were run on the following: the spectral
and photosynthetic parameters, which included ΦII, ETR, ΦNO, ΦNPQ, SIFred, SIFFR,
YSIFred, YSIFFR, NDVI, PRI and LUE, with vectors calculated for the spectral and
photosynthetic parameters listed above; the environmental variables, which included:
day length, global PAR, leaf PAR, daily min air temperature and daily max air
temperature and the leaf physical properties, including leaf thickness, total chl content,
chl a/b ratio, violaxanthin cycle pool size (∑VAZ), Lutein cycle pool size (∑LLx) and
α/β car ratio. Separate MDS analyses of data for both species with both two and three
dimensions produced similar results, with 2D MDS plots for the combined dataset
found to adequately explain ≥ 84% of the variability in the data. For this reason, only
the results of two dimensional MDS are presented within the body of this thesis; the
results of three dimensional MDS analysis can be found in Appendix B, Table B1 and
Figure B1.
4.4 RESULTS
4.4.1 Seasonal drivers of solar induced fluorescence
Two-dimensional MDS analysis of seasonal SIF drivers (plot stress = 0.16) showed a
clustering of orange jasmine data points, with a low dispersion and a small location shift
(opposite to the vectors for LUE, ΦII and PRI) relative to avocado data points (Figure 42). Avocado data points from each day showed clustering relative to each other, having
a larger dispersal than orange jasmine data points. High significance was found for the
vectors for all spectral and photosynthetic variables (p ≤ 0.001), with the exception of
YSIFred (p = 0.256). Vectors for the environmental variables and leaf physical
properties, particularly leaf thickness (p ≤ 0.001), day length (p ≤ 0.001), daily min air
temperature (p = 0.005) and leaf PAR (p ≤ 0.001), were all found to be significant,
whereas vectors for all pigments were statistically insignificant.
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Regarding the spectral and photosynthetic vectors, YSIFFR and SIFFR were found to be
tightly associated in the same direction as ETR. This YSIFFR, SIFFR and ETR vector
grouping was found to be opposite to the tight grouping of YSIFred, ΦNO and NDVI
vectors. Independent to the SIF, ETR, ΦNO and NDVI vectors were the vectors for
photosynthetic light use efficiency (LUE and ΦII) and stress (PRI and ΦNPQ), which
formed two separate groups in opposing directions. The vectors for LUE and Φ II were
associated with increasing PRI values (decreasing stress) and were in the opposite
direction to the vector for ΦNPQ.
Vectors for the environmental variables and leaf physical properties were found to
radiate only toward negative values of the Y axis. Tight grouping was found for the
pigment vectors (total chl, chl a/b and ∑VAZ) and daily maximum temperature. Vectors
for both global and leaf PARs were found to be tightly grouped in the same direction as
∑LLx. Unrelated to the vectors for global PAR, leaf PAR and ∑LLx were the vectors
for leaf thickness and α/β car ratio, which were in an opposite direction to the vector for
day length. The vector for daily minimum temperature was found in-between the
vectors for leaf thickness, α/β car ratio and other leaf pigment vectors.
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Figure 4-2. Two-dimensional multidimensional scaling (2D MDS) analysis of daily photosynthetic
physical leaf pigment and remotely sensed measurements from leaves of avocado (red) and orange
jasmine (black; stress = 0.16). Analyses were performed on the spectral and photosynthetic variables
(ETR, ΦII, ΦNPQ, ΦNO, SIFred and SIFFR, YSIFred and YSIFFR, LUE, NDVI and PRI), with vectors
calculated for the spectral and photosynthetic variables, the environmental variables (day length, global
PAR, leaf PAR, daily minimum air temperature [daily min temp] and daily maximum air temperature
[daily max temp]) and the leaf physical properties (leaf total chl, chl a/b, ΣVAZ, ΣLLx, Car α/β and leaf
thickness). Measurement dates are marked by symbol type, with dates given in day/month/year format in
the legend. Data points between the 31.03.15 to 19.09.15 represent the UOW ERC grown plants, whereas
dates between 19.11.15 to 26.11.15 represent orchard grown plants from SHF. Where data were available
for both avocado and orange jasmine leaves, vectors are shown as solid lines and vector names are in
blue. Where data was only available for avocado leaves (leaf pigments), vectors are shown as broken
lines with vector names are in black. Significant vectors are marked by *, where *** = p < 0.001 and ** =
p ≥ 0.001 & p < 0.01. All vectors have been scaled by a factor of three to facilitate visualisation. This
figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Comparing the two MDS plots, the significant SIF vectors were found in the same
direction as the vectors for leaf and global PARs, leaf pigments (total chl, chl a/b,
∑VAZ and ΣLLx) and daily maximum temperature. Opposite these vectors were the
vectors for NDVI, ΦNO and YSIFred. The vectors for LUE, PRI and ΦII were in the same
direction as the vectors for leaf thickness, α/β car ratio and minimum daily temperature,
which were opposite the vector for ΦNPQ.
4.4.2 Daily drivers of solar induced fluorescence
Correlations between daily measurements of SIF, photosynthesis and PAR were
examined separately for avocado and orange jasmine using regression of means for each
time point (Table 4-1). Correlations with YSIF and figures for correlations are not
shown in text where R2 < 0.01 and R2 < 0.1, respectively. (see Appendix B, Table B2
and Figures B2 to B4).
Table 4-1. Matrix table of p and R2 values for correlations between SIF (red and FR) and LIFT
photosynthetic (ETR, ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO), PAR (leaf and global) and spectral (PRI and NDVI)
measurements from two different species of plants (avocado [n = 1266] or orange jasmine [n = 986]),
with measurements performed every 3 min and averaged for 6 leaves of each species. For each correlation
the p value is given followed by the R2 value in brackets; where insignificant, correlations are italicised. p
values should be interpreted with caution due to the pseudoreplication of measurements (3 min apart).
This table is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
Measurement

Avocado p values (R2)

Orange jasmine p values (R2)

SIFred

SIFFR

SIFred

SIFFR

Leaf PAR

<0.001 (0.52)

< 0.001 (0.65)

< 0.001 (0.14)

< 0.001 (0.35)

Global PAR

< 0.001 (0.05)

< 0.001 (0.14)

< 0.001 (0.03)

0.315 (< 0.01)

ETR

< 0.001 (0.33)

< 0.001 (0.28)

< 0.001 (0.14)

< 0.001 (0.18)

ΦII

< 0.001 (0.39)

< 0.001 (0.32)

< 0.001 (0.18)

< 0.001 (0.23)

ΦNPQ

< 0.001 (0.10)

< 0.001 (0.07)

< 0.001 (0.14)

< 0.001 (0.17)

ΦNO

< 0.001 (0.48)

< 0.001 (0.35)

< 0.001 (0.27)

< 0.001 (0.24)

PRI

0.003 (< 0.01)

0.914 (< 0.01)

< 0.001 (0.03)

< 0.001 (0.05)

NDVI

< 0.001 (0.03)

0.202 (< 0.01)

0.610 (0.01)

0.001 (< 0.01)

For raw SIF retrievals, significant correlations were found for both avocado and orange
jasmine (p < 0.005) between SIF and all photosynthetic measurements (ETR, ΦII, ΦNPQ
and ΦNO), global and leaf PARs and PRI and NDVI, with the exception of NDVI (p =
0.20) and PRI for SIFFR (p = 0.91) in avocado leaves and global PAR (p = 0.32) and
NDVI (p = 0.61) for SIFFR and SIFred, respectively, in orange jasmine leaves (Figure 44). For avocado, positive correlations were found between both SIFFR and SIFred and
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leaf PAR, ETR and ΦNPQ, while strong negative correlations were identified between
both SIFFR and SIFred and ΦII and ΦNO (Figure 4-3). The same correlations were
identified for orange jasmine. However, in these cases the R2 values were found to be
lower (Figure 4-4), with the exception of the relationship between SIFred and ΦNPQ.
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Figure 4-3. Scatterplots of leaf measurements of SIFFR (black) and SIFred (red) against LIFT-measured
photosynthetic parameters and leaf PAR from leaves of avocado. LIFT and SIF measurements were
collected simultaneously from sunrise to sunset with a three min time resolution. Plots show data from all
time points and measurement days, where each point represents the mean of six leaf replicates collected at
the same time on a single measurement day ±3 min. The black and red lines show the linear fit for SIF red
and SIFFR, respectively. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Figure 4-4. Scatterplots of leaf measurements of SIFFR (black) and SIFred (red) against LIFT-measured
photosynthetic parameters and leaf PAR from leaves of both orange jasmine. LIFT and SIF measurements
were collected simultaneously from sunrise to sunset with a three min time resolution. Plots show data
from all time points and measurement days, where each point represents the mean of six leaf replicates
collected at the same time on a single measurement day ±3 min. The black and red lines show the linear
fit for SIFred and SIFFR, respectively. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Multiple regression models run with SIFFR as a response variable and all other
parameters as predictors consistently identified leaf PAR as the main significant
predictor of SIFFR (p < 0.001) for both species (avocado, R2 = 0.70; orange jasmine, R2
= 0.45). ETR (p < 0.001), NDVI (p < 0.001) and PRI (p < 0.001; avocado only) were
also identified as significant predictors, but the contribution of other predictors to
overall model improvement was negligible (avocado, improvement in R2 = 0.05; orange
jasmine, improvement in R2 = 0.09). Leaf PAR was also identified as the main predictor
of SIFred for both species (avocado, p < 0.001 and R2 = 0.64;orange jasmine, p = 0.004
and R2 = 0.43). Additionally, ΦII (p = 0.009), global PAR (p < 0.001), ETR (p < 0.001),
ΦNPQ (p = 0.019), ΦNO (p = 0.009) and NDVI (p < 0.001) were identified as significant
SIFred predictors for avocado, while NDVI (p < 0.001) was the only other significant
SIFred predictor for orange jasmine. However, unlike for SIFFR, leaf PAR and NDVI, as
well as leaf PAR and global PAR, were found to contribute substantially to avocado and
orange jasmine SIFred models, respectively (for avocado, improvement in R2 = 0.05; for
orange jasmine, improvement in R2 = 0.09). All other predictors contributed negligibly
to model improvement. R2 values were found to be low for all models run with SIF
yields as response variables for both avocado (R2 = 0.11, YSIFFR; R2 = 0.04, YSIFred)
and orange jasmine (R2 = 0.14, YSIFFR; R2 = 0.04, YSIFred).
4.4.3 Diurnal trends in solar induced fluorescence
Values of SIFred and SIFFR for both avocado and orange jasmine leaves changed
diurnally in response to increasing leaf PAR (Figure 4-5A and 4-5G). However, the
relative rates of change in SIF and leaf PAR differed (Figure 4-5B and 4-5H). SIF was
found to increase more rapidly than the increasing leaf PAR during first light exposure
in the morning. A plateau or a decrease often followed this rapid SIF increase once
maximum leaf PAR was reached. Both SIFred and SIFFR declined rapidly during the
afternoon as leaf PAR decreased and thereafter remained low. Both species showed
broadly similar diurnal SIF patterns. However, avocado leaves showed more consistent
and less erratic diurnal changes in SIF and consistently higher values of both SIFred and
SIFFR. Solar induced chlorophyll fluorescence yields changed little during slow diurnal
changes in light intensity, with a tendency to be slightly higher in the morning and
afternoon (Figure 4-5C and 4-5I). Fast changes in SIF yields were commonly observed
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during fluctuations in leaf PAR. Under these conditions, SIFFR decreases lagged behind
leaf PAR decreases, resulting in higher values of YSIFFR. Conversely, for YSIFred,
changes were quite erratic and associated with large errors.

Figure 4-5. Diurnal changes in PAR, SIF, SIF yields, photosynthetic parameters and spectral indices
measured using a LIFT instrument and QE Pro. The Y axis of each panel shows measured parameters as
they change over a diurnal cycle. Each data point represents the mean ± SE (vertical bars) of six fully
expanded avocado leaves from SHF (A–F) and orange jasmine leaves from the UOW ERC (G–L). All
measurements were collected with a mean resolution of ~3 min ± 3 min per sample and have been
smoothed using a centred moving average of the two following and previous measurements.
Measurements from 20 December 2015 and 13 September 2015 have been selected as illustrative
examples of commonly observed diurnal changes in measured parameters in the two examined plant
species. This figure is adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Changes in photosynthetic parameters were broadly consistent in behaviour across both
plant species, with the exception of ETR. Electron transport rates for the leaves of both
avocado and orange jasmine were found to display similar maximum values (~50 μmol
electons·m−2·s−1), but differed in behaviour (Figure 4-5D and 4-5J). In avocado leaves,
maximum ETR was achieved during moderate light exposure in the morning and
afternoon, with ETR decreasing or plateauing during the middle of the day (Figure 45D). Contrastingly, in orange jasmine, maximum ETR was consistently achieved during
the middle of the day, with lower values of ETR during the morning and afternoon
(Figure 4-5J). Energy partitioning in both species was strongly linked to leaf PAR
(Figure 4-5E and 4-5K). The three yield components (ΦII, ΦNO and ΦNPQ) were also
observed to differ over the course of a day between avocado and orange jasmine leaves.
In avocado, high morning leaf PAR resulted in a rapid increase in ΦNPQ to high levels
(~0.8); this change coincided with a rapid decrease in ΦII to low levels (0.2 to 0.1) and a
decrease in ΦNO from a steady value of ~0.2 to ~0.1 (Figure 4-5E). In orange jasmine,
similar changes were observed during the morning increase in leaf PAR. However,
changes in ΦNPQ, ΦII and ΦNO were not as pronounced, with ΦNPQ reaching maximum
values of ~0.6, coinciding with a decrease in ΦII from 0.4 to 0.2 and a decrease in ΦNO
from 0.5 to ~0.3 (Figure 4-5K). During high midday PAR, high levels of ΦNPQ and low
levels of ΦII were maintained in leaves of both avocado and orange jasmine, with ΦNPQ
subsequently decreasing and ΦII increasing with decreasing leaf PAR in the afternoon.
Changes in ΦNO between the two species were found to differ in behaviour. In avocado
leaves, the morning decrease in ΦNO was found to recover within ~1 h under high levels
of leaf PAR (Figure 4-5E). However, in orange jasmine leaves, ΦNO took much longer
(~8 h) to recover, with recovery linked to decreases in leaf PAR in the afternoon and the
recovery of ΦNPQ and ΦII (Figure 4-5K).
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The reflectance indices showed relatively little change throughout the day (Figure 4-5F
and 4-5L). However, changes in both PRI and NDVI were observed mainly in the
morning, coinciding with rapid changes in intensities of solar illumination. Morning
sudden decreases and increases in the reflectance indices were more apparent in
avocado than in orange jasmine. Pigment analyses from avocado leaf discs sampled at
different time points throughout the day (Table 4-2) show no significant changes in total
chl content or chl a/b ratio throughout the day. Additionally, although significant
changes in violaxanthin DEPS were observed (p < 0.001), no significant changes in PRI
or NDVI were found.
Table 4-2. Leaf pigment composition and spectral indices measured from avocado leaf discs collected at
one of four different time points: before sunrise (pre-dawn), 1 h (sunlight +1) after direct sunlight
exposure, 2 h (sunlight +2) after direct sunlight exposure and after sunset. Leaf spectral indices (PRI and
NDVI) were taken from diurnal measurements with a QE Pro spectroradiometer. Violaxanthin deepoxidation status (DEPS), chl a/b and total chl were determined via HPLC, where total chl is given in
μg·cm−2. All data represents the mean ± SE (n = 30) of avocado leaf discs collected at SHF for each
treatment. Significant differences between treatments are marked by ***. Treatments not connected by
the same letter are significantly different. It should be noted that avocado leaves exhibit two discrete
xanthophyll cycles, a violaxanthin cycle and a lutein epoxide cycle. As this study was performed on full
sun leaves where the lutein epoxide cycle is inactive (i.e. no change in lutein epoxide was detected),
DEPS has been calculated using only violaxanthin cycle pigments. This table is adapted from
Wyber et al. (2017a).
Treatment

Pre-dawn

Sunlight +1

Sunlight +2

After sunset

PRI

−0.0022 ± 0.0028

0.011 ± 0.0035

0.00038 ± 0.0062

0.0018 ± 0.0078

NDVI

0.73 ± 0.035

0.73 ± 0.034

0.73 ± 0.051

0.75 ± 0.035

Pigment/spectral indices

DEPS ***

0.21 ± 0.021

A

0.49 ± 0.046

B

0.53 ± 0.048

B

0.27 ± 0.039 A

Total chl (μg·cm-2)

58.88 ± 3.95

69.86 ± 5.27

60.94 ± 4.45

64.34 ± 3.86

Chl a/b

2.41 ± 0.043

2.55 ± 0.057

2.56 ± 0.062

2.59 ± 0.056
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4.5 DISCUSSION
In recent years, SIF has been proposed as a means to estimate terrestrial vegetation
photosynthetic rates at multiple spatial scales, ranging from the leaf and canopy to
global scales. However, changes in SIF fluctuate with the relative proportions of APAR
used by plants for photochemistry or NPQ; therefore, information about these
parameters is needed to interpret SIF (Norton et al. 2017). Although direct
measurements of ΦII and ΦNPQ cannot be made over large spatial scales using passive
remote sensing, they can be measured at leaf-levels and small canopy-levels with active
fluorescence approaches and combined with passive observations. A number of studies
have investigated changes in SIF at small spatial scales in relation to active fluorescence
measurements. However, they have either involved broad-band SIF measurements with
a full width half maximum (FWHM) > 1 nm that are not comparable to the narrow-band
SIF (FWHM < 1 nm) retrieved with spectral infilling approaches (i.e. FluorPen; ZarcoTejada et al. 2016), or have compared small canopy scale measurements with PAM
measurements on single leaves (Ni et al. 2015; Pinto et al. 2016). The approach
described here progresses in the same direction as these experiments; however, it
focused exclusively on the leaf-level in order to avoid spatial mismatches between SIF
and active fluorescence measurements. Using this approach, our data shows differences
in the relationships between SIF and LIFT photosynthetic measurements in seasonal as
well as daily regimes, which may be of importance for the interpretation of large spatial
and temporal scale SIF measurements.
4.5.1 Seasonal drivers of solar induced fluorescence
Seasonal relationships between SIF and other measured parameters were relatively
consistent between raw and yield values of SIF. Previous studies suggested that SIF FR
correlates with chl content (Louis et al. 2005), NDVI (Cogliati et al. 2015), crop
developmental stage (Pinto et al. 2016), canopy and air temperatures (Ni et al. 2015),
PAR (Louis et al. 2005) and F′ (Cendrero-Mateo et al. 2016) over seasonal time scales.
We found significant associations between changes in SIFFR, SIFred and YSIFFR with
changes in leaf PAR, ETR and ΦNO. The relationship between SIF and ETR has been
reported at global scales (Zhang et al. 2016) but has not previously been reported at the
leaf-level. Additionally, no study has indicated the relationship between SIF and ΦNO.
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ΦNO is thought to represent energy losses due to constitutive heat dissipation (Kramer et
al. 2004). However, decreases in SIF were identified with increases in ΦNO. This
suggests that increases in ΦNO may lead to reductions of SIF at seasonal time scales.
These results also indicate potential relationships between increases in the SIF FR,
YSIFFR and SIFred and increase in leaf pigment parameters, i.e., total chl, chl a/b, ΣVAZ
and ΣLLx. Although the vector changes for leaf pigments were statistically insignificant
(p > 0.16), with a larger pigment sample set it is likely that vectors for total chl content
and chl a/b ratio may become significant. Unlike other pigment vectors, the vector for
car α/β ratio appeared to be associated with changes in leaf thickness and measurements
of leaf stress and photosynthetic efficiency (LUE, ΦII and PRI). The further association
of the stress and photosynthetic efficiency vectors with day length suggests that the
relationship may be linked to seasonal changes in leaf longevity. During longer days
(spring and summer), avocado plants produce new young leaves, which typically have a
lower leaf thickness and a lower car α/β ratio but greater capacity for photo-protection
(ΦNPQ; Matsubara et al. 2005).
Additionally, a significant association between NDVI and SIFFR, YSIFFR and SIFred was
also found. Interestingly, the direction of the vector for NDVI is opposing the vector
direction for leaf total chl content, and it is unrelated to changes in leaf thickness, both
of which are known causes of leaf NDVI changes (Sims & Gamon 2002). This may
suggest that the variability in NDVI values caused by seasonal changes in diffuse vs.
specular irradiance, and/or other confounding factors, may be greater than the measured
NDVI changes due to phenological fluctuations in chl and leaf thickness. Contrastingly,
seasonal association of low PRI values with high LUE and ΦII yields is congruent with
previously published findings (Trotter et al. 2002; Rahimzadeh-Bajgiran et al. 2012; Wu
et al. 2016). While the vectors for LUE, PRI and ΦII also showed the expected
relationship with ΦNPQ, where high values of ΦNPQ correspond with lower LUE, ΦII and
increasing (positive) PRI values (lower DEPS; Rahimzadeh-Bajgiran et al. 2012).
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4.5.2 Daily correlations between solar induced fluorescence
In this study, linear relationships between time resolved measurements of leaf PAR, SIF
and photosynthesis in both plant species were identified. Similar measurements
performed by Pinto et al. (2016) identified correlations between SIFFR and PAR and
Fv/Fm, but found no unique relationship between the PAM measurements and PAR.
Similarly, the strong positive correlations identified between SIFFR and PAR in this
study were also identified in soybean by Miao et al. (2018), while a study of multiple C3
and C4 plants by Magney et al. (2017) using PAM and broad-band SIF measurements
identified the same correlations between NPQ and ΦII observed in this study in leaves of
avocado and orange jasmine. Significant correlations between SIF and global PAR for
avocado and orange jasmine leaves were identified in this study. Nonetheless, this
relationship was of poor quality (R2 < 0.15; Table 4-1), which suggests that global PAR
may be a poor proxy of true leaf PAR, or at least in this situation where leaves were
oriented vertically in an east-facing direction. Additionally, multiple regression
consistently identified leaf PAR as a main predictor of SIF for both plant species,
suggesting that collinearity between leaf PAR, photosynthesis and SIF is the main
driver of correlations between SIF and photosynthesis within daily measurements.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has examined the relationship between energy
partitioning parameters (ΦII, ΦNO and ΦNPQ) and SIF and YSIF. We identified
statistically significant correlations between SIF and YSIF with measurements of ΦII,
ΦNPQ and ΦNO, and also global and leaf PARs (see Table 4-1 and Appendix B, Table
B2). Correlations between SIF and YSIF with PAM measured F′ and Fv/Fm or ΦII have
been reported in both herbaceous plants and conifers (Ni et al. 2015; Cendrero-Mateo et
al. 2016; Magney et al. 2017). However, the poor quality of the relationships identified
between YSIF and energy partitioning parameters in this study suggests that further
investigation may be required. Between the two species examined, correlations were of
a lower significance for orange jasmine leaves. A strong waxy layer on the top adaxial
side of orange jasmine leaves likely contributed to this by causing specular reflections
and reducing the amount of absorbed excitation energy from LIFT flashes, thereby
increasing measurement errors.
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4.5.3 Daily trends in solar induced fluorescence
The diurnal trends of both avocado and orange jasmine leaves showed the expected
changes in photosynthetic parameters associated with changes in PAR. However, the
two species differed in the magnitude of these changes. To my knowledge, there is no
literature on active fluorescence measurement of orange jasmine available. As a result,
it is difficult to gauge if the lower ΦII and ΦNPQ of orange jasmine leaves in comparison
to avocado leaves are triggered by physiological differences between the species.
Moreover, differences in ΦII and ΦNPQ between the two species have been influenced by
the mounting of orange jasmine leaves to a foam board target, which may have
interfered with air flow and leaf temperature, resulting in modified SIF values (Lu et al.
2018b). For avocado, a few studies focusing on light adaptation and lutein cycle
dynamics in avocado have reported PAM (Förster et al. 2009; Förster et al. 2011) and
LIFT (Rascher & Pieruschka 2008) estimates of ΦII and ETR within the range of values
measured by LIFT in this study.

Diurnal SIF changes of both plant species were found to occur in three discrete stages,
as previously reported in canopy measurements of maize by Pinto et al. (2016).
Morning SIF increases were often followed by a decrease, which was particularly
evident in measurements of avocado leaves. No coincident changes in photosynthetic
parameters were present during the SIF decrease. However, coincident changes in both
NDVI and PRI, which were more pronounced in avocado leaves, were present. Since no
changes in photosynthetic measurements or light conditions coincide with these
decreases, it is hypothesised that they correspond to solar geometries, where direct
specular leaf reflections that are not present in measurements of the lambertian white
reference result in distortion of the optical indices and depth of O2-A and O2-B
absorption features (Liu & Liu 2018). However, it should be noted that the behaviour of
SIFred was found to be less reliable, which was due to bigger associated errors and
occasionally erratic behaviour that can be attributed to the shallower depth of the O2-B
absorption feature (Meroni et al. 2009; Julitta et al. 2016; Rossini et al. 2016). In
addition to this, it should be noted that the large changes in YSIF, coincident with larger
standard errors, may be a product of the difference in measurement area between the
cosine sensor and the LIFT, resulting in a lag effect between the two measurements.
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Changes in avocado measurements (ETR, ΦNPQ and ΦII) were similar to measurements
of ΦII ETR and NPQ measured previously by Rascher & Pieruschka (2008) in avocado
leaves using LIFT. Maximum light utilisation (as measured by ETR) in avocado leaves
occurred under moderate light in the morning and afternoon. The high-light periods
were dominated by low ΦII, high ΦNPQ and lower ETR. In contrast, peak light utilisation
in leaves of orange jasmine occurred during the middle of the day under high light. The
decrease in ETR observed under the high light in some diurnal avocado measurements
may be indicative of reversible acute water stress, causing stomatal closure, and
resulting in a drop in ETR utilisation by carboxylation, greater than the ETR increase
due to photorespiration (Wingler et al. 2000). Changes in water stress and stomatal
closure have been shown to also result in changes in SIFFR in wheat (Liu et al. 2018).
However, in avocado no coinciding changes in SIF were observed with changes in ETR.
Differences in diurnal responses between avocado and orange jasmine were also
observed in ΦNPQ with NPQ in avocado responding faster and reaching higher levels
than in orange jasmine, indicating better low light utilisation and an occurrence of light
stress under high levels of illumination. Additionally, differences in constitutive heat
dissipation (ΦNO) were recorded between the two examined species. In situations when
ΦNPQ and ΦII can regulate disposal of excess APAR, ΦNO may remain constant (Kramer
et al. 2004). In leaves of avocado ΦNO remained constant throughout the day, with the
exception of the rapid onset of direct irradiance in the morning, which caused a transient
decrease in ΦNO. This decrease in ΦNO is indicative of a light induction, where the fast
increase in light exceeds the slower increasing quenching capacity of ΦNPQ
upregulation. In contrast, ΦNO in orange jasmine leaves dropped during morning
increases in light and slowly recovered with decreasing light in the afternoon. These
fluctuations in ΦNO may suggest that under high irradiances, APAR exceeds the
quenching capacity of ΦII and ΦNPQ, with the excess energy regulated through ΦNO. The
observed differences in the timing of maximum ETR between avocado and orange
jasmine illustrate the physiological adaptations in photosynthetic regulation between the
small and highly waxy orange jasmine foliage and large chlorophyll-rich avocado
leaves.
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4.5.4 Correlations between NDVI, PRI and leaf pigments
Diurnal trends of NDVI and PRI showed no significant changes, with the exception of
the aforementioned decreases during the morning. As expected, pigment sampling of
avocado outer canopy sun leaves at SHF showed no significant diurnal changes, with
the exception of the photoprotective violaxanthin cycle pigments (i.e. an increase in
zeaxanthin and a decrease in violaxanthin). Significant increases in the DEPS at each
sampling time point confirmed the engagement of slowly reversible photoprotective
mechanisms one and two hours after direct illumination and confirmed the recovery to
lower levels by sunset. These changes in violaxanthin cycle pigments are expressed in
the PRI index (Gamon et al. 1997). Published leaf-level experiments have presented
correlations between PRI, DEPS and NPQ (Garbulsky et al. 2011). PRI has also been
shown to track changes in DEPS under stable chlorophyll and carotenoid concentration
(Louis et al. 2005; Filella et al. 2009; Ni et al. 2015). The morning decrease in PRI
observed here corresponded with a significant DEPS increase in avocado leaf samples
that were sampled one hour after light exposure. However, the high DEPS was found to
be maintained in avocado leaf samples collected two hours following light exposure,
whereas during this period, PRI had returned to the pre-exposure level. This suggests
that observed morning changes in PRI were not representing changes in violaxanthin
cycle pigments (the lutein epoxide cycle is inactive in out canopy leaves examined in
this study; see Chapter 1.1.2 and 2.5 for details) . We hypothesise that it may be related
to the physical and optical properties of avocado leaves, which require a more detailed
examination based on dedicated experiments. Unchanged daily leaf chlorophyll content
indicates that the photosynthetic pigments could not be responsible for the significant
morning decrease in NDVI observed for avocado leaves. Therefore, the morning drop,
seen in both NDVI and PRI, does not result from plant physiological processes, but
instead results from a temporal measurement error. We deduced that it is most likely
caused by the LIFT instrument casting a light shadow on sampling spots during the
early morning hours. The intensity differences between WR and sample reflectance
measurements subsequently triggered the variability in optical indices.
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4.6 CONCLUSION
Our results show correlations between both SIFFR and SIFred and PAR (p < 0.001) and
photosynthetic measurements (ΦII, ΦNPQ, ΦNO and ETR; p < 0.001) performed with the
LIFT instrument over a diurnal cycle. When analysing measurements at seasonal scales,
our results suggest that SIF indicates changes in ETR, ΦNO and leaf PAR, with all other
changes being potentially explained by fluctuations in leaf pigments and maximum
daily air temperature. Statistical analyses also suggest that short-term correlations
between photosynthesis and SIF changes may be principally driven by collinearity
between SIF and photosynthesis changes triggered by leaf PAR fluctuations.

This study demonstrates one of the first operational examples of simultaneous SIF and
active chlorophyll fluorescence proximal remote sensing, thus allowing statistically
significant linkage of SIF with ETR and ΦNO. Overall, the results indicate that leaf-level
correlations observed over diurnal time scales may not be present in seasonal trends,
where longer term changes in plant pigments, temperature and irradiance become
influential. However, the extent to which the observed leaf-level correlations can be
scaled to the top of canopy (TOC) using, for instance, a combination of an airborne
variant of LIFT (Kolber 2002) and canopy radiative transfer modelling (Van der Tol et
al. 2009; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2017) requires further investigation. At TOC, lower
SIFred would be expected due to reabsorption by canopy elements containing PARabsorbing pigments (Fournier et al. 2012; Romero et al. 2018). As a result, leaf-level
SIFred correlations may be weakened or not present at larger spatial scales. Additionally,
SIF is commonly thought to be isotropically emitted from the leaf, making SIF retrieved
at the leaf-level minimally influenced by changes in solar irradiance and sensor viewing
angularity (Pinto et al. 2017). At the canopy level, SIF observations are strongly
influenced by the angles between sun, foliage and measuring instruments (Pinto et al.
2016; Pinto et al. 2017). This means that leaf-level diurnal SIF changes will be very
likely different at TOC. Nevertheless, TOC relationships between Fv/Fm, ETR and SIF
that have been recently published (Meroni et al. 2009; Cendrero-Mateo et al. 2016;
Zhang et al. 2016) suggest that novel leaf-level correlations between ΦNO and SIFFR,
identified in this study, may possibly hold at larger spatial scales, warranting future
dedicated scaling experiments to test this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5: SCALING SIF MEASUREMENTS FROM THE LEAF TO THE
CANOPY
This chapter builds upon the work outlined in Chapter 2, 3 and 4, where LIFT was
established as a remote sensing tool and utilised for diurnal and seasonal monitoring of
photosynthesis and SIF at the leaf-level. We build upon this work by upscaling LIFT
measurements in Chapter 4 from the leaf to the canopy scale in an attempt to
understand variations in SIF with increasing measurement footprints above a canopy.
This chapter is a modified version of the draft publication Wyber et al. (2018), where
authors Juliane Bendig, Deepak Gautam and I conceived the study and performed
measurements. I performed spectroradiometer cross-calibration, calculation of
radiance from the LIFT/QE Pro, retrieval of SIF and spectral indices, processing of
LIFT data, calculation of photosynthetic parameters and production of the final dataset
for analysis. Calculation of radiance for the UTAS QE Pro was performed by Juliane
Bendig and correction of GPS coordinates, construction of tree 3D models and
identification of measurement heights and canopy footprints performed by Deepak
Gautam. The original manuscript has been modified to remove redundant information
in the Introduction and Methods that has been covered in Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 of this
thesis. Please see the Declaration of Contributions for full author contributions.

5.1 OVERVIEW
With the decreasing cost and weight of spectroradiometers that are capable of being
utilised on remotely piloted aerial systems (RPAS) for SIF measurements, there is an
increasing need to understand the effect of canopy integration on SIF signals. While a
few studies modelling SIF at leaf and canopy scales exist, few empirical canopy SIF
studies currently exist that are comparable to published leaf-level measurements. In this
study, two identical spectroradiometers and a LIFT instrument were utilised to collect
simultaneous measurements of hyperspectral reflectance and photosynthetic yields with
different measurement footprints above the canopies of established avocado trees. First,
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it was established if correlations between SIF and photosynthetic yields measured in
avocados at the leaf-level hold at canopy scales. Generalised additive models (GAM)
were then used to examine the effect of measurement variables on SIF measurements
before finally examining if SIF measurements combined with other measured variables
can be utilised to estimate canopy photosynthetic measurements. It was found that nadir
canopy measurements showed the same positive relationships between PAR, ETR and
SIF retrievals found at the leaf-level. Examination of the variables affecting SIF
measurements identified indicators of irradiance and NDVI as the most important
predictors of SIF. Attempts to estimate photosynthetic measurements based upon other
variables again showed indicators of irradiance as the most important predictors.
However, overall variability explained was low, varying from 53.6% for ETR to 33.8%
and 14.6% for ϕII and σʹPSII, respectively. Nevertheless, in general these results
corroborate previous findings in avocado leaves (see results in Chapter 4.4) and extend
those findings to canopy scales. Overall, these results provide important empirical data
for modelling SIF emissions at larger spatial scales where canopy structure may be
important.
5.2 INTRODUCTION
Solar induced fluorescence emissions retrieved from infilling of the O2-A and O2-B
oxygen absorption features are quickly becoming important indicators of photosynthetic
rates at both leaf and small canopy scales in the case of precision agriculture (Cui et al.
2017; Goulas et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018) and at global scales in the case of satellite
measurements (Cui et al. 2017). This increase in SIF measurement is partly driven by
the decreasing cost of spectroradiometers and RPAS technology capable of performing
SIF measurements at scales required for phenotyping and precision agriculture (Cui et
al. 2017; Shakoor et al. 2017), along with a need to validate SIF models and satellite
measurements (Middleton et al. 2017). With the funding of the European Space
Agency’s Fluorescence Explorer (FLEX) Mission and the associated airborne HyPlant
SIF measurements for calibration and validation, a need to understand how SIF
measurements scale from leaf to canopy has arisen (Middleton et al. 2017). This is
combined with the development of both leaf and canopy radiative transfer models that
incorporate the xanthophyll cycle (Fluospec CX; Vilfan et al. 2018) and are capable of
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producing estimates of spectrally resolved SIF fluxes in leaf (Fluospec B; Vilfan et al.
2016) and canopy models (DART; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2017; Yang; Yang et al.
2017b).

The broad-band SIF signal emitted by chlorophyll molecules is modulated by a number
of factors ranging in scale from chloroplast stacking to leaf area index (LAI;
Frankenberg & Berry 2018; Romero et al. 2018). These modulating factors manifest
themselves in two main ways: through the modulation of light interception by
chloroplasts and leaves in different canopy layers, and through the preferential
reabsorption of SIFred and reflection of SIFFR in different leaf and canopy layers.
Recently, both of these effects have become evident in precision agriculture studies,
where SIFred has been found to correlate best with LAI and plant growth stages (Liu et
al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018), resulting in poorer correlations with leaf-level gross primary
productivity (GPP) and actively induced fluorescence measurements than for SIFFR
retrievals (Goulas et al. 2017). The effect of this preferential reabsorption of SIFred has
recently been quantified and corrected to provide a measure of chloroplast SIF
emissions, resulting in improved SIF correlations with GPP and confirming that
preferential reabsorption of SIFred negatively impact leaf-level correlations (Romero et
al. 2018).

While a correction for the impact of canopy structure has been developed, further
canopy measurements are required to examine the extent to which these corrections are
generalizable. Additionally, the effects of viewing angle and light interception need to
be considered (Pinto et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2017b). At global scales, correction for
viewing angle has improved correlations between SIFFR and GPP (He et al. 2017).
However, for RPAS measurements of SIF where the spatial resolution is high enough to
resolve discrete canopy structures, a more complex modelling approach will be
required. The effect of viewing angle on SIF has been principally attributed to light
interception (Pinto et al. 2017), meaning that models require a method of parameterising
different canopy light gradients and nonlinear photosynthetic responses in inner canopy
environments (see Chapter 3 for photosynthetic regulation under dynamic light). While
mechanistic photosynthetic models that also incorporate 3D radiative transfer modelling
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are not currently available, a number of radiative transfer models exist that can
incorporate vertical canopy gradients (mSCOPE; Yang et al. 2017b) and even discrete
canopy models (DART; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2017), allowing for SIF fluxes at
both leaf and canopy scales to be modelled. Using these radiative transfer models, SIF
fluxes at high resolutions or spatial scales can be utilised to predict photosynthetic rates
and provide better estimates of GPP.

While diurnal and seasonal leaf measurements of SIF combined with photosynthetic
measurements have been utilised for the testing and validation of leaf-level radiative
transfer models (Vilfan et al. 2018), few studies exist to provide empirical
measurements of SIF and photosynthetic measurements with varying amounts of
canopy integration that are directly comparable to the leaf-level measurements needed
to validate 3D SIF radiative transfer models. This study extends the leaf-level SIF and
photosynthetic measurements, described in Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a), to canopy
scales by collecting a comparable dataset at canopy scales useful for testing and
validating 3D radiative transfer models.

To do this, two identical spectroradiometers with differing FOVs and a LIFT instrument
were used to collect simultaneous measurements of hyperspectral reflectance and
photosynthetic yields from a nadir perspective at different above canopy heights (ACH)
in established avocado trees. From these measurements the aims were to: 1) identify
whether leaf-level correlations found between SIF and LIFT photosynthetic
measurements in avocado leaves are also found in nadir canopy measurements, 2)
examine the effects of environmental condition, canopy integration and other spectral
indices on SIF retrievals, and 3) examine if LIFT-measured nadir estimates of ETR, ΦII
and σʹPSII (PSII functional absorption cross-section) can be predicted based upon
spectral retrievals, environmental measurements and the degree of canopy integration.
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5.3 METHODS
5.3.1 Site description and plant material
All measurements were performed between 28 April 2017 and 3 May 2017 at
Summerland House Farm (SHF). Measurements were collected from two established
avocado trees (tree 1 and tree 2). Both avocado trees were representative of new
plantations along already established rows of avocado trees and were of approximately
equal height and age (~ 5 y and ~ 3 m height), but differed in placement. Tree 1 was
located at the end of a well-spaced row of avocado trees and experienced direct
illumination for ~12 h daily with a maximum PAR of ~2000 µmol photons·m-2·s-1. Tree
2 was located in the middle of an established row of avocado trees and, due to shading
from surrounding plants, experienced direct illumination for ~6 h daily with a maximum
PAR of ~2000 µmol photons·m-2·s-1.
5.3.2 Instrument descriptions
5.3.2.1 Actively induced fluorescence measurements
Actively induced fluorescence measurements were performed using a commercially
available LIFT instrument fitted with an improved LED emitter (peak emission 450 nm)
and with a QE Pro spectroradiometer optically attached through a single optical path as
described in Chapter 2.3.
5.3.2.2 Passive reflected radiance measurements
For measurements of reflected radiance, two identical QE Pro spectroradiometers
(spectral range 440–870 nm and spectral resolution 0.7 nm) were utilised. For LIFTreflected radiance measurements, the integrated QE Pro described in Chapter 2.3 was
utilised (LIFT/Spec 1). A second QE Pro spectroradiometer (Spec 2) was installed next
to the LIFT on a custom-made mount designed for gimballed RPAS measurements.
This custom-made mount consisted of a dual-field of view (FOV) system similar to that
of MacArthur et al. (2014) or Burba et al. (2017) but with only one spectroradiometer.
The dual-FOV was facilitated by a bifurcated optical fibre with an upward-facing cosine
corrected receptor on one end for measuring incoming irradiance (IRR channel) and a
simple downward-facing fibre optic with a restricted field of view (8˚) on the other end
for measuring the vegetation reflectance (VEG channel). Electronic shutters were
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installed to switch between the two channels, with sequential vegetation, incoming
irradiance and dark current (all shutters closed) measurements performed during
operation. For top of canopy (TOC) spot geolocation, the downward-facing VEG
channel was mounted onto a custom-made two-axis gimbal (roll and pitch) next to an
inertial measurement unit (IMU; Advanced Navigation Spatial Dual, Sydney, Australia)
and a machine vision camera (FLIR Grasshopper GS3-U3-23S6M-C, British Colombia,
Canada). As part of the geolocation set-up, a dual-frequency antenna boom (Antcom
G5Ant-1.9A4-XTB-1, California, USA) with a second IMU/global navigation satellite
system (GNSS; Lord MicroStrain 3DM-GX3-35, Vermont, USA), typically installed on
a RPAS airframe, were mounted alongside the LIFT/Spec 1. The Spec 2 system was
radiometrically calibrated using an optical integrating sphere (Labsphere USS-2000C,
Labsphere, Inc., USA) at Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, based on the
protocol described in Lucieer et al. (2014).
5.3.3 Canopy measurements
Top of canopy measurements were collected by mounting both the LIFT/Spec 1 and
Spec 2 side by side (~46 cm separation) to the bucket of a cherry picker (Genie Z34
diesel knuckle boom, Genie, Glendenning, Australia). For geolocation of the cherry
picker bucket, the dual-frequency, dual-antennae system and the second IMU (Lord
MicroStrain 3DM-GX3-35) were also mounted to the cherry picker bucket. The dualfrequency, dual-antennae system was operated at 20 Hz and referenced to a close
baseline base station (Leica 1200, Heerbrugg, Switzerland; both operated at 20 Hz) and
combined with information from the two IMUs to determine the position of the
spectrometers (Figure 5-1A). Additionally, global PAR was recorded every 10 s
throughout the measurement period using a sky-facing cosine corrected MQS-B mini
quantum sensor connected to a ULM-500 light meter placed in an unshaded location at
the measurement site.
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Canopy measurements were performed on tree 1 and tree 2 on 29 and 30 April 2017 and
1 May 2017. On each day, TOC measurements were performed at three heights (1, 2
and 5 m; based upon string line measurements from the cherry picker bucket to TOC)
and at three time points throughout the day: T1 (1000 h to 1200 h), T2 (1400 h to 1600
h) and T3 (1 h post-sunset). Additionally, before and after measurements at T1 and T2,
reflected radiance measurements were collected from the same WR panel by both Spec
1 and Spec 2, followed immediately by an incoming irradiance measurement from the
Spec 2 IRR channel. Top of canopy measurements were made by extending the cherry
picker bucket above the canopy (Figure 5-1B) and panning the bucket over the canopy
to give six measurement points at ~1 m and ~2 m heights above the canopy and three
measurement points at ~5 m height above the canopy. Additionally, for different time
points and above canopy heights, different LIFT and reflected radiance measurements
were collected (Table 5-1).

Figure 5-1. The LIFT/Spec 1 and Spec 2 mounted to the front of a cherry picker bucket. Panel A shows
the front of the cherry picker bucket and the instrument layout labelled in white. Panel B shows the cherry
picker bucket extended ~5 m above the canopy of tree 2 to perform measurements of reflected leaf
radiance.
Table 5-1. Matrix table detailing the measurements collected for each combination of measurement time
points (T1, T2 and T3) and above canopy heights (1, 2 and 5 m). T3 was measured after sunset, therefore
only the active LIFT QA and PQ measurements are available.
Time

Above canopy height

point

1m

2m

5m

T1

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

T2

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

LIFT QA + reflected radiance

T3

LIFT QA and PQ

N/A

N/A
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For T1 and T2, each measurement spot consisted of simultaneous vegetation reflected
radiance measurements from LIFT/Spec 1 (n = 6) and Spec 2 (n = 9; VEG channel)
followed by an irradiance measurement from Spec 2 (IRR channel), which was then
followed by a dark current measurement. Immediately following the vegetation
reflected radiance measurement from Spec 1, a LIFT non-invasive QA flash
measurement was collected, where each data point was the average of six successive Q A
transients fitted using the FRR model. At measurement T3, each spot consisted of a
LIFT QA measurement followed by a LIFT PQ flash measurement (double flash), where
each data point was the fitted average of six successive double flashes. In total, a
complete measurement cycle for each TOC measurement spot took ~30 s.
5.3.4 Data processing
5.3.4.1 Footprint determination and TOC spot geolocation
The footprint for each measurement was determined based on the IMU position and
orientation of the spectroradiometers at the moment of spectral acquisition. The position
measured from the front GNSS antenna was post-processed using an open-source
software package called RTKLIB (Takasu & Yasuda 2009) with reference to the base
station set-up at close baseline (~110 m). The post-processed position was then
corrected for lever-arm offset from the GNSS receiver phase centre to the
spectroradiometer reference point. For this, a scaled 3D point cloud of the cherry picker
bucket was created using multi-angular photos and the software AgiSoft PhotoScan
Professional (Agisoft 2017). Meanwhile, two IMUs were employed to measure the
orientation of the two spectroradiometers. The Spatial Dual IMU placed on the gimbal
measured the orientation of Spec 2 while the MicroStrain IMU placed on the antenna
boom measured the orientation of the LIFT/Spec 1. The boresight angle between the
Spatial Dual IMU and Spec 2 was corrected. However, the boresight angle between the
MicroStrain IMU and LIFT/Spec 1 was considered negligible. The geolocation of the
spectroradiometer measurement spot was computed using the lever-arm corrected
position and boresight corrected orientation of the spectroradiometers at the moment of
spectral data acquisition,
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The size of the footprint for each of the measurement spots was a function of ACH and
the FOV of the spectroradiometers. The ACH was computed using the
spectroradiometer position and the height of either tree 1 or tree 2, both of which were
expressed in a geographic coordinate system. To generate georeferenced models of the
trees, a series of overlapping images of each tree was taken from different directions,
heights and angles. The images and the surveyed ground control points were used in
Agisoft PhotoScan (2017) with high accuracy settings, 100,000 key points, and 10,000
tie points to generate georeferenced models of the trees. For this study, the complex
canopy structure of the trees was simplified by projecting the tree canopy surface as a
flat plane angled in three dimensions to capture the mean slope of the TOC. These
models, in conjunction with spectroradiometer position, were used to compute ACHs
for LIFT/Spec 1 and Spec 2 positions and thus the size of the measurement footprint as
a function of FOV and ACH (Figure 5-2).
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Figure 5-2. Measurement footprints for LIFT/Spec 1 (blue) and Spec 2 (red) re-projected above the
georeferenced canopy outlines of tree 1 (blue) and tree 2 (green). Measurement footprints were calculated
with respect to the instrument FOVs, ACHs and instrument IMU data. Smeared measurement points
indicate measurements where the instrument was moving during the measurement acquisition time. Panel
A shows measurement footprints for tree 1 on 1 May 2017 at T2. Panel B shows measurement footprints
for tree 2 on the same day and at the same time point (~60 min time difference exists between the same
time points for tree 1 and tree 2 due to the time taken to collect measurements and move equipment from
one tree to another). Panel C shows georeferenced outlines of both tree 1 and 2 with measurement
footprints for all measurements from all days overlaid. This figure was modified based upon figures
generated by Deepak Gautam during the measurement footprint determination described in Chapter
5.3.4.1.

The resulting mean ± SD ACHs were determined as 1.08 ± 0.17 m, 2.17 ± 0.67 m and
4.90 ± 0.21 m for target ACHs of 1, 2 and 5 m respectively. Footprints for both
LIFT/Spec 1 and Spec 2, calculated based upon the ACHs and canopy surface models,
ranged between 1 to 9 cm2 for LIFT/Spec 1 and between 7.5 to 34.3 cm2 for Spec 2
(Table 5-2).
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Table 5-2. Matrix table detailing the above canopy heights and measurement footprints of LIFT/Spec 1
and Spec 2 for each target height above the canopy. Actual ACH is based upon corrected real-time
kinematic GPS data corrected to account for the surface model of the measured tree. All values are means
± SD of n = 167, 93 and 39 ACHs at target heights of 1, 2 and 5 m, respectively.
Target above

Actual above

LIFT/Spec 1
2

Spec 2

n

canopy height (m)

canopy height (m)

footprint (m )

Footprint (m2)

1m

1.078 ± 0.166

0.019 ± 0.003

0.075 ± 0.012

167

2m

2.171 ± 0.666

0.038 ± 0.012

0.151 ± 0.047

93

5m

4.904 ± 0.210

0.086 ± 0.004

0.343 ± 0.015

39

5.3.4.2 Cross-calibration of Spec 1 and Spec 2
Although both Spec 1 and Spec 2 contain the same grating, resolution and spectral
range, the centre wavelength of each band differed slightly. Spectral re-sampling of all
reflected radiance measurements from Spec 1 was therefore performed. Spectral resampling was performed based upon the full half-width maximum and the Gaussian
response function of each spectral band to give the same centre wavelengths as Spec 2.
Following spectral re-sampling, a wavelength-specific cross-calibration factor was
determined based upon the radiance values measured by Spec 1 from a WR panel (n =
10) and the immediately following incoming irradiance measurements from the Spec 2
IRR channel (n = 20), which were collected prior to each set of TOC measurements for
each tree at T1 and T2. For each tree at T1 and T2, global PAR was utilised to select the
Spec 1 WR measurement with the closest global PAR to the incoming irradiance
measurements for comparison. Using the matching of WR and incoming irradiance
measurements with global PAR, a pair of closest matched reference measurements was
generated for each time point and tree (n = 12; mean ± SD time difference = 15.59 ±
7.44 s). For each of these pairs, a wavelength-specific cross-calibration factor was
generated and the mean of all cross-calibration factors, excluding outliers (n = 7; PAR
difference > 100 µmol photon·m-2·s-1 excluded), was utilised as a wavelength specific
correction for Spec 1 measurements.
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For each Spec 2 incoming irradiance measurement, the closest time-matched LIFT/Spec
1 TOC measurement was found (mean ± SD time difference = 3.08 ± 5.63 s). These
matching Spec 1 and Spec 2 incoming irradiance pairs were then screened to remove
any measurement pairs where the global PAR difference between the two measurements
was > 10 µmol photon·m-2·s-1 or the measurement footprint extended outside of the tree
canopy (based upon the georeferenced tree models). In total, 299 LIFT/Spec 1
measurements and time-matched Spec 2 measurements remained following screening.
5.3.4.3 Calculation of photosynthetic parameters
Corrected LIFT raw fluorescence measurements were used for the calculation of both
Fv/Fm (T3 dark-adapted measurements) and ΦII as described in Chapter 2.3.1. The ETR
was calculated as described in Chapter 2.3.1, where E was taken as 0.5 (Maxwell &
Johnson 2000) and the mean leaf absorbance was taken as 0.856 for avocado leaves as
used in Chapter 3 (Wyber et al. 2017b). For ETR calculation, PAR was calculated from
incoming irradiance measurements from the Spec 2 IRR channel by converting radiance
values of mW·m-2·sr-1·nm-1 to photon fluxes per nm (µmol photon·m-2·s-1·nm-1) and
summing the photon fluxes between 400 to 700 nm to give PAR values in µmol
photon·m-2·s-1. As the spectral range of the two spectroradiometers starts at 440 nm and
does not extend to the 400 nm needed to integrate from 400 to 700 nm, linear
interpolation of wavelengths from 400 to 440 nm was performed based upon radiance
values from 440 to 500 nm to allow for retrieval of PAR from 400 to 700 nm (Figure 53).
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Figure 5-3. Relationship between global PAR measurement by a cosine corrected (± 30˚) micro-quantum
light sensor (MQS-B; PARGlobal) and PAR calculated from radiance values (PARRad; 400–700 nm) from a
sky facing fibre optic (n = 299). All measurements are taken at the same time (± 10 s), but are spatially
separated by ~100 m. Each point represents individual PAR measurements, where the black line is a
linear fit.

Timestamp-matched PAR measurements based on Spec 2 incoming irradiance
measurements (PARRad) were found to provide more stable ETR estimates than
timestamp-matched global PAR measurement. As a result, PARRad values have been
presented in the results. Attempts were made to use the dark-adapted Fm values for the
calculation of ΦNPQ and ΦNO, but, insufficient measurement points were identified with
sufficiently high footprint overlap between dark-adapted T3 and T1 and T2
measurements to enable ΦNPQ and ΦNO calculation.
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5.3.5 Spectral retrievals
Spectral retrievals were performed on both Spec 2 vegetation and incoming irradiance
pairs and Spec 1 vegetation measurements paired with Spec 2 incoming irradiance
measurements, matched as described in Chapter 5.3.4.2. The NDVI and PRI were
retrieved as described in Wyber et al. (2017a) and in Chapter 2.3.1.

Solar induced fluorescence radiance values were retrieved from vegetation and
incoming irradiance pairs from the O2-A and O2-B absorption features in R, using the
packages FieldSpectroscopyCC and FieldSpectroscopyDP (Julitta 2017) via the built-in
functions for the iFLD and 3FLD methodologies for the O2-A feature and the sFLD
methodology for the O2-B feature (Julitta et al. 2016), as described in Chapter 2.3.1. For
Spec 1, SIF retrievals ranged from –0.46 to 2.13 mW·m-2·sr-1·nm-1 for SIFFR and from –
0.11 to 1.29 mW·m-2·sr-1·nm-1 for SIFred, and for Spec 2, SIF retrievals ranged from –
0.69 to 2.76 mW·m-2·sr-1·nm-1 for SIFFR and –0.05 to 1.45 mW·m-2·sr-1·nm-1 for SIFred.
Solar induced fluorescence yields were calculated as described in Chapter 2.3.1, where
APAR was the mean avocado leaf absorbance used in Chapter 3 (Wyber et al. 2017b)
multiplied by PARRad.
5.3.6 Data analysis
All data analyses were performed on screened and time-matched LIFT/Spec 1 and Spec
2 measurements, with LIFT measurements further screened to remove measurements
where the S/N ratio was < 200 (Figure 5-4). The S/N ratio threshold of 200 was selected
because S/N ratios lower than this value was found to result in the breakdown of the
FRR model and unreliable estimates of σʹPSII (see Figure 5-4 and Figure 2-1).
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Figure 5-4. Relationship between signal to noise ratio and canopy height (panel A) and signal to noise
ratio and estimates of σʹPSII (panel B). Signal to noise ratio and σʹPSII values are derived from nadir actively
induced fluorescence measurements from a LIFT instrument positioned at different heights above the
canopy of two established avocado trees. At heights greater than ~1 m, the signal to noise ratio of
measurements drops to below 200 (dashed horizontal lines), resulting in inaccurate σʹPSII estimates (dotted
vertical line).

Thresholding LIFT measurements by S/N ratio reduced the LIFT measurement sample
size from n = 299 to n = 123 (~60% decrease) and effectively removed all
measurements at ACHs > 1.4 m, where leaf angles were either > 40˚ from perpendicular
to the LIFT measurement beam (Chapter 3; Wyber et al. 2017b) or where the
measurement footprint contained mostly woody tissue.

Using this dataset, pairwise regression models were constructed in R to examine if leaflevel relationships between SIF and NDVI, PRI and LIFT photosynthetic measurements
on the leaf-level in Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a) are found in nadir TOC
measurements. In addition, GAMs were constructed to examine the effect of
measurement footprint, incoming irradiance measurements, and other spectral retrievals
on SIF, and to determine if LIFT photosynthetic measurements can be estimated based
upon reflected radiance measurement from the same footprint. All pairwise regressions
and GAMs were constructed in R using base R (R Core Team 2013) or the 'gam'
package (Hastie & Tibshirani 1990) respectively, as described in Chapter 3 (Wyber et
al. 2017b).
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5.3.6.1 Relationship between passive and actively induced fluorescence and reflected
radiances
Pairwise regression models were constructed for SIFred, SIFFR, YSIFred and YSIFFR
against PARRad, ETR, ΦII, σʹPSII, NDVI and PRI. Generalized additive models used to
examine the effect of measurement footprint, incoming irradiance, and other spectral
retrievals on SIF retrieved from Spec 1 and Spec 2 were constructed for SIFFR, SIFred,
YSIFFR and YSIFred as response variables. For the SIF and YSIF response variables,
models were run with all possible combinations of measurement day, tree number (1 or
2), spectroradiometer number (1 or 2), measurement time point (T1 or T2),
measurement footprint, PARRad, Rred, NDVI and PRI for models incorporating one to
six predictors. Photosynthetic measures were not incorporated due to differences in
measurement location between Spec 1 and Spec 2. In all models, continuous predictor
variables were fitted with a spline fit with two knots, with model selection for each
response variable based upon the greatest deviance explained. Tenfold cross-validation
was performed on all models with one, two, three, four, five and six predictors to
identity the optimal number of response variables while minimising overfitting.
5.3.6.2 Estimating photosynthesis from TOC spectral measurements
Generalized additive models for estimating LIFT photosynthetic measurements were
constructed using only data from the LIFT/Spec 1 to ensure an equal measurement
footprint for both LIFT and spectral measurements. Models were constructed separately
for ΦII, σʹPSII and ETR as response variables and all possible combinations of
measurement day, tree number, measurement time point, measurement footprint,
PARRad, SIFFR, SIFred, YSIFFR, YSIFred, Rred, NDVI and PRI for models incorporating
one to six predictors. Model selection and fitting of continuous variables were
performed as described for SIF and YSIF GAMs in Chapter 5.3.6.1.
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5.4 RESULTS
5.4.1 Relationship between passive and actively induced fluorescence and reflected
radiances
5.4.1.1 Pairwise linear regression models
Correlations between SIF and YSIF with PARRad, LIFT photosynthetic measurements
and spectral indices were examined separately for Spec 1 and Spec 2 (Table 5-3).
Table 5-3. Matrix table of p and R2 values for correlations between SIF (red and far-red [FR]) and
PARRad, LIFT photosynthetic (ETR, ΦII and σʹPSII), and spectral (PRI and NDVI) measurements from two
different spectroradiometers (1 and 2), with different FOVs at different heights above the canopies of two
different avocado trees. For each correlation, the p value is given followed by the R2 value in brackets;
where significant positive correlations are bolded and significant negative correlations are bolded and
italicised. See Figure 5-5 for SIF correlations and Figure 5-6 for YSIF correlations.

SIF p value (R2)
Spec 1

PARRad

ETR

ΦII

PRI

NDVI

σʹPSII

YSIF p value (R2)

Spec 2

Spec 1

Spec 2

SIFred

SIFFR

SIFred

SIFFR

YSIFred

YSIFFR

YSIFred

YSIFFR

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.001

(0.26)

(0.11)

(0.42)

(0.40)

(0.23)

(0.26)

(0.05)

(0.04)

0.172

0.626

< 0.001

0.010

0.297

0.111

0.187

0.351

(0.02)

(< 0.01)

(0.14)

(0.05)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.01)

0.066

0.001

0.035

< 0.001

0.164

0.006

0.780

0.048

(0.03)

(0.08)

(0.04)

(0.12)

(0.02)

(0.06)

(< 0.01)

(0.03)

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.020

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

(0.04)

(0.21)

(0.14)

(0.13)

(0.02)

(0.08)

(0.05)

(0.06)

0.611

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

0.313

0.128

< 0.001

< 0.001

(< 0.01)

(0.06)

(0.60)

(0.70)

(< 0.01)

(0.01)

(0.26)

(0.37)

0.427

0.554

0.281

0.097

0.543

0.732

0.482

0.243

(0.01)

(< 0.01)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(< 0.01)

(< 0.01)

(< 0.01)

(0.01)
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For Spec 1 and Spec 2, SIF retrievals were found to be positively correlated with
increasing PARRad (p < 0.001, Figure 5-5A and 5-5F). For all other correlations, the
relationships between Spec 1 and Spec 2 retrievals differed. For SIF and ETR no
significant correlation was found for Spec 1 retrievals (Figure 5-5B), however for Spec
2 retrievals, a significant positive relationship was observed (p < 0.010, Figure 5-5G).
As for ETR correlations, the gradient of the relationship between ΦII and Spec 1
retrievals was flatter than for Spec 2 retrievals, with weakly positive relationships for
SIFred (p = 0.066) and SIFFR (p = 0.001) Spec 1 retrievals (Figure 5-5C) and stronger
negative relationships with Spec 2 retrievals (p = 0.035 and p < 0.001 for SIFred and
SIFFR respectively; Figure 5-5H). The PRI was found to be negatively correlated with
SIF from both Spec 1 and Spec 2 (p < 0.001, Figures 5-5D and 5-5I), but with the
gradient of these relationships being steeper in Spec 2 retrievals than Spec 1 (Figure 55I). The largest difference between Spec 1 and Spec 2 was found in NDVI correlations,
where very weak flat relationships were found with Spec 1 retrievals for SIFred and
SIFFR (p = 0.611 and < 0.001, Figure 5-5E), and strongly positive significant
relationships were found with Spec 2 retrievals (p < 0.001, Figure 5-5J).
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Figure 5-5. Scatterplots of avocado canopy photosynthetic measurements (Φ II and ETR), spectral indices
(PRI and NDVI) and PARRAD against SIFred (red) and SIFFR retrievals (black) from two spectrometers
(Spec 1, A to E; Spec 2, F to J). Spec 1 and photosynthetic measurements were collected from a nadir
perspective by a QE Pro spectroradiometer and LIFT instrument integrated into a single unit with a
shared optical path (left column, LIFT/Spec 1). Measurements with this instrument were collected by
attaching the instrument to a cherry picker bucket, which was raised at different heights above the canopy
of avocado trees. Spec 2 measurements were collected from an identical spectrometer positioned on the
same cherry picker bucket, but with a larger FOV. For examining relationships with photosynthetic
measurements, Spec 2 measurements are paired with LIFT measurements collected at the same time point
(right column, LIFT/Spec 2). All points represent single above canopy measurements (n = 299). For
correlations with ΦII and ETR, measurement footprints are restricted to those from ACH of ≤ 1.4 m due to
measurement limitations of the LIFT device (n = 123). The solid and broken lines indicate the linear fit
for SIFFR and SIFred, respectively. For plot of ETR vs PAR see Appendix C figure C1.
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Normalisation of SIF retrievals to APAR resulted in flatter relationships than for raw
SIF retrievals (see Figure 5-5 vs Figure 5-6). For Spec 1 and Spec 2 YSIF retrievals
significant correlations were found for all parameters with the exception of ETR (p >
0.111; Figures 5-6B and G), ΦII for YSIFred retrievals from Spec 1 and Spec 2 (p = 0.164
and p = 0.78 for Spec 1 and Spec 2 respectively; Figures 5-6C and H) and NDVI for
YSIF retrievals from Spec 1 (p = 0.313 and p = 0.543 for YSIFred and YSIFFR
respectively; Figures 5-6E). For all significant relationships the direction of correlations
differed between spectrometers; a negative relationship, driven by leverage from low
PARRad high YSIF points, was found for Spec 1 (p < 0.001; Figure 5-6A), while a
positive relationship was found for Spec 2 (p < 0.001; Figure 5-6F). ΦII correlations
were only significant for YSIFFR retrievals with a weakly positive relationship found for
Spec 1 (p < 0.006; Figure 5-6C) and a weakly negative relationship found for Spec 2 (p
< 0.048; Figure 5-6H). This same trend continued with PRI relationships, where
positive relationships were found with Spec 1 YSIF retrievals (p = 0.020 and p < 0.001
for YSIFred and YSIFFR respectively; Figure 5-6D) and negative relationships for Spec 2
YSIF retrievals (p < 0.001 for YSIFred and YSIFFR; Figure 5-6I). While the direction of
correlations also differed between Spec 1 and Spec 2 YSIF retrievals and NDVI,
correlations were only significant for Spec 2, with a strong positive correlation
identified (p < 0.001 for YSIFred and YSIFFR; Figure 5-6J).
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Figure 5-6. Scatterplots of avocado canopy photosynthetic measurements (Φ II and ETR) and spectral
indices (PRI and NDVI) against YSIFred (red) and YSIFFR retrievals (black) from two spectrometers (Spec
1, A to E; Spec 2, F to J). Photosynthetic and Spec 1 and Spec 2 measurements were collected as
described for Figure 5-5. For correlations with Φ II and ETR, measurement footprints are restricted to
those from ACH ≤ 1.4 m due to measurement limitations of the LIFT device (n = 123). The solid and
broken lines indicate the linear fit for SIFFR and SIFred, respectively.
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For σʹPSII, no significant correlations were identified with either SIF or YSIF retrievals
(Figure 5-7).

Figure 5-7. Scatterplots of avocado canopy σʹPSII measurements against SIFred (triangles) and SIFFR
retrievals (panels A and C) and YSIFred (red) and YSIFFR (black) retrievals (panels B and D) from two
spectrometers (Spec 1, panels A and B; Spec 2, panels C and D). Photosynthetic and Spec 1 and Spec 2
measurements were collected as described for Figure 5-5. The solid and broken lines indicate the linear fit
for SIFFR and YSIFFR, and SIFred and YSIFred, respectively.

5.4.1.2 Generalised additive models predicting SIF
Generalised additive models predicting SIF and YSIF retrievals were constructed using
measurements from both Spec 1 and Spec 2 and excluded LIFT photosynthetic
measurements as response variables. The latter were excluded as they were only found
to be reliable for measurements at ACH of ≤ 1.4 m and would therefore decrease the
available number of measurement points (n = 299 to 123) and preclude detailed
examination of measurement footprints on SIF and YSIF measurements.

Results of the GAMs run for each SIF and YSIF retrieval showed no effect of PRI or
tree number on SIF and YSIF estimates. Additionally, in all cases, deviance explained
was higher for SIF models (dev explained for SIFFR = 77.8 %; dev explained for SIFred
= 80.9 %) than for YSIF models (dev explained for YSIFFR = 49.7 %; dev explained for
YSIFred = 63.9 %; Table 5-4). In all models, NDVI was found to be a significant
predictor (p < 0.001), followed by Rred (p < 0.001), which was a predictor in all models
except the model for YSIFred. PARRad was found to be a significant predictor (p < 0.001)
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in both YSIF models, but not SIF models, while measurement time point was a
significant predictor (p < 0.001) in both SIFFR and YSIFFR models. The predictor
measurement footprint was also found in the models for SIFred and YSIFred but was
insignificant (p = 0.639 and 0.458 for SIFred and YSIFred, respectively).
Table 5-4. Results of GAMs created for SIF and SIF yields for both the O2-A (FR) and O2-B (red)
absorption feature retrievals from a combined dataset from both Spec 1 and Spec 2. Models have been run
separately for each of the SIF retrieval as response variables and the predictor variables, which included
measurement day, tree number, spectroradiometer number, measurement time point, measurement
footprint, PARRad, ΦII, σʹPSII, ETR, Rred, NDVI and PRI. Tenfold cross-validation was performed on all
models, with the models tabulated being the best model for each response variable. Predictors are not
listed in the table if they were not found in the best model for each response variable following tenfold
cross-validation. For each model, the deviance explained is given in brackets (dev explained). p values
are given for each predictor variable, with significant vectors are italicised and marked by *, where *** =
p < 0.001, ** = p ≥ 0.001 & p < 0.01 and * = p ≥ 0.01 & ≤ 0.05.

Predictor
PARRad
Rred
NDVI
Day #
Measurement FP
Time Point

SIFFR (0.778)
NA
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
NA
< 0.001***

Response (dev explained)
SIFRed (0.809)
YSIFFR (0.497)
NA
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
NA
NA
0.639
NA
NA
0.001**

YSIFRed (0.639)
< 0.001***
NA
< 0.001***
NA
0.458
NA

Partial plots for each response variable (see Appendix C, Figures C1 to C4) showed
significant correlations in many cases. However, the effect size of each predictor was
often low. In all models, a consistent negative relationship with SIF or YSIF values was
found with indicators of irradiance (PARRAD and Rred) and the NDVI, with the exception
of models for SIFFR with Rred and SIFred with NDVI, which showed flat relationships.
For models incorporating measurement time point as a predictor (SIFFR and YSIFFR
models), SIF and YSIF were consistently found to be higher at time point two. For
measurement footprint (SIFred and YSIFred models) a positive relationship with greater
canopy integration was found, while for day number a negative correlation was found.
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5.4.2 Estimating photosynthesis from TOC spectral measurements
GAMs run to estimate LIFT photosynthetic measurements from Spec 1 measurements
of the same footprint (Table 5-5) showed relatively low deviance explained for ΦII and
σʹPSII (dev explained = 33.8% and 14.6%, respectively), with the model for ETR
showing the highest deviance explained (dev explained = 53.6%). Interestingly, no one
predictor was found in all models; models for ΦII and ETR proved to be most similar,
with both models containing Rred as a significant predictor (p < 0.001) and tree number
as an insignificant predictor (p = 0.268 and p = 0.638 for ΦII and ETR respectively).
SIFred was found as a predictor in both ΦII and σʹPSII models, but was only significant for
the ΦII model (p < 0.001). All other predictors were unique to each model; the model for
ETR contained the significant predictor of PARRad (p < 0.001) with an insignificant
predictor measurement footprint (p < 0.940). The model for σʹPSII contained the
significant predictor of NDVI (p = 0.024) and the insignificant predictor of SIFFR (p =
0.266), while the model for ΦII also contained an insignificant predictor for YSIFred (p =
0.185).
Table 5-5. Results of GAMs created for LIFT-measured photosynthetic parameters (Φ II, ETR and σʹPSII)
from a dataset containing measurements from only LIFT/Spec 1. Models have been run separately for
each LIFT parameter as response variables and the predictor variables, which include measurement day,
tree number, measurement time point, measurement footprint, PARRad, SIFFR, SIFred, YSIFFR, YSIFred,
Rred, NDVI and PRI. Tenfold cross-validation was performed on all models, with the models tabulated
being the best model for each response variable. Predictors are not listed in the table if they were not
found in the best model for each response variable following tenfold cross-validation. For each model, the
deviance explained is given in brackets (dev explained). p values are given for each predictor variable,
with significant vectors marked by *, where *** = p < 0.001, ** = p ≥ 0.001 & p < 0.01 and * = p ≥ 0.01
& ≤ 0.05.

Predictor
SIFFR
SIFred
YSIFred
PARRad
Rred
NDVI
Tree #
Measurement FP

ϕII (0.338)
NA
< 0.001***
0.185
NA
< 0.001***
NA
0.268
NA
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Response (dev explained)
ETR (0.536)
NA
NA
NA
< 0.001***
< 0.001***
NA
0.638
0.940

σʹPSII (0.146)
0.266
0.537
NA
NA
NA
0.024*
NA
NA

Partial plots (see Appendix C, Figures C5 to C7) containing Rred as a predictor (ΦII and
ETR models; Figures C5 and C6) showed strong negative relationships with ΦII and
ETR, while expectedly, PARRad showed a strong positive relationship with ETR
(Figure C6). SIFred showed a positive relationship with ΦII and σʹPSII (Figures C5 and
C7). However, the shape of these relationships differed, being concave for ΦII
(Figure C5) and convex for σʹPSII (Figure C7). Tree number, although not a significant
predictor, showed decreased levels of ΦII and ETR in tree 2 (Figures C5 and C6), while
measurement footprint, which was also insignificant, showed increased ETR levels with
increasing canopy integration (Figure C6). For the σʹPSII model (Figure C7), a weak
positive relationship was identified with NDVI and a negative relationship with SIFFR
values. Additionally, for the ΦII model (Figure C5), a strong negative relationship was
found with YSIFred.
5.5 DISCUSSION
Understanding the influence of canopy integration on SIF measurements is essential to
understand why correlations present in leaf-level measurements vary or do not hold at
larger spatial scales. In the last few years, the effects of canopy structure and, in
particular, LAI on the SIFred/SIFFR ratios have been observed (Goulas et al. 2017; Liu et
al. 2017) and recently quantified (Romero et al. 2018). Alongside this increased
awareness of the effect of canopy structure on SIF measurements, has been the
implementation of SIF retrievals in both leaf and canopy radiative transfer models
(Vilfan et al. 2016; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2017). Together, this research progress
has created a need for increased canopy SIF measurements with different degrees of
canopy integration. We address this need by performing nadir TOC measurements of
SIF and actively induced fluorescence at different ACHs and compare and contrast
these findings with comparable leaf measurements from the same plant species.
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5.5.1 Relationship between passive and actively induced fluorescence and reflected
radiances
Relationships between SIF and photosynthetic measurements, PAR, NDVI and PRI
measured at different ACHs were examined using simple linear regression and GAMs
to identify if leaf-level correlations found in Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a) were
present at canopy scales.
5.5.1.1 Pairwise linear regression models
Pairwise linear regressions were variable in consistency between both spectrometers
(and therefore measurement footprints) and between leaf and canopy scales. Positive
linear correlations between both SIF retrievals and PARRad (Spec 1 and 2; Figure 5-5A
and 5-5F) and ETR (Spec 2 only; Figure 5-5G) were found in canopy measurements.
These same positive correlations were identified in leaf-level avocado measurements in
Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a; Figures 4-3 and 4-4 panels A, B, F and G) and have also
been further corroborated by positive relationships between PAR and SIF in sugar beet
(Pinto et al. 2017), soybean (Miao et al. 2018) and wheat (Goulas et al. 2017). However,
in wheat, canopy SIFred measurements were found to be poorer indicators of APAR than
SIFFR. In general, SIFred correlations varied in strength compared to SIFFR retrievals in
avocado canopy measurements, but for correlations with PARRad, they were of similar
strength. This same trend was also seen with leaf-level avocado measurements in
Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a), where SIFred correlations were of similar strength to
SIFFR correlations (Table 4-1). It is expected that SIFred correlations would be more
error prone and weaker at canopy scales due to the smaller depth of the O2-B absorption
feature and canopy reabsorption (Julitta et al. 2016). However, given that this was not
observed in canopy measurements, it may be a product of differences in leaf-level and
canopy-level measurement set-ups (i.e. oblique vs nadir measurement perspectives) and
the large avocado leaf size in comparison to the instrument measurement footprints.
Additionally, the lack of correlations between ETR and SIF retrievals from Spec 1
(Figure 5-5B) may be a product of the difference in measurement footprints between the
LIFT/Spec 1 and Spec 2.
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The direction of correlations between SIF retrievals and ΦII and PRI was similar, with
both spectrometers showing flat relationships between SIF and Φ II (Figure 5-5C and 55H) and a decreasing relationship between SIF and PRI (Figure 5-5D and 5-5I). These
flat relationships between ΦII and SIF contrast with leaf-level measurements where a
clear decrease in SIF was identified with increasing Φ II (Figures 4-3 and 4-4 panels C
and H). Contrastingly, correlations between PRI and SIF were significantly improved in
nadir measurements when compared with leaf-level measurements, where no correlation
was found (Appendix B, Figure B2 panels B and E). HyPlant measurements over pine
forests have found a negative relationship between SIF and PRI (Middleton et al. 2017),
corroborating results found herein.

Interestingly, very different correlations were identified between SIF and NDVI from
both Spec 1 and Spec 2 (Figure 5-5E and 5-5J). In measurements from Spec 1, no
relationship was found between SIF and NDVI, matching the findings at the leaf-level
in Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a; Figure B2 panels C and F). However, for Spec 2
(larger measurement footprint), a significant positive relationship was found between
SIF and NDVI, matching reported findings by Yang et al. (2017a) who also identified a
positive correlation between SIF and NDVI at canopy but not leaf scales in a temperate
deciduous forest. The difference between these SIF/NDVI relationships may be a
product of measurement footprint, whereby LIFT/Spec 1 canopy integration was
minimal in comparison to leaf size and Spec 2 canopy integration was more significant.

Unlike leaf-level avocado measurements in Chapter 4 (Wyber et al. 2017a), where YSIF
correlations were of much lower quality than SIF correlations in all cases (Table 4-1 and
Appendix B Table B2), nadir Spec 1 and Spec 2 YSIF measurements were of similar
quality to SIF correlations (Table 5-3). This difference is likely attributable to the
diurnal nature of leaf-level measurements, where correlations are drawn under a range
of light levels over a full diurnal cycle in contrast to the more limited variability in light
levels for canopy measurements. These differences make it difficult to compare YSIF
correlations between the two studies. The general effect of normalising SIF to APAR in
avocado canopy measurements was a reduction in the gradient of relationships present
with raw SIF retrievals (Figure 5-6). For PARRad, this manifested as a flat trend for
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Spec 2 measurements and a flat trend with outlier measurements with low PAR and
high SIF in measurements from Spec 1 (Figure 5-5A and 5-5F). These outlier
measurements likely represent times when portions of the tree 2 canopy were shaded
but the cosine sensor was not (see Chapter 5.3.1 for tree light exposure). Relationships
with ETR and ΦII were also flat for both spectrometers (Figure 5-5B and 5-5G; Figures
5-5C and 5-5H), contradicting measurements by Yang et al. (2017a) who found a
positive relationship between leaf-level ΦII and canopy level YSIF measurements in a
temperate forest. Relationships between YSIF and PRI (Spec 1 and 2; Figures 5-5D and
5-5I respectively) and NDVI (Spec 1 only; Figure 5-5E) were also relatively flat. The
YSIF/PRI relationships showed a slightly positive and a slightly negative correlation for
Spec 1 and Spec 2, respectively, with the Spec 2 YSIF/PRI relationships matching those
found in satellite measurements in grasslands (Verma et al. 2017). YSIF vs NDVI
correlations for Spec 2 were found to be strongly positive and similar to raw SIF
correlations (Figure 5-5J). Again, differences between spectrometers may be due to
measurement footprints or potential issues associated with spectrometer crosscalibration.
5.5.1.2 Generalised additive models predicting SIF
To examine the drivers of SIF and YSIF values, GAMs were produced for SIF and
YSIF values from a combined dataset from both Spec 1 and Spec 2. Results of these
GAMs showed high levels of deviance explained, but revealed no significant effect of
measurement footprint and therefore no significant effect of ACH on either red or FR
SIF or YSIF values (Table 5-4). Given the well-established effect of canopy structure
on the differential absorption of SIFred (Romero et al. 2018), this suggests that, given the
large leaf size of avocado leaves, that the maximum FOVs of both Spec 1 and Spec 2
were not integrating sufficient canopy structure to observe and demonstrate an effect of
measurement footprint on SIFred.
The main identified explanatory variables of both SIF and YSIF were indicators of leaf
irradiance, principally Rred and PARRad (see Chapter 3.4.2 for Rred as a leaf irradiance
indicator) and NDVI, which was significant for all SIF and YSIF models. These
findings are congruent with published relationships between SIF/YSIF and PARRad and
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NDVI (Yang et al. 2017a). In addition to irradiance indicators and NDVI, the
measurement time point was found to be significant for only FR retrievals (SIFFR and
YSIFFR). As reflected radiance measurements were only made at T1 and T2, this
suggests a diurnal difference in SIFFR drivers, such as water stress and stomatal closure
(Liu et al. 2018), or an influence of solar angle on SIFFR measurements (Pinto et al.
2017), both of which have been shown to influence SIFFR measurements at canopy
scales.
5.5.2 Estimating photosynthesis from TOC spectral measurements
For precision agriculture, the ability to measure vegetation reflected radiances at a high
spatial resolution is essential for making estimates of plant photosynthetic rates and
phenotypes needed for selective breeding and targeted resource application. While SIF
has been shown to correlate well with GPP, NDVI, water stress and many other plant
traits at multiple scales, it has recently been highlighted that in order to build robust
models for estimation of these traits, the nonlinear responses of NPQ and ΦII under
different environmental conditions need to be understood (Magney et al. 2017; Norton
et al. 2017).

In order to understand the relationships between SIF, NDVI and PRI on LIFT
photosynthetic measurements, GAMs were run to predict ΦII, ETR and σʹPSII. In
comparison to GAMs generated for SIF and YSIF retrievals, the deviance explained for
photosynthetic GAMs was relatively low (Table 5-5). For ETR, the explained deviance
of 53.6% was almost exclusively driven by the co-dependent measurement PARRad and
the chlorophyll sensitive indicator of irradiance Rred. As the calculation of ETR requires
both PAR and ΦII, it would therefore be expected that significant response variables in
ΦII models would also be present in ETR models. However, this was not the case, with
only Rred shared as a significant predictor between the two models. Interestingly, the
best model for estimating ΦII included both SIFred and Rred as response variables. The
Rred signal is an integrated measure of reflected radiance and SIFred (given that both
measures are detected at ~685 nm) and is also influenced by leaf chlorophyll content,
which likely explains its significance as a predictor in models.
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The GAM for σʹPSII had the lowest deviance explained (14.6%), with this attributed
principally to changes in NDVI. The parameter σʹPSII is influenced by the total number
of chlorophyll molecules per PSII reaction centre, the spectral composition of the light
harvesting pigments, the efficiency of charge separation and ΦII (Kolber 2018). As
chlorophyll content in a leaf increases, and therefore NDVI, the number of chlorophyll
molecules, per given area also increases, resulting in greater wavelength specific energy
absorption compared to a leaf with lower chlorophyll content and the same NPQ status.
The parameter σʹPSII is also readily modulated by changes in NPQ, and although the
GAM for σʹPSII had very low deviance explained, the connection between NDVI and
σʹPSII, makes σʹPSII potentially interesting for future remote sensing applications.
5.6 CONCLUSION
The results of this study indicate differences in correlations between leaf-level and
canopy-level measurements in leaves of avocado. However, the principal driver of these
differences may be a result of differences in measurement viewing angles between the
two studies (i.e. oblique diurnal measurements vs. nadir spot measurements).
Additionally, the result of GAMs constructed for SIF retrievals indicated no effect of
measurement footprint on SIF measurements. This strongly indicates that the variations
in ACHs did not sufficiently capture variations in canopy integration from leaf to
canopy scales. A decrease in SIFred would be expected as the measurement footprint
increased from ~2 cm2 (Spec 1 at 1 m height; i.e. single leaf measurements) to ~34 cm2
(Spec 2 at 5 m height) as the integration of canopy structure increased. However, the
large leaves of avocado trees 11.23 ± 1.52 cm length (mean of n = 25 leaves ± SD)
likely meant that a larger maximum measurement footprint or ACHs would be required
for the effect of measurement footprint to be seen. These larger measurement footprints
could be easily achieved by collecting airborne nadir canopy measurements using the
Spec 2 gimballed measurement system. Unfortunately the Spec 2 system (described in
Chapter 5.3.2.2) was not sufficiently integrated into a RPAS platform for aerial
measurements at the time when this study was performed. However, these airborne
measurements will be the subject of future investigations.
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While the effect of measurement footprint may not have been observed in avocado nadir
measurements reported here, the 3D georeferenced avocado tree models (described in
Chapter 5.3.4.1) and avocado leaf optical and photosynthetic properties (reported in
Chapters 2) make this dataset highly applicable for testing and calibrating the
implementation of SIF radiative transfer fluxes in DART. These future results will be
modelled in DART and combined with RPAS nadir canopy measurements with larger
measurement footprints in order to validate and calibrate SIF flux estimates from 3D
radiative transfer models in future studies.
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CHAPTER 6: SYNTHESIS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This chapter draws upon the findings in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5. Initially I provide a
brief summary of the finding of each chapter before suggesting specific improvements
and future research goals, followed by broad conclusions, impacts and future directions
for the thesis as a whole. This chapter contains unpublished results from leaf angle
experiments conducted in conjunction with Beat Keller at the UOW in April 2017 (See
Chapter 2.4 for experimental details).

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The ability to measure plant traits over large spatial scales is essential in achieving the
goals of precision agriculture and dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM), which
aim to address the issues of food security and model shifts in vegetation distributions,
respectively. In addition to the need for large-scale measurements is the need to make
accurate estimates of GPP and photosynthetic rates at these scales. While simple
vegetation indices such as NDVI have provided a means to approximate fPAR and
therefore GPP based upon apparent greenness (Myneni & Williams 1994), the
discovery that chlorophyll SIF can be detected in the O2-A absorption feature from
space-borne measurements has provided what appears to be a relatively robust indicator
of fPAR and GPP at large spatial scales (Frankenberg & Berry 2018). With the
extension of these global SIF measurements to ground-based and airborne remote
sensing, combined with the decreasing cost and increasing sensitivity of
spectroradiometers, SIFFR retrieval methods have been implemented on the much
shallower and therefore more error prone O2-B feature to provide measurements of
SIFred (Julitta et al. 2016).
With the improvements in SIF retrieval methods, combined with an increasing use of
SIF for small-scale high-resolution measurements, it has become apparent that SIF
signals are modulated not just by leaf chlorophyll changes and APAR, but also by
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photosynthetic energy dissipation processes such as photochemical quenching and NPQ
(Frankenberg & Berry 2018). These photosynthetic energy dissipation processes have
been measured and quantified since the development of the PAM actively induced
fluorescence technique and rely on the modulation of chlorophyll fluorescence from
PSII with actinic light, typically sensed at 685 nm (~the same wavelengths as SIFred)
(Maxwell & Johnson 2000). While the PAM approach allows for the direct probing of
photosynthetic energy pathways in PSII at the leaf-level, the difficulty of modulating
light levels over large spatial scales and the added complexity introduced by canopy
structure, particularly on SIFred signals, make the interpretation of SIF more difficult.
To address the issue of SIF interpretation, a number of radiative transfer models have
begun to incorporate estimates of SIF fluxes, which can be simulated at both leaf and
canopy scales. However, so far, models of the different photosynthetic energy pathways
have not been incorporated into radiative transfer models. Moreover, the current
understanding of how changes in energy dissipation pathways modulate SIF at both leaf
and canopy scales is limited. This thesis is focused on addressing these issues using a
novel actively induced fluorescence method that allows simultaneous measurements of
both actively induced fluorescence and SIF at a distance and with an equal measurement
footprint (Figure 6-1).
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Figure 6-1. Illustration depicting the relationship between SIF measurements at different spatial scales
and the informational relationships between them, where RT = radiative transfer model. The work
conducted as part of this thesis is principally concerned with measurements at the leaf and canopy scales
(Chapters 3, 4 and 5).

6.2 EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENTS OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS

OF

LIFT

FOR

IN

VIVO

Prior to the installation of the QE Pro spectroradiometer into LIFT (see Chapter 2.3 for
details), the first commercial LED-LIFT instrument was initially established as an
appropriate tool for monitoring photosynthesis in vivo. These measurements were used
to examine the effect of leaf angle on LIFT measurements, the use of Rred as an
indicator of leaf illumination and photosynthetic responses to fluctuating light that could
be measured with LIFT.
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These initial investigations revealed LIFT to be an appropriate tool for the near-remote
sensing of photosynthesis in plants at high temporal resolutions, but also revealed a
number of technical limitations associated with LIFT. These limitations manifested
themselves in two main ways: firstly, the change from laser to LED excitation sources
reduced the measurement range of the LED-LIFT from 50 m to ≤ 1 m for measurements
at a high temporal resolution; and secondly, the excitation LED was of insufficient
intensity for the recovery of novel photosynthetic parameters, such as σʹPSII, under high
levels of sun light (see Chapter 2.3 for details). While addressing the issue of
measurement range was outside the scope of this thesis, and limited by issues associated
with eye safety, the installation of a more intense LED emitter was possible, with this
issue addressed prior to measurements performed in Chapter 5 and allowing for the
recovery of σʹPSII from nadir canopy measurements. Additionally, with the right safety
controls in place, the implementation of a laser excitation system into future LIFT
instruments could allow for smaller, lighter LIFT instruments with greatly increased
measurement ranges to be operated from remotely piloted aerial systems (Kolber 2017,
pers. comm., 7 December 2017).

In addition to identifying technical limitations of the LIFT instrument, the results of this
study (Chapter 3) identified LIFT measurements of ΦII as strongly leaf angle
independent. Given that this leaf angle independence is driven by the normalization of
raw fluorescence changes by ΦII calculation, it is highly likely that these results are
generalisable to other actively induced fluorescence approaches such as LASER-PAM.
Moreover, investigations into leaf angle dependency of SIF emission (Figure 6-2; See
Chapter 2.4 for measurement details) confirmed that that decreases in fluorescence
emissions with changes in illumination angle become negligible when SIF is normalised
to the incident PAR (i.e. as a SIF yield). This finding is of particular importance to
radiative transfer models of leaf SIF fluxes, such as Fluspect, which simulates both leaf
abaxial and adaxial SIF emissions (Vilfan et al. 2016).
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Figure 6-2. The NDVI, PRI, SIF and SIF yield retrieved from orange jasmine leaves artificially
illuminated at different azimuth and zenith angles. Solar induced fluorescence yield values are for the
AUC of the fluorescence continuum from 656 to 830 nm, with YSIF values being SIF retrievals
normalised to leaf absorbance and PAR. Each data point is the average of n = 10 replicate measurements
normalised to the maximum of each measured parameter and the mean values for each parameter at each
measurement angle, where error bars show standard deviation. The decrease in YSIF with changes in leaf
angle is thought to result from the measurement set-up, whereby leaf fluorescence slowly decreases as the
leaf is rotated from –60 to 60˚.

An aim of this initial study was to establish the ability of LIFT-detected Rred to act as an
indicator of leaf illumination. Unsurprisingly, Rred was positively correlated with leaf
irradiance under controlled laboratory settings. However, in real world applications, the
quality of the relationship between Rred and leaf PAR varied with leaf pigment types and
with diurnal changes in solar spectral quality. These finding are expected, given that
reflectance at 685 nm is influenced by leaf pigments and also to a small degree by SIF red
in these wavelengths. However, our findings highlight that under conditions where leaf
PAR measurements cannot be collected directly, Rred could be used as a proxy for leaf
illumination, provided that leaf pigment properties and changes in solar spectrum can be
modelled or controlled for. This modelling approach was not implemented in further
studies (Chapters 4 and 5) as all leaves were easily accessible for the attachment of leaf
PAR sensors. However, for further research with potential airborne LIFT variants, Rred
leaf PAR estimates may be highly useful.
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The temporal resolution of measurements of leaf photosynthetic rates performed using
LIFT in this initial study was greater than that achievable with traditional PAM
techniques (Osmond et al. 2017). This allowed the identification of transient increases
in ETR and ΦNO associated with the slower induction of ΦNPQ. These measurements also
allowed for relatively strong predictive models to estimate changes in these
photosynthetic variables based upon measurements of light fluctuations. Just as
quantification of the total photosynthetic rate of a plant requires understanding the
nonlinear dynamics of photosynthetic processes in the inner canopy, interpreting canopy
SIF measurements requires quantification of nonlinear changes in ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO
(Magney et al. 2017). In this regard, the findings from this study are useful for
incorporating and testing the implementation of empirical photosynthetic models in
future radiative transfer models. Future monitoring of photosynthesis in canopies will
extend the measurements performed in Chapter 3 to incorporate spectral measurements
of canopy light qualities combined with measurements of σʹPSII (facilitated by the
brighter excitation LED) in order to understand the role of state transitions in
photosynthetic regulation in vivo.

6.3

UTILISING
LIFT
TO
EXAMINE
PHOTOSYNTHETIC DRIVERS OF SIF

THE

PHYSICAL

AND

Once LIFT had been characterised as an appropriate tool for the remote sensing of
photosynthesis in vivo, the QE Pro spectroradiometer was physically integrate into the
LIFT instrument. This optical integration of the spectrometer was also facilitated by
work with Zbigniew Kolber to develop and implement a custom software package that
would control the acquisition of LIFT and spectroradiometer measurements with the
panning movements of the motorised tripod.

The successful optical integration of the spectroradiometer and custom software, which
has now been adopted as the standard software supplied with future LIFT instruments,
was followed by diurnal simultaneous measurements of leaf-level photosynthetic rates
and reflected radiances in the leaves of avocado and orange jasmine plants. The aim of
these experiments was to establish a generalised relationship between APAR
photosynthetic partitioning measurements (ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO) and changes in both red
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and FR SIF at diurnal and seasonal time scales. Interestingly, the results of these
measurements revealed different correlations at both diurnal and seasonal time scales.
At seasonal time scales our results corroborated previously known relationships
between changes in NPQ, LUE, PRI and ΦII and SIF while also elucidating the negative
relationship between constitutive heat dissipation (ΦNO) and SIF. This ΦNO and SIF
relationship represents one of the first linkages between constitutive loss processes and
changes in SIF, showing that SIF is not just regulated by changes in NPQ and
photochemical quenching.

Although successful in linking SIF with photosynthetic parameters at seasonal time
scales, these results were not without issues. The widely reported relationships between
NDVI, chlorophyll contents and SIF were not identified at either diurnal or seasonal
time scales. Additionally, no other pigments were found to be significantly correlated
with SIF at seasonal time scales. Further measurements in more plant species,
particularly those with larger seasonal variations in leaf chlorophyll contents, will be
required in the future to fully characterise the leaf-level SIF/pigment relationship, which
has previously been shown to influence SIF in leaf models (Vilfan et al. 2016).

At diurnal time scales, these analyses revealed that SIF changes and co-dependent
changes in photosynthetic parameters were driven principally by leaf PAR. These large
changes in SIF, driven by leaf PAR, likely mask subtler changes in SIF that respond to
changes in photosynthetic energy partitioning. By normalising SIF with APAR to
calculate SIF yields, it would therefore be expected that subtler changes would become
evident. At seasonal time scales this was the case, with YSIFred and YSIFFR positively
correlated with changes in ΦNO and ETR, respectively; however, at diurnal time scales,
YSIF measurements were erratic and relationships between YSIF and energy
partitioning were not evident. This is likely a result of two main factors, both of which
were normalised by the integration of diurnal measurements for seasonal correlations.
Firstly, in high time resolved measurements of SIF and leaf-PAR, a lag effect between
increases in leaf PAR and subsequent increases in SIF was identified. The result of this
is that at the leaf-level, changes in light, induced by clouds or sunflecks, result in erratic
and sometimes very large changes in YSIF. Secondly, diurnal measurements are
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strongly influenced by changes in solar angle throughout the day (Pinto et al. 2017) and
are additionally influenced by the infilling of the O2-A and O2-B absorption features by
changes in the diffuse to specular light ratio (Liu & Liu 2018). These diurnal changes
are particularly influential during sunrise and sunset, where an inversion from diffuse
light-dominated reflectance (pre-sunrise and post-sunset) to specular light-dominated
reflectance (post-sunrise and pre-sunset) occurs.

Attempts were made to mitigate the effect of rapidly changing light conditions on
diurnal measurements by only performing measurements on cloud-free and full-sun
days. However, the effects of solar angle and changes in the diffuse to specular light
ratio on SIF emissions, the latter of which can be as large as 20%, are difficult to control
for (Liu & Liu 2018). In vivo measurements of the effect of changes in solar angularity
on NDVI, PRI and SIF (Figure 6-3; see Figure 6-2 for laboratory measurements)
showed a strong effect of solar altitude and azimuth on NDVI and PRI estimate, but
minimal on SIF or YSIF.

Figure 6-3. The NDVI, PRI, SIF and YSIF retrieved from orange jasmine leaves illuminated by sunlight
at different solar altitudes and zenith angles. Solar induced fluorescence yield values are retrieved from
the O2-A absorption feature using the 3FLD approach and normalised to the leaf absorbance and PAR.
Each data point is the average of n = 10 replicate measurements normalised to the maximum of each
measured parameter and the mean values for each parameter at each measurement angle plotted, where
error bars show standard deviation.
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This would suggest that the effect of changes in solar angle may be negligible in diurnal
SIF measurements. However, given the lag between changes in leaf PAR and SIF, the
effects of clouds and sunflecks on these measurements are also increased. For future
leaf-level diurnal measurements, these effects will need to be corrected for using a
combination of modelling to correct for changes in solar angle and measurements of
diffuse and specular reflectance to correct for the infilling of the O2-A and O2-B
absorption features.
6.4 SCALING SIF MEASUREMENTS FROM THE LEAF TO THE CANOPY
While it has been recognised that more leaf-level SIF studies in multiple different plant
species are required, an understanding of how SIF scales from leaf-levels to canopylevels is also essential in order to interpret SIF. The results of leaf-level diurnal SIF
monitoring provided not only useful linkage of SIF with energy partitioning parameters,
but also provided a useful dataset, combining leaf actively induced fluorescence with
SIF, leaf optical properties and leaf pigment measurements that are ideally suited to the
calibration and validation of Fluspect CX (Vilfan et al. 2018). These findings were built
upon by performing nadir canopy measurements of photosynthesis and SIF to provide a
comparable dataset to leaf-level measurements that could also be utilised for modelling
in DART (Gastellu-Etchegorry et al. 2017).

To facilitate these measurements, a new higher intensity LED emitter was installed in
the LIFT instrument with assistance from Zbigniew Kolber, and an identical QE Pro
spectroradiometer purchased for airborne RPAS SIF measurements. Unfortunately, the
RPAS-gimballed QE Pro system (described in detail in Chapter 5.3.2.2) was not
sufficiently implemented into a RPAS airframe by the time of the field measurements
(RPAS SIF measurements with different degrees of canopy integration will be the
subject of future investigations). As such, we utilised a cherry picker system in order to
collect our above canopy measurements. This system presented a number of issues,
principally related to the low positional accuracy of measurements, which ultimately
resulted in an inability to collect reference dark-adapted Fm measurements with
sufficient overlap with the Fʹm measurements needed for calculation of ΦNPQ and ΦNO.
The use of a dedicated phenotyping platform such as the Field Scanalyzer (Virlet et al.
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2017) for in vitro measurements would provide the required positional accuracy for
future studies, but was beyond the scope of this thesis.

The results of the nadir canopy measurements showed the previously identified
relationships between SIF and PAR, and ETR and PRI. However, in many cases, there
were strong differences between the gradients of these relationships between the two
spectroradiometers. Initially, these differences might be attributed to differences in
canopy integration between the two spectrometers (i.e. different FOVs). However,
GAMs constructed for SIF and YSIF values revealed no significant influence of
measurement footprint on SIF retrievals, suggesting that there was no significant
integration of canopy structure even at the largest achieved measurement footprint, and
that differences between the relationships observed for both spectroradiometers may be
a product of inadequate cross-calibration. Future studies incorporating airborne SIF
measurements with the gimballed QE Pro system will allow for larger measurement
footprints and the identification of potential canopy effects on SIF measurements, which
may be either more or less pronounced in erectophile large-leafed canopies.

For

examining the quality of cross-calibrations between the two spectrometers, further
measurements from a reference light source will be performed prior to any future
measurements.

Whereas leaf-level SIF and LIFT measurements combined with measurements of leaf
pigment and optical properties provided an ideal dataset for the validation and
calibration of a 1D leaf model, such as Fluspect CX (Chapter 4), leaf-level
measurements contained no spatial dimension and are therefore not appropriate for use
in 3D radiative transfer modelling. In contrast to this, the nadir canopy measurements
(Chapter 5) are combined with not only accurately georeferenced measurement
footprints, but also with georeferenced 3D tree models, leaf samples collected for
pigment and dry matter content measurements and avocado leaf optical properties
collected previously. Together, this provides an ideal dataset for parameterising a 3D
avocado tree model in DART and modelling SIF fluxes for comparison to pre-existing
nadir canopy measurements and future planned RPAS SIF measurements with larger
measurement footprints.
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These future modelling exercises will provide an empirical method to validate SIF
fluxes from 3D radiative transfer models, which can ultimately by utilised to upscale
leaf measurements to larger spatial scales and to improve satellite SIF measurements by
downscaling measurements to smaller spatial scales (Duveiller & Cescatti 2016). The
results of this may ultimately provide more accurate indicators of GPP and higher
spatially resolved crop monitoring for precision agriculture.
6.5 CONCLUSIONS
The issue of food security in the face of the growing human population and changing
climatic conditions is readily being addressed through the rapid development of remote
sensing technologies in the fields of precision agriculture and DGVM. A key
development in these remote sensing technologies is the discovery that sun-induced
chlorophyll fluorescence can be retrieved from vegetation reflected radiances in the O 2A and O2-B absorption features, and the discovery of strong linear relationships
between SIFFR emissions and GPP at both satellite and airborne scales. However, as
global coverage of SIFFR retrievals over flux tower sites becomes more numerous, and
near/airborne remote sensing (and soon space-borne remote sensing with the upcoming
FLEX mission) has been extended to the narrower O2-B absorption feature to retrieve
SIFred, it has become evident that the influences of both canopy structure and the
photosynthetic modulators of SIF need to be understood in multiple different plant
ecotypes in order to interpret SIF signals under all conditions.

In this thesis, I reported the results of novel leaf-level and canopy-level measurements
linking SIF with photosynthetic drivers of SIF, using a method of remotely measuring
actively induced fluorescence called LIFT. Initially, LIFT was established as an ideal
tool for monitoring photosynthesis at a distance in vivo, and in doing so, useful models
for estimating leaf photosynthetic rates during fluctuating light conditions were
constructed. By integrating a spectroradiometer into the LIFT instrument, linkages
between changes in SIF and photosynthetic energy partitioning (Φ II, ΦNO and ΦNPQ) at
both seasonal and diurnal time scales at the leaf-level were identified. These leaf-level
findings were then scaled to small canopy scales, where relationships between SIF and
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other measurements were found to corroborate published relationships between PAR
and SIF at canopy scales.

The results of these studies not only further the understanding of SIF in typically less
studied plant ecotypes, but have also provided empirical data for the calibration and
validation of leaf radiative transfer models needed to interpret SIF emissions from
different plant ecotypes and spatial scales. Future canopy measurements will be
extended to larger spatial scales using airborne RPAS measurements of SIF and will
also be utilised to help validate SIF fluxes from 3D radiate transfer models such as
DART.

With the successful funding of the ESA FLEX mission and increasing prevalence of
RPAS based spectral measurements, SIF retrievals at multiple scales will evidently
become more much more common. This combined with strong potential for SIF to
provide estimate of a multitude of different photosynthetic parameters makes it evident
that SIF will likely become integral to the parameterisation of future DGVMs and
precision agriculture models. As such, a method of ground truthing SIF observations
with photosynthetic measurements combined with a deeper understanding of the drivers
of SIF will be essential to the effective utilization of future SIF measurements. I
therefore, provide in this thesis, a now proven approach to collect high temporally
resolved SIF and photosynthetic measurements remotely and with equally sized
measurement footprints for ground truthing of SIF observations. Future measurements
using LIFT instruments will be integral to the development and validation of future
radiative transfer models that are essential to the robust utilization of SIF measurements
in DGVM and precision agriculture to address the ever growing threat of food security.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A contains supplementary material from Chapter 3, ‘Evaluating the Performance of LIFT for in vivo Measurements of
Photosynthesis’, which can also be found as supplementary material in Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A1. Residuals from the generalised additive models run using ΔETR as a response variable and ΔLeaf PAR, LN brief light (BL) event length, LN time since last
BL event and sample location (ERC or atrium) as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.773). Data for the generalised additive models was retrieved from 85 light
fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2.
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Figure A2. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔETR as a response variable and ΔRred, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or atrium)
as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.499). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure has
been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A3. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦNO as a response variable and ΔLeaf PAR, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or
atrium) as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.291). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure
has been adapted fromWyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A4. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦNO as a response variable and ΔRred, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or atrium)
as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.224). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure has
been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A5. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦ NPQ as a response variable and ΔLeaf PAR, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or
atrium) as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.493). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure
has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A6. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦNPQ as a response variable and ΔRred, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or atrium)
as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.501). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure has
been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A7. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦ II as a response variable and ΔLeaf PAR, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or
atrium) as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.512). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure
has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).
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Figure A8. Residuals from the GAM run using ΔΦ II as a response variable and ΔRred, LN (BL length), LN (time since last BL) and sample location (ERC or atrium) as
predictor variables (dev explained = 0.689). Data for the GAM was retrieved from 85 light fluctuations monitored as outlined in Chapter 3.3.5.2. This figure has been
adapted from Wyber et al. (2017b).

APPENDIX B
Appendix B contains supplementary material from Chapter 4, ‘Utilising LIFT to
examine the physical and photosynthetic drivers of SIF’, which can also be found as
supplementary material in Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Figure B1. Three-dimensional multidimensional scaling analysis of daily photosynthetic, physical, leaf
pigment and remotely sensed measurements from the leaves of avocado and orange jasmine (stress =
0.09). Photosynthetic and remotely sensed measurements were collected at a resolution of ~3 min and
analysed as the area under curve for each daily measurement. Analyses were performed on the spectral
and photosynthetic variables (ETR, ΦII, ΦNPQ, ΦNO and SIF; SIFred and SIFFR, YSIFred and YSIFFR, LUE,
NDVI and PRI), with vectors calculated for the spectral and photosynthetic variables, the environmental
variables (day length, global PAR, leaf PAR, daily min air temperature and daily max air temperature)
and the leaf physical properties (leaf total chl, chl a/b, ƩVAZ, ƩLLx, Car α/β and leaf thickness).
Measurement dates are marked by symbol type, with dates given in day/month/year format in the legend.
Where data was available for both avocado and orange jasmine leaves, vectors are shown as solid lines
and vector names are in blue; where data was only available from avocado leaves (leaf pigments), vectors
are shown as broken lines and vector names are in black. Significant vectors are marked by *, where ***
= p < 0.001, ** = p ≥ 0.001 & p < 0.01 and * = p ≥ 0.01 & ≤ 0.05. Panel A shows MDS plot represented
as a three-dimensional cube, panel B shows three-dimensional analysis presented as multiple twodimensional plots. This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Table B2. Matrix table of p values and R2 values for correlations between YSIF (red and FR) and LIFT
photosynthetic (ETR, ΦII, ΦNPQ and ΦNO), PAR (leaf and global) and spectral (PRI and NDVI)
measurements from two different species of plants (avocado or orange jasmine). For each correlation, the
p value is given followed by the R2 value in brackets, where significant correlations appear in bold. p
values should be interpreted with caution due to the pseudoreplication of measurements (3 min apart).
This table has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
Avocado p values (R2)
Measurement

YSIFred

YSIFFR

Leaf PAR

< 0.001 (0.02)

Global PAR

Orange Jasmine p values (R2)
YSIFred

YSIFFR

0.007 (< 0.01)

< 0.001 (0.01)

0.174 (< 0.01)

< 0.001 (0.01)

< 0.001 (0.02)

< 0.001 (0.03)

< 0.001 (0.09)

ETR

< 0.001 (0.01)

0.084 (< 0.01)

0.012 (< 0.01)

0.756 (< 0.01)

ΦII

< 0.001 (0.02)

< 0.001 (0.04)

0.049 (< 0.01)

0.368 (< 0.01)

ΦNPQ

0.026 (< 0.01)

0.004 (< 0.01)

0.160 (< 0.01)

0.870 (< 0.01)

ΦNO

0.053 (< 0.01)

< 0.001 (0.01)

0.776 (< 0.01)

0.118 (< 0.01)

PRI

0.113 (< 0.01)

0.001 (< 0.01)

0.298 (< 0.01)

0.005 (< 0.01)

NDVI

0.394 (< 0.01)

0.127 (< 0.01)

0.522 (< 0.01)

0.217 (< 0.01)

Figure B2. Scatterplots of daily measurements of SIFred (red) and SIFFR (black) against global PAR and
QE Pro-measured NDVI and PRI from the leaves of both avocado (A to C) and orange jasmine (D to F).
SIF, NDVI, PRI and global PAR measurements were collected simultaneously from sunrise to sunset,
with a 3 min time resolution, where each point represents the mean of six leaf replicate measures
collected at the same time on a single measurement day ± 3 min. The black and red lines show the linear
fit for SIFred (red) and SIFFR (black). This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Figure B3. Scatterplots of daily measurements of YSIFred (red) and YSIFFR (black) against LIFTmeasured photosynthetic parameters and leaf PAR from leaves of both avocado (A to E) and orange
jasmine (F to J). LIFT and SIF measurements were collected simultaneously from sunrise to sunset, with
a 3 min time resolution, where each point represents the mean of six leaf replicate measures collected at
the same time on a single measurement day ± 3 min. The black and red lines show the linear fit for
YSIFred (red) and YSIFFR (black). This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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Figure B4. Scatterplots of daily measurements of YSIFred (red) and YSIFFR (black) against global PAR
and QE Pro-measured NDVI and PRI from the leaves of both avocado (A to C) and orange jasmine (D to
F). YSIF, NDVI, PRI and global PAR measurements were collected simultaneously from sunrise to
sunset, with a 3 min time resolution, where each point represents the mean of six leaf replicate measures
collected at the same time on a single measurement day ± 3 min. The black and red lines show the linear
fit for SIFred (red) and SIFFR (black). This figure has been adapted from Wyber et al. (2017a).
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APPENDIX C
Appendix C contains supplementary material from Chapter 5, Scaling SIF measurements from the leaf to the canopy’.
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Figure C1. PAR vs ETR of avocado above canopy measurements using a LIFT instrument. PAR measurements are derived from upwelling radiance measurements
from 400 to 700 nm collected by an upwards facing cosine sensor connected to a QE Pro spectrometer.
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Figure C2. Residuals from the GAM run using SIFFR as a response variable and Rred, NDVI, day number (3, 4 or 5) and measurement time point (1 or 2) as predictor
variables (dev explained = 0.778). Data for the GAM was from 299 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements at 1, 2 or 5 m above the canopies of two different
established avocado trees, with the partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross-validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C3. Residuals from the GAM run using SIFred as a response variable and Rred, NDVI and measurement footprint as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.809).
Data for the GAM was from 299 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements at 1, 2 or 5 m above the canopies of two different established avocado trees, with the
partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross-validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C4. Residuals from the GAM run using YSIFFR as a response variable and PARRad, NDVI, RRed and measurement time point (1 or 2) as predictor variables (dev
explained = 0.497). Data for the GAM was from 299 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements at 1, 2 or 5 m above the canopies of two different established
avocado trees, with the partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross-validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C5. Residuals from the GAM run using YSIFred as a response variable and PARRad, NDVI and measurement footprint as predictor variables (dev explained =
0.639). Data for the GAM was from 299 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements at 1, 2 or 5 m above the canopies of two different established avocado trees,
with the partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C6. Residuals from the GAM run using ΦII as a response variable and Rred, SIFred, tree number (tree 1 or tree 2) and YSIFred as predictor variables (dev
explained = 0.338). Data for the GAM was from 123 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements from ~1 m above the canopies of two different established avocado
trees, with the partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C7. Residuals from the GAM run using ETR as a response variable and Rred, PARRad, tree number (tree 1 or tree 2) and measurement footprint as predictor
variables (dev explained = 0.536). Data for the GAM was from 123 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements from ~1 m above the canopies of two different
established avocado trees, with the partial plots representing the best model for the response variables selected using tenfold cross validation to minimise overfitting.
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Figure C8. Residuals from the GAM run using σʹPSII as a response variable and SIFFR, SIFred and NDVI as predictor variables (dev explained = 0.146). Data for the
GAM was from 123 nadir canopy LIFT and Spec 1 measurements from ~1 m above the canopies of two different established avocado trees, with the partial plots
representing
the
best
model
for
the
response
variables
selected
using
tenfold
cross
validation
to
minimise
overfitting.
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